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Chapter 1: Introduction
Overview
Purcellville continues to experience
moderate growth within and surrounding its
traditional town core as well as at its
transition to Loudoun County. The Town’s
carefully preserved core is at the heart of the
community and is planned to be
strengthened over time through strategic
partnerships and investments. Along with
the historic downtown area and Main Street
corridor, the Town has identified the need to
plan for its outward growth in a way that
creates opportunities for travel diversity.
The Purcellville Townwide Transportation
Plan considers the relationship between
transportation, land use, and design. One of
the purposes of the transportation plan is for
it to serve as a tool to influence
transportation decisions and stimulate
desired development patterns. The plan
identifies a series of transportation
recommendations in support of all modes—
pedestrians, bicyclists, transit, and
automobiles—for the short‐, mid‐, and long‐
term.

Comprehensive Plan’s Preliminary
Objectives












Plan Purpose
Purcellville has the opportunity to plan a
transportation network that will sustain the
community’s vision for the Town, support
the growth outlined in Purcellville’s
Comprehensive Plan, and preserve the character of the historic
downtown area identified in the Downtown Master Plan.
The Townwide Plan builds upon the objectives for transportation
outlined in the 2025 Purcellville Comprehensive Plan. The community
goal for transportation included in the Comprehensive Plan is
paraphrased and supported by the following preliminary objectives:



Plan for adequate transportation networks and
systems to support existing land uses
Plan a transportation system that adequately
addresses transportation needs generated by
future development and growth identified in the
Town’s Comprehensive Plan
Coordinate the transportation plan with other
adopted plans for the Town, including:
o Comprehensive Plan (December 2006)
o Downtown Master Plan (2005)
o Transportation Model and Analysis prepared
by VDOT (2004)
o Purcellville Urban Growth Area Management
Plan (PUGAMP, 1998)
o Loudoun County Revised Countywide
Transportation Plan (2001)
Maintain and strengthen Purcellville’s character
and integrity through improved connections
within the Urban Growth Area
Promote the use of alternative modes of
transportation such as walking, bicycling, transit,
and carpooling, among others
Enhance safety (for all transportation users)
Further develop implementation strategies from
the Transportation section and Implementation
Strategy Matrix of the Town’s 2006
Comprehensive Plan
Develop further objectives based on analysis
contained in the 2004 VDOT Transportation
Model and Analysis effort

Community Transportation Goal. “Purcellville will be recognized for its effective multimodal
transportation system and quality bicycle and pedestrian accommodations. Public rights‐of‐
way will be improved to encourage safe and effective access. New street, pedestrian, and trail
connections will enhance community connectivity, preserve special community assets, promote
attractive environments, and improve transportation safety.”
1
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Goals and Strategies
Building on the goals and objectives included in the 2025 Purcellville
Comprehensive Plan, the adopted Bicycle and Pedestrian Mobility Plan
(2003), and the Open Space Master Plan, transportation specific goals
and strategies were developed for the plan [through work with the
public, elected officials, the Project Advisory Committee, and Town staff].
The following goals and strategies are built on the community goal for
transportation and preliminary objectives included in the Comprehensive
Plan.
1.









Support Community Growth and Maturation
Definitively link land use and transportation decision‐making
Expand the vehicular and non‐vehicular systems
Make transportation decisions to support long‐term community
health—not only for short‐term benefits
Influence the implementation of desirable development patterns
through strategic public infrastructure investment
Preserve the function of the existing transportation system and
protect important future transportation corridors
Comply with local, regional, state, and federal legislation (i.e. Clean
Air Act and the SAFETEALU) to take full advantage of funding
opportunities
Maximize the benefit of infrastructure investment

2. Provide Facilities that Function Appropriately in Serving Vehicles,
Pedestrians, Bicycles, and Transit
 Maintain acceptable levels of service on all facilities
 Provide sidewalks on both sides of all arterial, collector, and major
local streets and provide sidewalks on at least one side of minor local
streets
 Provide appropriate and convenient bicycle and vehicle parking
 Enhance and extend the townwide network of bikeways to better
serve users of all ability levels
 Improve local bike and pedestrian network connectivity with the
W&OD Trail
 Actively seek partnerships in developing and maintaining
transportation infrastructure
3. Provide a High‐Quality Transportation Experience for All Users and
Modes of Transportation
 Encourage the development of a “town scale” transportation system
 Ensure that sidewalk and bikeway networks are connected
 Encourage patterns and scales of development that support
multimodal travel
 Provide appropriate streetscapes
 Support local transit initiatives to provide frequent, reliable, and
efficient services and attract more choice riders






Support existing and future transit services by providing bus stop
amenities such as shelters, street lighting, benches, signage, information,
and sidewalks
Create recognizable entrances to town
Create a townwide wayfinding scheme/system that ties into the
countywide system

4. Ensure Transportation Safety and Security
 Design the street network to accommodate all modes of transportation;
however, it is stated that not all modes will be accommodated on every
street
 Minimize rates of accidents and injury for all modes of transportation
 Create safe crossings of streets for non‐vehicular users
 Create safe routes to school for non‐vehicular users
 Design Speed = Desired Speed: design new streets and retrofit existing
ones to force vehicles to travel at speeds appropriate for the surrounding
community context
5. Improve Community Connectivity, Preserve Special Community Assets,
and Promote Attractive Environments
 Plan interconnected networks of streets, sidewalks, and bikeways
 Implement policies that encourage and require context‐sensitive
planning, design, and implementation
 Implement policies, regulations, and infrastructure improvements that
move Purcellville to being a completely walkable town
 Encourage and support the development of transportation networks and
services that reduce energy consumption, minimize impacts to the
environment, and maintain Town character and quality of life
 Require interconnectivity between compatible land uses and areas within
town to ensure that key residential and non‐residential areas are
accessible to Town residents

P L A N

6. Educate and Provide Information to the Public on Available Travel Mode
Options
 Promote the creation of programs in schools and within the community
geared toward motorists and nonmotorists that educate and encourage
people to travel by non‐auto modes and provide guidance on how to travel
safely on foot, by bicycle, and on transit
 Provide clear and concise information on available travel options in the
community at businesses, municipal buildings, libraries, schools, community
centers, and other appropriate locations
 Partner with community organizations, businesses, or local/state agencies to
conduct and provide bicycle‐oriented educational events (i.e. bicycle rodeo)
 Support programs that promote work travel by modes other than single‐
occupant autos

Study Area
The Town of Purcellville is located in western Loudoun County. Town limits
encompass approximately 2.6 square miles and are further surrounded by the
Purcellville Joint Land Management Area (JLMA) of approximately 4.7 square
miles. The JMLA is governed by the Purcellville Urban Growth Management Plan
and is supported by policies contained in the Revised General Plan for Loudoun
County, the Countywide Transportation Plan for Loudoun County, and the
Pedestrian Mobility Plan for Loudoun County.
Throughout Loudoun County, JLMAs have been established around towns to
encourage compact development in areas where public utilities and services are
reasonably extendable. The study area for the transportation plan shown in
Figure 1.1 is the Town of Purcellville and surrounding JLMA.

This Transportation Plan
A safe, functional, and balanced transportation system can be a reality for
Purcellville. The transportation plan is intended to serve as a tool and guide as
modifications to the transportation system and the underlying policies that affect
transportation are contemplated. The plan’s horizon year is 2035. This document
includes the following chapters:





Existing Conditions
Future Conditions
Recommendations (streets, pedestrians, bicycles, and transit)
Implementation Plan

2
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Planning Process

Public Involvement

Project Web site

The process to develop the transportation plan involved the following
major efforts:

Meaningful public involvement is important in developing community‐
focused transportation plans. A community’s citizens have an intimate
knowledge of the places where they live and travel and of the transportation
problems they encounter. To make sure the transportation plan considered
citizen concerns and interests, input was solicited from the general public, as
well as through the Project Advisory Committee, Town staff, and elected
officials. A summary of the public involvement process follows.

A project Web site (www.purcellvilleplan.com) was developed to share
information about the transportation plan with the community as well as receive
their feedback. The Web site included notifications about specific public
involvement opportunities, project information (maps, presentations, and
summaries of public involvement sessions), general resources related to
transportation planning, and contact information including an e‐mail address to
reach the project team with comments and suggestions.





Public Involvement. At the onset of the planning process, a project
Web site was established (www.purcellvilleplan.com). At the same
time that the Web site was launched, a Project Advisory Committee
(PAC) was created to advise the plan development process through
regularly scheduled meetings and working sessions. In addition to
these efforts, two public workshops and several presentations were
made to solicit input and comments as well as share information on
the plan.
Data Collection and Baselining. This involved collecting and
assimilating background information including
previous transportation and land use plans, traffic
studies, mapping, traffic volumes, crash data,
and other information to firmly establish a
starting point for the study.



Development of Plan Concepts. To address
current and anticipated future
transportation deficiencies, challenges, and
opportunities in the Town, numerous
concepts were developed for all modes of
transportation.



Plan Development. Following input
from the public, Project Advisory
Committee, and Town staff, plan
recommendations were developed
for all modes of transportation.



Project Advisory Committee (PAC)
The PAC was comprised of residents, business representatives, and Town and
Loudoun County staff. The purpose of the committee was to act as a
sounding board for ideas developed as a part of the plan. The committee
met regularly during the course of the plan’s development. Meetings and
general topics discussed at the meetings were as follows:


Goals and objectives
 Public involvement process
 Existing conditions
 Bicycle and pedestrian conditions
 Transit
 School policies related to bicycling and walking
 Transportation networks
 Recommendations
 Priorities and implementation

Purcellville Townwide Transportation Plan Web Site

Plan Implementation. The first
step in implementing the
transportation plan is its approval
by the Project Advisory Committee, followed
by approval by the Transportation Committee, the
Planning Commission, and finally, the Town Council. Programming
and funding projects, as well as activities such as revising and
establishing new policies and programs will follow plan adoption.

Citizen participants at the first plan workshop
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Public Workshops

Public Workshop 2

Two public workshops were conducted to solicit input from the
community on transportation issues and possible resolutions to those
issues, both in the short‐term and further into the future. These
workshops were held on February 23 and June 14, 2008.

Held at Town Hall, this workshop began with a briefing on project progress and a
presentation of summary input from the first public workshop. Though progress
summaries were important, the primary purpose of this workshop was to review
and comment on plan objectives, goals, and strategies and possible street,
bicycle, and pedestrian network concepts.

Public Workshop 1
Held at the historic train depot, the first workshop focused on vision and
values of the Town, existing transportation issues, and initial ideas for
Purcellville’s future transportation system. Citizens provided input in a
variety of ways at the workshop. Participants were asked to list things
they like about Purcellville, ideas about the future of transportation in
Purcellville, and ideas for Main Street. Citizens also were asked to
respond to the prompt, “if I were King or Queen, I would improve
transportation in Purcellville in the following ways.” Participants also
were asked to allocate $100 among transportation priorities and respond
positively and negatively to photos of street character posted on a board.
The summary of comments from Public Workshop 1 is included in
Appendix A.

Character
Preference Survey
at Workshop 1

The public was encouraged to provide input on preliminary concepts for new
street connections or to give the project team their ideas for new street, trail,
sidewalks, and other non‐vehicular connections. Input was solicited through two
exercises. First, citizens used aerial photographs with preliminary ideas for new
street connections to provide input and other ideas for new streets, trails, and
connections in Purcellville. The Town was divided into three sections: downtown,
northern, and southeast. In the “Be a Transportation Planner” exercise,
participants drew their own vehicular and non‐vehicular transportation systems
on aerial maps of the Town. A summary of public comments from Workshop 2 is
included in Appendix A.

Public input at Workshop 1
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Cha
apter 2: Ex
xisting
g Con
nditio
ons
Introduction
n
The Town
n of Purcellvillle is located in western Loudoun Countty along
Business Route
R
7, whicch is locally naamed Main Street. The current
transportation networrk has historicc roots, having developed from
Purcellville’s original ties to the railroad and morre recently ass a result of
rapid grow
wth.
urcellville is prrimarily a bed
droom comm
munity—the majority
m
of
Today, Pu
traffic gen
nerated durin
ng peak travel periods is atttributed to commuters
traveling to
t the region’s employment centers such as Leesburg, the
Dulles Tecchnology Corridor, and thee Washington
n D.C. metrop
politan area.
The most significant pe
eak‐hour trafffic generatorrs within Purccellville are
ntary, middle
e, and high sch
hools. Major regional acceess is
its elemen
provided by Route 7 Byypass. In addition to the lo
ocal street neetwork,
Purcellville also is served by local an
nd regional trransit servicess, the
regional Washington
W
and
a Old Dominion (W&OD) Trail, and a network of
trails and sidewalks.
eds and patterns of Purcelllville, along with
w the
The existing travel nee
n system, havve been evaluated to understand
existing trransportation
existing deficiencies th
hat must be fixed today. Similarly, futurre travel
demand and
a transporttation system
m needs have been identifieed to
understan
nd the investm
ments that will
w be necessaary to supportt the Town
as its grow
wth continues.

Demog
graphics
The demo
ographic composition of th
he Town of Pu
urcellville con
ntributes to
the travell patterns and
d demands placed on the system.
s
Comm
munity
profile data is summarrized below.

Popula
ation
Accordingg to the Unite
ed States Censsus Bureau, the population of the
Town of Purcellville
P
gre
ew more than
n 105 percent between 19
990 and
2000, growing from 1,7
750 people to
o almost 3,60
00 people. This represents
an annuall growth rate of approximaately 7.5 perccent. During this time,
Loudoun County
C
grew by 97 percen
nt to more thaan 170,000 people.
Purcellville has continu
ued to grow since
s
2000; ho
owever, in recent years,
the rate of
o growth has decreased. Even
E
with a slowdown in the number
of new ho
ouses built in 2007 and 200
08, Purcellvillle continues to
t grow and
has a pop
pulation that exceeds
e
6,000
0 people.

School traffic creates trafficc congestion att some of Purceellville’s interseections during
affternoon hourss. This picture is a view along
g Main Street at
a Maple Avenu
ue, looking easst.

Mea
ans of Tra
ansportattion to Wo
ork
by Purce
ellville Re
esidents
0.3%

Tra
avel Chara
acteristicss

5.8%

The existing traveel characteristtics within the Town of Pu
urcellville contribute to
the travel
t
demands placed on the transportation infrasttructure. Thee most
common mode off transportatiion for work trips
t
of Purceellville residen
nts as
repo
orted by the 2000
2
U.S. Cen
nsus was driving alone in a personal veh
hicle.
Nearrly 98 percentt of respondeents reported
d using a privaate automobile to
traveel to work. Th
he figure at‐rright illustratees work travel mode split in
Purccellville.

2.0%
%

Drovve Vehicle Alo
one
Carp
pooled
Tran
nsit
91.9%

Other

Source: Journeey to Work Sum
mmary for Purccellville (2000 U.S.
U Census)
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Chara
acter off the Tra
ansporrtation System
S
One of the noteworthyy elements off Purcellville’ss transportatiion system is
its network of historic farm‐to‐markket roads, wh
hich include:





Hatcher Avenu
ue/Purcellvillee Road
M
Maple
Avenue
e/Lincoln Road
20
0th Street/Tellegraph Springs Road
21st Street/Hilllsboro Road

These roaads converge at Main Streeet in the centter of Purcellvville and
connect to the many rural commun
nities north an
nd south of to
own. The
nged, except
character of these histtoric roads haas remained laargely unchan
for the paaved surface. The majorityy of these roaads still have narrow two‐
lane crosss‐sections, drainage swales, and no streeet lighting. Their
T
alignmentt rolls with th
he natural top
pography.
hlights of dow
wntown Purceellville. They
Main Streeet and 21st Sttreet are high
are lined with
w vibrant and
a historic businesses
b
and residences. A causality
of its own
n success, Main Street is co
ongested during some perriods of the
day, and there
t
are times when it is difficult to tu
urn out of 21stt Street.
Access maanagement isssues and lesss‐than‐optimaal traffic signaal
coordinattion add to co
ongestion on Main Street. The cross‐secction,
availabilitty of sidewalkks, and lighting are inconsistent along both
b
streets.
The 2005 Downtown Master
M
Plan provided
p
a vision to revitalize
downtown Purcellville by coordinatting the transsportation sysstem with
adjacent land
l
uses. Th
his transportaation plan builds on that viision to unify
and strengthen the chaaracter of Maain Street and
d 21st Street.
In the histtoric core of Purcellville,
P
an established
d grid of local streets
exists. Thee grid networrk allows streets to retain two‐lane cross sections
and to maanage traffic by
b limiting ch
hoke points an
nd distributin
ng traffic
among many, rather th
han fewer, strreets. The grid network alsso provides
many crosss‐town trave
el opportunitiies, minimizin
ng travel timee and
distance and
a encouragging walking. An
A additional benefit, the redundancy
created in
n the intercon
nnected streeet network reduces distancces and time
for emerggency vehicless responding to the comm
munity’s needs.
The streett patterns in newer develo
opments in Pu
urcellville havve departed
from an in
nterconnecte
ed street patteern. These neewer develop
pments are
largely orgganized around curvilinear streets and cul‐de‐sacs. In contrast
to a grid network,
n
cul‐d
de‐sacs funneel traffic to single access points
p
and
limit pedeestrian conne
ections.

Lookking north on M
Maple Avenue at
a A Street

Purccellville has many
m
unique assets
a
that can serve as thee foundation for its
efforrts to becomee a more pedestrian‐ and bicycle‐friend
b
dly communitty. There
are important exiisting resourcces, such as a walkable dow
wntown and regional
destinations and facilities like the W&OD Trail. The Town has the begginnings
of an
n interconneccted network of sidewalks and secondaary trails, man
ny of
whicch serve the community’s
c
s
schools
and other
o
importaant pedestrian‐
orien
nted destinattions quite weell. The relativve convenien
nce of walkingg and
bicyccling and the partial netwo
ork of facilitiees to support these modess
conttribute to areaas of lively peedestrian and
d bicycle activvity in parts off town.

The com
mmunity realizzes the beneffits of pedestrian and bicycle planning, and as a
result, actively suppo
orts building bicycle
b
and peedestrian faciilities. There aare a
p
unde
er design and the Town’s leeaders and sttaff
number of sidewalk projects
nt projects to ensure that the
t most worrthy
continuaally prioritize improvemen
facilitiess are construccted first. Ped
destrian and bicycle
b
destin
nations and acctivity
centers throughout the study areaa contribute to
t the existingg pedestrian and
bicycle demand
d
and the
t need for enhanced faccilities. Some of these desttinations
and activvity centers include comm
munity centers, schools, paarks and nature
preservees, a public lib
brary, Main Street, and thee Purcellville Farmer’s Market.
Consisteent, safe pedeestrian facilities will promo
ote likable character and rreduce
congestiion, especially in the historic downtown area, as peo
ople are able to park
once and walk to oth
her destinations.
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Key Transpo
T
ortation
n Corrid
dors
The transportation nettwork is comp
prised of a co
ollection of ro
oadways with
different functional
f
claassifications. Functional claassification reefers to a
hierarchy of street types used to deescribe the pu
urposes of diffferent
streets in a network. In
n Purcellville, there are thrree classes off streets
representted, as shown
n in Figure 2.1
1, on the follo
owing page. These
T
arterials, collectors, an
nd locals form
m a network th
hat seeks to provide
p
a
balance between
b
access and mobiliity.
A main fo
ocus of the traansportation network are the
t corridors linking
activity ceenters such ass home, school, job, shopp
ping, social, and
recreation
nal destinatio
ons to one another. Key trransportation
n corridors
are descriibed below an
nd shown in Figure
F
2.1.
In Purcellvville, transportation corrid
dors need to support
s
diverrse travel
purposes including reggional travel, such as the work
w
trips of Purcellville
P
ployed outside the Town, and
a local travvel between
residents who are emp
ddition to sup
pporting a com
mbination of
activity ceenters in Purccellville. In ad
regional and
a local trip purposes, key corridors neeed to serve vehicular
v
users as well
w as pedesttrians and biccyclists. The fo
ollowing brieffly describes
characteristics of each functional class of roads in
i Purcellvillee:




Arterials. These ro
oadways provvide a high levvel of mobilityy; however,
they offer
o
little opportunity for access (driveeways and inttersections).
This classification
c
includes
i
limitted access roaadways such as freeways
and expressways. Typically, artterials have higher operating speeds
and siignificant veh
hicular capacity. They also
o are largely fo
ocused on
servin
ng longer distance travel. Most arterialls in Virginia, including
Routee 7 Bypass, arre maintained
d by the Virgin
nia Departmeent of
Transportation (VD
DOT). Route 7 Bypass is th
he only existin
ng arterial in
the sttudy area.
Collecctors. These roadways
r
balance
mobillity and accesss. Collectorss in
Purceellville include
e Main Street, Maple
Avenu
ue, Hirst Road
d, and Hatcheer Avenue.
Collecctors can be further
f
stratiffied as major
and minor
m
collecto
ors. Minor co
ollectors
primaarily serve a lo
ocal travel pu
urpose in
additiion to “collecting” traffic from
neighborhoods and activity cen
nters. Major
collecctors often co
onnect other collector
c
and arterial roadw
ways. Typical
c
streeets include
characteristics of collector
peeds, on‐streeet parking,
modeerate travel sp
turn lanes at major intersection
ns, traffic
signalls, and lane widths
w
to acco
ommodate
largerr vehicles.

Lookin
ng east on Main
n Street towarrd 21st Street



LLocals. This classification of
o street provvides the leastt mobility, bu
ut the
h
highest
level of access to property.
p
Sim
milar to collecctors, local strreets are
s
stratified
into
o major and minor
m
streets.. Local streetss typically con
nnect to
o another and
one
a to collecttors. Less oftten, local streeets connect to
t
a
arterials.
Typical characterristics of local streets inclu
ude low posteed
s
speeds,
narro
ow lane width
hs, on‐street parking,
p
frequ
uent driveways, and
l traffic volumes.
low

Rou
ute 7 Bypa
ass (Harry
ry Byrd Hig
ighway)
Routte 7 Bypass iss the primary east/west traansportation corridor in Lo
oudoun
Coun
nty. This major state highw
way serves reegional trafficc and is Purceellville’s
link to
t communities to the easst and west. Route
R
7 Bypasss is a limited access,
VDO
OT‐maintained
d road in Purccellville. It haas a four‐lane median divid
ded
crosss‐section typiical of major state
s
highwayys in Virginia.. In addition to
vehiccular traffic, Route
R
7 Bypass is an important facility for regional transit
t
serviices carrying workers betw
ween Loudoun County and
d major emplo
oyment
areas east of Purccellville.

Berlin
n Turnpik
ke (Route 287)
2
Route 28
87 is a major north/south corridor in western
w
Loudo
oun County. It
originatees at Main Street in Purcellville and win
nds northwarrd to Lovettsvville and
then into Maryland to the north. In the Purcellville area, Beerlin Turnpikee is a
onnection bettween Main Street
S
and Ro
oute 7 Bypasss, where theree is an
major co
existing interchange. In this sectio
on, Berlin Turrnpike has a two‐lane
t
undiivided
cross‐section with wiide gravel sho
oulders. To th
he north of th
he Route 7 Byypass, it
has a tw
wo‐lane undivided cross‐se
ection.

Purceellville Roa
ad, Hatcher Avenuee, 20th Strreet, and
Telegrraph Spriings Road
d (Route 611)
6
Route 611 is north/so
outh corridorr in the Purcellville. It conn
nects Route 5
50 and
Telegrap
ph Spring to the
t south and
d Morrisonvillle to the north. Route 611
1 crosses
Route 7 Bypass at a grade
g
separattion. Through
h the study arrea, Route 61
11 runs
along streets includin
ng Purcellville
e Road, Hatch
her Avenue, 20th Street, an
nd
th
h
ph Springs Ro
oad. Hatcherr Ave and 20 Street interssect Main Streeet in
Telegrap
downtow
wn Purcellvillle.

Main Street (Business
(
s Route 7//Colonial Highway))
Main
n Street is Purcellville’s priimary east/west route. Orriginating as an
a ox cart
route and being converted
c
to a turnpike in 1832, it becaame known ass “The
Greaat Road.” Maain Street currrently conneccts Round Hilll on the west to
Ham
milton in the east.
e
Within and
a near Purccellville, it larggely runs parallel to
Routte 7 Bypass. Main
M Street iss the only con
ntinuous eastt/west street
conn
nection through Purcellville. Main Streeet’s cross‐secction varies frrom a
two‐‐lane undivideed section with sidewalks to a three‐lan
ne section serving
much of Purcellville’s commerrcial propertiees.
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Hillsbo
oro Road, 21st Streeet, 23rd Strreet, 32nd Street,
and Sillcott Sprin
ngs Road (Route 69
90)
Route 690
0 is a primaryy north/south corridor. It connects
c
Rou
ute 611 and
the Snickeersville Turnp
pike to the south and Hillsb
boro to the north. Route
690 crosses Route 7 Byypass at a graade separation. Within thee study area,
Route 690
0 follows seve
eral streets in
ncluding Hillsb
boro Road, 21
1st Street,
23rd Streeet, 32nd Streett, and Silcott Springs
S
Road..

P L A N

Wa
ashington & Old Do
ominion Railroad Trail
T
(W&O
OD)
The W&OD
W
Trail is
i a major reggional recreattional and transportation resource.
r
It oriiginates in Pu
urcellville and runs more th
han 45 miles, connecting to
t
Arlin
ngton County to the east. It serves both
h recreationall and commutting
purp
poses and is widely
w
used fo
or both. Geneerally, the trail follows the
align
nment of Route 7 in Loudo
oun County. The
T trail head is located on
n 21st
Streeet at the histo
oric Purcellvillle Depot.

Maple Avenue
A
an
nd Lincoln
n Road (R
Route 722)
2)
Route 722
2 is a north/so
outh corridorr. It runs from
m Hirst Road in Purcellvillee
to Lincoln
n and then on to North Forrk on the soutth. Maple Aveenue is an
importantt route within
n Purcellville and
a serves prrimary commercial areas
as well as new residential developm
ment and Loudoun Valley High
H School.

Hirst Road
R
(Rou
ute 962)
Hirst Road
d is an alternaate east/westt route just so
outh of Routee 7 Bypass. Itt
runs from
m 21st Street to
o Berlin Turnpike and has a two‐lane crross section
for much of its length.

Washington
n & Old Dominiion Trail in Purrcellville

A Streeet
A Street iss an east/wesst local streett that will eveentually becom
me a
collector and
a connectss 32nd Street and
a Maple Avvenue. The exxisting
corridor iss mostly two lanes with po
ortions of asp
phalt trail on one
o side of
the streett.

LLooking north on
o 21st Street near
n
Ashleigh Drive
D
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Activity
y Centerss
Though not as evident as transportaation corridors, activity ceenters are
another main
m focus of transportatio
on. Activity centers,
c
as defined for this
transportation plan, arre the destinaations or areaas where significant
bicycle an
nd pedestrian activity occu
urs. The primary purpose of
o identifyingg
these locaations is to inform the tow
wn about the development
d
t of bicycle
and pedesstrian recomm
mendations. Key activity centers
c
are briefly
described
d in the follow
wing and show
wn in Figure 2.2:
2

Shoppiing and Se
ervices














Historic Downtow
wn. This is the part of Purceellville located
d along Main
nd
th
Streett from 32 Sttreet to 12 Street.
S
The area includes a number of
destin
nations such as
a Town Hall,, the Purcellviille branch off the
Loudo
oun County Public Library, the Post Offiice, the Depo
ot, shops,
officees, and homess. Plans for th
he historic do
owntown areaa contained
in thee 2005 Downttown Master Plan include a new locatio
on for Town
Hall, a Town green
n, and a farmeer’s market. Opportunities
O
s for
redevvelopment of other properrties in the arrea also are outlined in
the Downtown Maaster Plan.
Main Street. This is
i Purcellville’’s primary traansportation corridor.
c
It
has a varying charaacter and thee developmen
nt along the street
wn. Main Streeet connects
exemplifies the divversity of character in Tow
a retail corre with suburb
ban commerccial areas
Purceellville’s civic and
and new residentiaal neighborho
oods.
East Main
M
Street Commercial.
C
T majority of Purcellvillee’s retail
The
development is loccated on Eastt Main Street between 12th Street and
n Turnpike.
Berlin
Purce
ellville Gatew
way (future). In addition to
o existing Main Street
comm
mercial develo
opment, the future
f
Purcellville Gatewayy
development will increase
i
services availablee to area resid
dents. It is
planned to include
e a grocery sto
ore, restaurants, and retaiil shops,
ng other uses..
amon
Catocctin Corner (future). This proposed
p
devvelopment is neither
n
appro
oved nor fullyy developed as a concept. As of Januaryy 2009, the
plan for
f this center included sevveral quick seervice restaurrants, a
pharm
macy, bank, and gas station.
Hirst Road Comme
ercial Area. West
W of Hatch
her Avenue, th
his area
along Hirst Road in
ncludes numeerous commeercial and servvice
businesses includin
ng the Departtment of Mottor Vehicles, Virginia
V
Regio
onal Transit, and several offfice buildingss.
Richardson Road Commercial
C
A
Area.
North of
o Route 7 Byp
pass off of
t
is a concentration off commercial businesses
Purceellville Road, there
locateed along Richardson Road and Nichols Lane.
L

Parrks and Reecreation
nal Opporttunities

Schoo
ols





















W&OD Trail Head.
W
H
The weestern most point
p
of the W&OD
W
Trail is located
i Purcellvillee immediatelyy to the north
in
h of the historric downtown
n along
2 st Street. The
21
T trail head is a prominent gateway to
o the region via
v
b
bicycle.
F
Fireman’s
Fie
eld. Fireman’ss Field is locatted between Nursery Aven
nue and
2 th Street to the south of Main Street and downtow
20
wn. The parkk includes
t baseball fields and a skating
two
s
rink.
U
Upper
Loudo
oun Youth Foo
otball League
e Sports Complex (future). This will
b developed
be
d on 44 acres of Fields Farm
m, located im
mmediately no
orth of
t
town
along Hillsboro Road
d (Route 690). The site plaan for the com
mplex
i
includes
a higgh‐school‐sizeed football staadium with approximatelyy 1,000
s
seats,
a practtice field, and two baseball fields. This property
p
is an
nticipated
t be annexed by the Tow
to
wn of Purcellviille.
S
Suzanne
R. Kane Nature Preserve.
P
Thee nature preseerve is located south
o Hirst Road between Hattcher Avenuee and 21st Streeet. A naturaal surface
of
p
path
has been
n built througgh some sectiions of the prreserve and iss in
v
various
stages of planning and construcction in otherr portions.
2 th Street Op
20
pen Space (undeveloped). This open sp
pace is locateed west
th
o 20 Street and south off A Street. It may become a town park in the
of
f
future
when the
t existing maintenance
m
upies the
facility that currently occu
s is relocatted.
site
V
Village
Case Park
P
(undeve
eloped). This open space iss located soutth of 9th
S
Street
and no
orth of Kinvarrra Place. It may
m become a town park in
n the
f
future.
F
Franklin
Parkk. Franklin Parrk is located west
w of Purceellville in Loud
doun
C
County,
alongg Business Ro
oute 7. A majo
or Loudoun County park, facilities
f
i
include
walking trails, a plaayground, a catch‐and‐rel
c
ease fishing pond,
p
a
s
swimming
po
ool, a perform
mance and visual arts centeer, and variou
us fields
a courts.
and
S
South
Fork Caatoctin Creekk Park. The To
own recently accepted an 11‐acre
c
conservation
easement alo
ong the South
h Fork Catocttin Creek whicch
p
provides
public access to environmenta
e
al stewardship and passivee
r
recreation
op
pportunities.
L
Loudoun
Vallley Golf and Country
C
Club
b. This golf and country clu
ub is
l
located
alongg the western edge of Purccellville.
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Patrrick Henry Co
ollege. Patrickk Henry Collegge is a privatee, independen
nt college
thatt is nationally accredited. Currently, theere are appro
oximately 325
5 students
enro
olled at the co
ollege.
Loud
doun Valley High
H School. This school iss located alon
ng Maple Avenue
nortth of Main Strreet. The currrent enrollment is approxximately 1,635
5
stud
dents in gradees 10 through
h 12.
Woo
odgrove High
h School (futu
ure). This scho
ool will be loccated south o
of Allder
Scho
ool Road, east of Hillsboro
o Road. The planned
p
enrolllment is
apprroximately 1,600 studentss.
Harm
mony Interm
mediate Schoo
ol. This school is located ju
ust to the eastt of
Purccellville to thee north of Collonial Highwaay. The current enrollmen
nt is
apprroximately 1,200 studentss in grades 8 and
a 9.
Blue
e Ridge Middle School. This school is lo
ocated north of
o A Street, east of
20th Street. The current
c
enrollment is apprroximately 1,170 studentss in grades
6 an
nd 7.
Eme
erick Elementtary School. This
T school is located alongg Nursery Roaad near
Orch
hard Avenue. The currentt enrollment is approximattely 525 studeents in
grad
des K through
h 5.
Mou
untain View Elementary
E
School.
S
This scchool is located just outsid
de
Purccellville to thee south of Alld
der School Ro
oad. Its curreent enrollmen
nt is
apprroximately 77
70 students in
n grades K thrrough 5. This school will be
anneexed by the Town
T
of Purce
ellville to coin
ncide with thee completion of
Woo
odgrove High School.

Comm
munity Am
menities











Loud
doun Valley Community
C
Center.
C
This faacility is locatted along Sch
hool
Street west of Nu
ursery Road. It offers recreational proggrams, pre‐school and
w
room.
after‐school proggrams, and a weight
his center is lo
ocated along 15th Street to
o the east
Carvver Communiity Center. Th
th
of 20
0 Street. The Carver Centter serves as a senior centter and adult day care
centter on weekdays and is avaailable for general commu
unity use on eevenings
and weekends.
doun Valley Country
C
Club. This club is located west of Purcellvillee south of
Loud
Busiiness Route 7.
7
Valley Industrial Park. This ind
dustrial park is located sou
uth of Hirst Road
betw
ween Hatcherr Avenue and
d 21st Street.
Neigghborhoods. There are a variety
v
of iden
ntifiable neighborhoods in
n
Purccellville. Thesse include Cattoctin Meado
ows, Country Club Hills, Co
ourtland
Squaare, Courts off St. Francis, Garner
G
Meadows, Golf Course View, Hiirst Farm,
Kinggsbridge, Locu
ust Grove, Maain Street Village, the Meaadows, Old Do
ominion
Valleey, Purcellville Ridge, Village Case, and the Villages of
o Purcellvillee.
Blue
e Ridge Bible Church. This large church is located on
n 20th Street n
near A
Street.
Purccellville Baptiist Church. Th
his large churrch is located on Yaxley Drive near
A Street.
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Figure 0.1
1: Activity Centers
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Travel Patterns
As part off the data collection for the Purcellville Transportation Plan, a
license plaate survey waas conducted in October 2008
2
during th
he morning
and aftern
noon peak traavel periods. The license plate
p
survey documented
d
travel pattterns of drive
ers using Silco
ott Springs Ro
oad, Main Street,
Telegraph
h Springs Road, Lincoln Roaad, Berlin Turrnpike, and Hirst Road.
The purpo
ose of docum
menting these travel patterrns was to understand the
routes useed by traffic traveling
t
thro
ough Purcellviille in morning and
afternoon
n commuting periods. Ultiimately, this information
i
iss useful in
understan
nding the valu
ue, or lack theereof, of new
w street conneections such
as the Sou
uthern Collecctor Road.
ormation, liceense plates were
w
recorded
d at six
In the colllection of info
locations in town. Entry points for the
t morning peak period and
a exit
points forr the afternoo
on peak perio
ods were the following:
f
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Table 2.1
2 License Pllate Survey Route
R
Prefere
ence

Route
Main St
M
Silcott Springs Rd
Teelegraph Springs Rd
Lincoln Rd

Exxit at Hirst Rd
d

Enter att Hirst Rd

EExit at Berlin Tpke
(Route 28
87)

Entter at Berlin
Tpke
e (Route 287)

AM

PM

AM

PM

Vehicles
19
9
4
5

%
3.4%
%
5.8%
%
3.3%
%
2.8%
%

Vehicles
14
20
23
17

%
1.9%
9.8%
20.0%
9.3%

Vehicles
29
19
14
21

%
5.2%
1
12.3%
1
11.7%
1
12.1%

Vehicles
41
1
18
8
14
4
22
2

In‐Tow
wn Trip or Un
nmatched
AM
M

%
5.5%
8.8%
12.2%
12.1%

Vehicles
513
127
102
152

PM
%
91.4%
81.9%
85.0%
85.4%

Vehicles
6
696
1
167
78
1
143

%
92.7%
81.5%
67.8%
78.6%

Total Vehicles
AM

PM

Vehicless
561
155
120
178

Vehicles
751
205
115
182

No
ote: License plate survey
s
counted byy Kimley‐Horn and Associates in Octo
ober 2008. AM cou
unts 7:00‐8:30; PM
M counts 4:30‐6:00
0

Main Street to
M
o the west of 32
3 nd Street
Siilcott Springs Road to the south
s
of A Street
Teelegraph Spriings Road to the
t south of A Street
Liincoln Road to the south of
o A Street

The exit points
p
for the morning peaak period and entry points for the
afternoon
n peak period
d were the following:



Berlin Turnpike
e to the south
h of Hirst Roaad
Hirst Road to the
t east of Maple Avenue

By correlaating license plates
p
recorded at each off these locatio
ons, travel
patterns of
o non‐town residents
r
werre derived to better underrstand where
new streeet connection
ns bypassing town
t
would provide
p
beneffit. A
summary of results of the license plate survey arre shown in Table
T
2.1 and
in Figure 2.3.
2
As shown in Figure 2.3
3, the majorityy of through trips
t
(those trips that do
not begin or end in Purcellville) durring the morning peak‐hou
ur use one of
the north//south streetts to reach Main Street and
d then follow
w Main Street
to Berlin Turnpike,
T
rath
her than follo
owing Maple Avenue
A
to Hirst Road. In
the evening, there wass less consisteency in travel patterns. Off people
traveling through
t
town
n, the distribu
ution of thosee using Hirst Road/Maple
R
Avenue was
w relatively equal to thosse using Berlin Turnpike/M
Main Street.

Figgure 2.3: Liceense Plate Surrvey Summarry
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Vehiccular Co
ondition
ns
Trafficc Volumess
Figure 2.4
4 illustrates avverage daily traffic
t
(ADT) volumes
v
in study
corridors as well as peak hour turning movemen
nt traffic volum
mes at
importantt study interssections. Main Street and Route 287 haave the
highest avverage daily traffic
t
volumees within the study area with
approximately 17,000 and 13,000 vehicles
v
per day respectiveely. The
intersections of Main Street
S
with Maple
M
Avenue and Route 287 have the
highest tu
urning movem
ment volumess in the studyy area.

Looking North on
n Berlin Turnpiike (Route 287)) toward Hirst Road
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replace figgure 2.4 trafffic volumes
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Existin
ng Vehicullar Conditions
An importtant first step
p in creating a recommend
ded street nettwork for
Purcellville is to undersstand how th
he existing roaadway netwo
ork is
operatingg. To understand the existing operatingg condition off
Purcellville’s street nettwork, interseection levels of
o service, traaffic speed
informatio
on, and crash
h history weree reviewed.
The level of service (LO
OS) rating is used
u
to describe operatingg conditions
otes good performance
for motorrists. As with school gradees, LOS A deno
with little to no delay. Failing interssections where the averagge delay
exceeds 85
8 seconds off delay per vehicle are rateed LOS F. Purcellville
streets op
perating at LO
OS D or betterr are considerred acceptable from a
motorist’ss perspective.

Study Intersectio
I
ons
While som
me corridors experience
e
deelay and conggestion, traffiic safety and
congestio
on concerns are most acutee at intersecttions. Existingg intersection
levels of service
s
shown
n in Table 2.2
2 and Figure 2.5
2 were compiled from
Figure 2.5
existing trraffic impact studies
s
and in
ndependent assessments.
a
also show
ws intersection
n traffic control and laneage.
ons that curreently experien
nce traffic con
ngestion
Several keey intersectio
were evalluated and po
otential modifications sugggested to mittigate
operations (b
current, unacceptable
u
based on exissting geometrry and traffic
volumes).. These sugge
ested modificcations are intended to serrve as a
guideline for future reccommended improvements. It is not an
nticipated
w be constructed by the town. As new
w
that all modifications will
should be
ment and rede
evelopment occur,
o
some modifications
m
developm
constructed in phases to coincide with
w that deveelopment.

Main Strreet/Colon
nial Highwa
ay/Berlin Turnpike
T

o
Streeet/Nursery Avvenue approaach experiencces significant delay due to
relattively few gap
ps in Main Strreet traffic thaat permit veh
hicles to egresss from
the south.
s
To imp
prove operations at this inttersection wo
ould require the
t
instaallation of a trraffic signal and the modiffication of thee existing “teaardrop”
interrsection. It is understood that
t
VDOT currently does not support the
t
instaallation of a trraffic signal at this location
n. In the futurre as downto
own
beco
omes more acctive, a trafficc signal should
d be reconsid
dered as a parrt of an
engineering studyy to determin
ne the approp
priate treatmeent for the
interrsection.

Hirsst Road/Be
erlin Turnp
pike
This signalized inttersection operates at LOSS E during thee weekday AM
M and PM
d on 2006 volume data. Trraffic volumess are heavy in
n the AM
peakk hours based
and PM peak periods as the intersection is located immeediately to th
he south
of Ro
oute 7 Bypasss and its interrchange with Berlin Turnpike. In the sh
hort‐
term
m, operations at this intersection can bee improved minimally
m
thro
ough the
consstruction of an
n additional turn
t
lane on Hirst
H
Road. In
n the long‐terrm,
wideening Berlin Turnpike
T
to a four‐lane meedian divided roadway will allow
the traffic
t
signal to
t operate mo
ore efficientlyy and will enaable more greeen time
to bee allocated to
o Hirst Road turning movements.

Berrlin Turnpik
ke/Route 7 Bypass Westbound
W
R
Ramps
This signalized inttersection operates at LOSS C and F during the weekd
day AM
and PM peak hou
urs, respectiveely, based on 2006 volumee data. Trafficc
volumes are heavvy in the PM peak
p
hour as evening commuters return from
emp
ployment centters to the eaast. To improvve the operattions of this
interrsection in the short‐term,, the following are recomm
mended:



Wideningg Berlin Turnp
pike in the southbound dirrection betweeen the
westboun
nd ramps and
d Hirst Road to provide two
o through lan
nes
Constructting an additional left‐turn
n lane on the westbound off‐ramp
o

This unsiggnalized T‐inte
ersection opeerates at LOS F during the weekday
AM and PM
P peak hourrs based on 20
006 volume data.
d
The freee‐flowing
movemen
nts along Main Street and Colonial High
hway operatee with
minimal delay.
d
During the PM peak hour major delay
d
occurs in
i the stop‐
controlled
d Berlin Turnp
pike (southbo
ound) left‐turn movement.

P L A N

In the lo
ong‐term, Berrlin Turnpike should
s
be furrther widened
d to provide a four‐
lane median divided cross‐section
n and addition
nal ramp improvements sh
hould be
considerred to better serve the higghly directional traffic volu
umes.
Table 2.2: Exxisting Interssection Levelss of Service (LLOS)

Inttersection
Allder Scchool Road an
nd Hillsboro Road
R
Allder Scchool Road an
nd Purcellville
e Road
Eastgatee Drive and Ro
oute 287

4

Hirst Road and Hatch
her Ave/Purce
ellville Road
s
st

Hirst Road and N. 21 Street/Hillsboro Road
Hirst Road and N. Maaple Avenue
Hirst Road and Routee 287

3

4

E. Main St/W. Colonial Highway an
nd Route 287
7

4

E. Main Street and Haatcher Avenu
ue

AM Peaak
Hour
LOS
B

PM Peakk
Hour
LOS
B

A

A

A

A

C

C

C

B

B

C

E

E

F

F

B

B

3

C

C

4

A

A

E. Main Street and Maple
M
Avenue
E. Main Street and Pickwick Drive
th

Main Strreet and S. 20
0 Street/S. Nursery
N
Avenue

F

F

4

A

A

Route 7 Bypass WB Ramps
R
and Ro
oute 287

Route 7 Bypass EB Raamps and Rou
ute 287

C

F

rd

4

B

B

nd

1

D

C

B

B

W. Main
n Street and N.
N 23 Street
W. Main
n Street and S.
S 32 Street
st

rd

N. 21 Street
S
and N. 23 Street

Sources
All countts gathered from Western Lou
udoun High Sch
hool‐Allder Sch
hool Road TIA
(2005), unless
u
otherwisse noted.
1 – 21st Street
S
Left‐Turn
n Restriction TIIA (2008)
2 – Purceellville Fire and
d Rescue TIA (20
007)
3 – Main and Maple Avve Left‐Turn Ph
hase Analysis (2
2007)
F
TIA (2006
6)
4 – Cole Farm

The Cole Farm
F
traffic im
mpact study shows
s
that signalization or installation
of a round
dabout is nee
eded at this in
ntersection to
o mitigate unaacceptable
traffic con
nditions. The analysis in th
he report foun
nd that a roun
ndabout
would red
duce vehicle queues
q
and reesult in an op
peration of LO
OS B or
better on all approaches. Installatio
on of a roundaabout at the intersection
is planned
d in conjunction with the Cole
C Farm devvelopment.

Main Strreet/20th Street/Nurs
S
sery Avenu
ue
This unsiggnalized intersection operaates at LOS F during the weekday AM
and PM peak hours based on 2005 volume data.. The northbo
ound 20th

Main Streeet looking eastt toward Berlin
n Turnpike nearr Pickwick Drivve
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Figure 2.5
2 needs to
t be revise
ed. Hatcherr/Main is siignalized
and ope
erates just fine!
f
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Looking east along
Main
n Street in
down
ntown near 21st
Streeet. The numero
ous
driveeways and
inters
rsections createe
challenges for
opera
ations and safe
fety.

Traffic speeed data wass collected at five locationss in the study area. The
speed datta was evaluaated at each lo
ocation to compare actual running
speeds wiith posted speeds. Speed data collecteed is shown in
n Figure 2.6.
As shown in Figure 2.6
6, except for on
o Silcott Spriings Road, actual average
speeds co
ollected were within a reassonable rangee of the posteed speed
limit. Furtthermore, the
e 85th percenttile speed at these
t
locations was
within fivee miles per ho
our of the po
osted speed limit. On Silcottt Springs
Road, actual speeds were significan
ntly higher thaan posted speeed limits.
South of A Street, spee
eds were repo
orted at 49 an
nd 48 miles per
p hour in
the northbound and so
outhbound diirections, resp
pectively. These speeds
mit of 35
are nearlyy 15 miles perr hour faster than the postted speed lim
miles per hour. 85th pe
ercentile speeeds were high
her at 55 milees per hour
and 54 miles per hour in the northb
bound and southbound dirrections,
respectiveely.
nding the currrent travel sp
peed conditio
ons on Silcott Springs
Understan
Road, it may
m be approp
priate to conssider the imp
plementation of measures
to manage traffic spee
eds. Measuress could includ
de increased
enforcement, roundab
bouts, additio
onal pavemen
nt markings, and
a radar
ns.
speed sign

Crash Informati
I
ion



Three full years of crassh data was evaluated for this study. It is important
hat crash dataa requested of,
o and provid
ded by VDOT includes onlyy
to note th
reported crashes. Man
ny minor crashes go unreported and aree not
included in
i the following summariees and evaluattion.
From 2005 to 2007, the locations with
w the higheest number off crashes
ple Avenue in
ntersection an
nd Berlin Turn
npike
were Main Street/Map
nd Route 7 Byypass ramps. Crash data iss
between Hirst Road an
2 Addition
nally, the locaations with the highest
summarizzed in Figure 2.7.
crash freq
quencies are shown
s
in Tab
ble 2.3.
Crashes are the result of a number of factors thaat include envvironmental,
operatingg, and physicaal conditions. They can be linked to tan
ngible
characteristics such as light conditio
ons, roadwayy geometry, wildlife
w
crossing, and
a driver co
ondition. Baseed on the revview of crash data, the
following were the mo
ost commonlyy experienced
d crash types in
Purcellville:





Angle crashes are typicallyy the result of drivers misjudging the sp
A
peed
a
and/or
distan
nce of oncoming traffic and
d mistakenly turning in fro
ont of an
o
oncoming
veh
hicle. This maay be related to failure to see, understaand, or
o
obey
a traffic control devicce and inadeq
quate sight distance due to a
p
physical
obstruction or geo
ometric cond
dition. Angle crashes also may be
r
related
to con
ngestion and caused specifically by drivvers who choo
ose to
m
make
unsafe turns, rather than wait for a suitable gaap in traffic.
Rear‐end crasshes common
R
nly occur at lo
ocations with
h periods of
c
congestion,
lo
ocations with
h inadequate sight distancee, or changes in speed
l
limits.
In add
dition, poor acccess manageement may reesult in rear‐eend
c
crashes.
Wheere there are many drivew
ways, drivers may
m signal their turn
t late or slo
too
ow down morre quickly thaan under norm
mal circumstaances.
SSideswipe craashes may occcur at locatio
ons where a road
r
or appro
oach is
n wide enough to accom
not
mmodate vehicles trying to
o avoid one another.
I addition, th
In
he road may not be striped to designatte the lanes.
C
Congestion
att an intersecttion may increease the posssibility for craashes as
d
drivers
may try to get arou
und another vehicle
v
that iss delayed.

Table 2.3: Crash
C
Location
ns Ranked byy Three‐Year Crash Historyy
Crash
Frequency
(Crashess/Year)
52
2

Rankk
1

Location
L
Main Stree
et/Maple Aveenue

2

Berlin Turnpike/Route 7 Bypass Ramps/Hirst
Road

2
42

3

Main Street/Teaardrop/Hatcher Avenue

17
7

4

Main Street/Coloniaal Highway/Beerlin Turnpikee

15
5

5

Main
n Street from Town Line to
o 32nd Street

13
3

6 (tie
e)

Hilllsboro Road North
N
of the Town
T
Line

7

6 (tie
e)

Hirst Road
d/Maple Aven
nue

7

7

H
Hillsboro
Road
d/Allder Scho
ool Road

5

Sourcce: Virginia Deepartment off Transportatiion
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Main Strreet/Maple
e Avenue

Maiin Street/Colonial Hig
ghway/Berrlin Turnpik
ke

Maple Avenue/Hirst Road

This interssection experrienced the highest crash frequency
f
over the period
d
evaluated
d. Of the 47 crashes
c
experrienced, the most
m frequentt crash types
included angle
a
crashess (26) and reaar‐end crashes (20). Relating to this
intersection, this patte
ern of crashess is most likelyy the result of
o peak
period traaffic congestio
on, the frequency of driveways, and veehicle turning
movemen
nts along Main Street and Maple Avenu
ue. The Town
n,
understan
nding the chaallenges curreently faced byy this intersecction, is in
the proceess of designin
ng modificatio
ons to remed
dy existing cap
pacity and
safety issu
ues. Plans incclude the dessign of right‐turn lanes easstbound and
westboun
nd along Main
n Street to serve Maple Avvenue as well as
drivewayss adjacent to the Main Streeet/Maple Avvenue interseection. Plans
also includ
de modifications to sidewalks in coordiination with roadway
r
modifications.

Berliin Turnpike iss stop‐controllled at Main Street/Coloni
S
al Highway. The
T
majo
ority of the 15
5 crashes reported over th
he studied period were reaar‐end
collissions (11). Four of the 15 crashes,
c
resulted in injuriees. To mitigatee current
safetty and interseection operattional concern
ns, the intersection should
d be
signaalized or a rou
undabout con
nstructed, consistent with existing Tow
wn plans.
Increeasing interseection capacitty is likely to reduce
r
the nu
umber of rear‐end
collissions and con
nstructing a ro
oundabout will
w substantially reduce thee number
and severity of crrashes at the intersection.

At the in
ntersection off Hirst Road and
a Maple Avvenue, four ou
ut of seven crrashes
over thee study period
d were angle collisions. Th
he northboun
nd approach o
of Maple
Avenue is stop‐contro
olled and exp
periences sign
nificant delay during peak periods.
It is likely that driverss, impatient to turn left fro
om Maple Avenue to Hirstt Road,
turn when there are insufficient gaps in traffic to successfully turn and are struck
by traffic on Hirst Roaad. A potential low‐cost reemedy to thiss condition wo
ould be
our‐way stop
p, if warranted
d. A more exttensive remed
dy to this
the instaallation of a fo
conditio
on would invo
olve signalizattion or the insstallation of a roundaboutt.

Maiin Street in
n the Vicinitty of 32nd Street
S

Hillsbo
oro Road/A
Allder Scho
ool Road

More than half (7
7) of the 13 crrashes at this intersection resulted in in
njuries.
This intersection has undergon
ne past studyy and the Tow
wn desires to signalize
s
the intersection to
t remedy saffety and capaacity issues; however, trafffic
volumes do not currently meeet minimum warrants.
w
Prio
or to major geeometric
n, a reduction in speed limit on Main Street
imprrovements orr signalization
furth
her west mayy help reduce intersection crashes.

Allder Scchool Road is stop‐controlled at Hillsbo
oro Road. Thiss intersection
n
experien
nced relativelly few crashes, three (of th
he five) of wh
hich were anggle
collisions. It is likely that
t
the comb
bination of drriver impatien
nce (insufficieent gaps
in trafficc) and limited
d sight distancce are contrib
buting to the angle collision
pattern. This intersecction will beco
ome more im
mportant with
h the complettion of the
n Loudoun Co
ounty High School and mod
difications should be consttructed.
Western
The trafffic study prep
pared for the high school recommends
r
the implemeentation
of a roun
ndabout to seerve projecte
ed traffic volumes.

Berlin Turnpike
T
be
etween Route 7 Bypa
ass and Hirsst Road
The majority of the 42 crashes expeerienced in th
his section of Berlin
Turnpike was
w a combin
nation of rearr‐end (24), an
ngle (11), and sideswipe
(5). Ten of the crashes,, or nearly 25
5 percent, resulted in injuries. The
close spaccing of interse
ections alongg this section of Berlin Turn
npike
combined
d with relative
ely heavy turn
ning movemeent volumes and
a frequent
traffic con
ngestion are the
t likely culp
prits of the exxisting safety hazards.
To remedy undesirable
e safety conditions on Berlin Turnpike, measures to
reduce traaffic congestion and driver confusion will
w need to bee
implemen
nted. These co
ould include widening
w
Berrlin Turnpike to
t provide
two throu
ugh lanes in each
e
direction
n or providingg exclusive turrn lanes to
serve the ramps and Hirst
H
Road.

Main Strreet between 20th Street and Ha
atcher Aven
nue
The sectio
on of Main Street between
n 20th Street and
a Hatcher Avenue
A
is
just over a quarter mile in length, but
b is interseccted by six streets, four of
which aree important co
ollectors. Witth the close spacing of inteersections
and reaso
onable traffic volumes turn
ning onto and
d from Main Street,
S
congestio
on is frequentt and conflictss are numerous. The majority of the 17
crashes exxperienced on this section
n of Main Streeet were rearr‐end
collisions (13).
Similar to the Main Strreet/Maple Avenue interseection, the To
own,
nding the trafffic challenges of the area,, has implemeented a left‐
understan
turn restrriction on 21stt Street. Altho
ough this will not resolve all
a issues on
Main Streeet, it will reduce the numb
ber of confliccts and is likely to reduce
the numb
ber of crashess in doing so. To fully remeedy current saafety
concerns in this area, a comprehensive approach
h to modifyin
ng the
p” will be requ
uired.
“teardrop
Looking west along M
Main Street in the vicinity of 18
1 th Street
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Parking
g Conditio
ons Revieew (supplyy and occu
upancy)
Public parrking inventory (on‐ and offf‐street) and
d occupancy data
d
was
collected in October 20
008. Public parking
p
was defined as streeet parking
and off‐sttreet parking in publicly ow
wned parkingg lots. Data was
w collected
at the following locatio
ons as shown in Figure 2.8
8:





Zo
one 1: Main Street
S
betweeen 31st Streett and 23rd Streeet
Zo
one 2: Main Street
S
betweeen 23rd Streett and Maple Avenue
A
st
Zo
one 3: 21 Street between
n Main Streett and 23rd Streeet
Zo
one 4: Public parking lot between
b
21st Street
S
and 23
3rd Street

Parking sp
paces were classified as geeneral use, motorcycle only, and
reserved accessible.
a
Parking occupancy counts were
w
perform
med at 10:00
a.m., 12:0
00 p.m., and 2:00
2
p.m. on a weekday. Parking
P
inventory and
occupancy data is sum
mmarized in Taable 2.4 and Figure 2.8 deepicts the
approximate occupanccy of on‐streeet and off‐streeet parking in
n the zones
studied.
w of the parkking supply in downtown in
ndicated thatt there is an
The review
adequate supply of parking to servee typical weekday demand
d at current
developm
ment levels. Based
B
on aneccdotal eviden
nce and experrience in
Purcellville, on weeken
nds, demand is higher and it is often neecessary to
park furth
her from a desired destination. On weeekdays, Zone 3
experiencced the highest occupancyy of the areas studied. The majority of
parking observed alongg Main Streett was concentrated near the
rd
downtown core (21st Street/23
S
Strreet areas).
ere sufficientlly sized resideential driveways and
Along Main Street whe
f on‐street parking was relatively
r
surface paarking lots exxist, demand for
minimal, offering
o
flexib
bility in the ovverall use and
d configuratio
on of the
street. Along these sections of Main Street, trafffic calming measures
m
c
to
o benefit pedeestrians, bicyyclists, and sid
de‐street
could be considered
traffic.
Based on calculated occcupancy ratees, the weekd
day peak parkking period
was obserrved to be fro
om 12:00 p.m
m. to 2:00 p.m
m. Though thiss was
observed to be the peaak, occupancyy overall of all spaces survveyed was
only 22 to
o 23 percent. This means that more thaan 70 percentt of all spaces
available in the system
m were open. With regard to
t parking plaanning, a
parking faacility is generally defined as being at‐capacity when
n its
occupancy exceeds 90 percent. Bassed on weekday observatio
ons,
he system exists to serve demand.
d
sufficient parking capaacity within th
p
systems, overall paarking supplyy appears to
Similar to many most parking
paces are avaiilable, even
be adequaate; howeverr, proximity iss an issue. Sp
during peak periods, but not alwayss adjacent to destinations.. One
ution to addreess the proxim
mity issue, the installation
n
relatively low‐cost solu
s
would assist peop
ple in locatingg appropriate
of parkingg wayfinding signage

parkking in the dow
wntown areaa. Ideally, this type of signaage would be
coorrdinated with downtown or
o Townwide wayfinding.
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One elem
ment of the area’s
a
parkingg infrastructure that was not
n accounted
d for
quantitaatively with th
he review of the
t existing parking
p
condittions was thee supply of
surface parking for private business. There are numerous offf‐street parkking
S
that were not includ
ded in the paarking analysiss, but
facilitiess along Main Street
serve the needs of bu
usinesses fron
nting Main Sttreet and otheer commerciaal
corridorrs. As a part of
o the processs for sizing a parking
p
structture in downttown and
understaanding impaccts of potentiaal redevelopm
ment, a detailed study inclluding
public an
nd private paarking should be conducted
d.

Add
ditional Parrking withiin Purcellv
ville
Most parking facilities within Purcellville
P
haave some surp
plus capacity to
acco
ommodate gro
owth. Undersstanding that downtown will
w continue to
t
deveelop and additional parkingg will be need
ded, a parkingg garage is planned
for the downtown
n area in the long‐term to coordinate with
w redevelo
opment.

Table 2.4: Public Parkingg Inventory an
nd Occupancy (October 20
008)

Facility Type/Lo
ocation

Inventory
(Number of
Spaces)

10 AM
M Weekday
Occcupancy
Number of
o
Percent of
Parked
Space
es
Vehicless
Occupied

1
12 PM Weekd
day
Occupancyy
Numb
ber of
Perrcent of
Parrked
S
Spaces
Veh
hicles
Occcupied

2 PM Wee
ekday
Occupancy
Number of Percent of
Parked
Spaces
V
Vehicles
Occupied

Streett Parking
Zone 1: Main Streeet between N.
N 31st Street and N. 23rd Sttreet
Generral
72
5
Motorrcycle
0
0
Handicapped
0
0
Total
72
5
rd
Zone 2:
2 Main Streeet between N.
N 23 Street and Maple Avenue
Generral
58
0
Motorrcycle
0
0
Handicapped
0
0
Total
58
0
st
Zone 3:
3 N. 21 Street between W. Main Streeet and N. 23rd Street
Generral
25
13
Motorrcycle
0
0
Handicapped
0
0
Total
25
13
Total Stre
eet Parking
155
18

7%
0%
0%
7%

6
0
0
6

8%
0%
0%
8%

1
0
0
1

1%
0%
0%
1%

0%
0%
0%
0%

1
0
0
1

2%
0%
0%
2%

0
0
0
0

0%
0%
0%
0%

52%
%
0%
0%
52%
%
12%
%

2
20
0
0
2
20
2
27

80%
0%
0%
80%
17%

17
0
0
17
18

68%
0%
0%
68%
12%

Surfacce Parking: Public Parking Lot between N. 21st Street and N. 23rd Street
Zone 4
Generral
Motorrcycle
Handicapped
Total Surfaace Parking

55
4
3
62

9
0
0
9

16%
%
0%
0%
15%
%

2
22
0
0
2
22

40%
0%
0%
35%

29
0
0
29

53%
0%
0%
47%

217

27

12%
%

4
49

23%

47

22%

Overaall Parking
Total
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Pedesstrian and
a Bicy
ycle Con
ndition
ns
Purcellville has many assets
a
that can serve as thee foundation to become a
more ped
destrian‐ and bicycle‐friend
dly communitty, including a pedestrian‐
friendly downtown and
d regional destinations succh as the W&
&OD Trail.
These assets generate much of the pedestrian and bicycle traaffic that
exists today, contributing to the oveerall vibrancyy of the area.
hicle drivers are
a considereed to be respeectful of pedeestrians and
Motor veh
bicyclists and there is an
a acknowled
dgement of th
he benefits off pedestrian
and bicycle planning in
n the commun
nity. As a resu
ult, there is sttrong
communitty support for building ped
destrian and bike facilitiess. As of
January 2009, there were five sidew
walk projects in the design
n stage and
an ongoin
ng sidewalk prioritization process
p
to evaaluate future projects.
Pedestrian and bicycle
e destinationss and activity centers throu
ughout the
study areaa contribute to
t existing peedestrian and bicycle demaand and the
need for enhanced
e
faccilities. Some of these desttinations and activity
centers arre listed below
w.










Existing Ped
destrian and
a Bicyclle Conditiions
Purccellville alread
dy has many of
o the hallmarks of a comm
munity for pedestrians
and bicyclists. Thee center of Pu
urcellville is a historic pedeestrian‐friend
dly
a extensive sidewalk netw
work, stampeed brick crossswalks,
downtown, with an
uch as the loccal farmer’s market.
m
Theree are
and pedestrian deestinations su
mps througho
out the Town. Traffic signals and
many crosswalks and curb ram
oss roads
newly installed peedestrian crossing signals have made itt easier to cro
urcellville. Theere also are existing
e
pedesstrian and biccycle signs thrroughout
in Pu
town
n. While theree are currently no on‐road
d bicycle faciliities in Purcelllville,
theree are multiusse trails, notably the region
nal W&OD Trail that has bicycle
parkking, bollards, signs, and otther features.
Whille Purcellville has these am
menities for pedestrians
p
an
nd bicyclists, there are
also are challengees for those who
w travel by foot and bikee through thee Town.
For one,
o
many deesired destinaations, like neeighborhoods and schools, are very
far apart, making it difficult to walk and bikke for transpo
ortation and creating
c
trafffic congestion
n for school buses and pareents droppingg students offf.

P L A N

In additiion, Purcellvillle has a disco
onnected sideewalk networrk and very diifficult
crossingg conditions in
n some locations. For exam
mple, a large number of students
were ob
bserved crossiing Maple Avenue near Lo
oudoun Valleyy High School in a
section of
o the road th
hat did not haave traffic signals or pedesstrian crossing islands.
There also are sections of Route 287
2 and the Harry
H
Byrd Higghway that arre difficult
to cross. Crosswalks are
a necessaryy in certain arreas and sidew
walks should be
widened
d in some locaations.
urcellville thatt carry large traffic
t
volumees at high speeeds, but
There arre roads in Pu
that do not have on‐rroad bicycle facilities.
f
Man
ny of the road
ds are too narrrow to
provide bike lanes wiithin the existting road width and resideents have in the past
expresseed reluctancee about widen
ning streets. In
I many casess, a constrain
ned right‐
of‐way will
w make it difficult to wid
den roads or provide
p
enhanced pedestrrian and
bicycle facilities.
f
Additional challenges to encouraging moree walking and
d bicycling
in the sttudy area include school policies that discourage walking and bicyycling to
school and
a an over caapacity of parrking in manyy areas of tow
wn.

Community ce
enters such ass Carver Community Centeer and
Lo
oudoun Valley Communityy Center
Scchools such as
a Hillsboro Ellementary School, Blue Rid
dge Middle
Scchool, Lincoln
n Elementary School, Loud
doun Valley High School,
Em
merick Eleme
entary School, Harmony Middle
M
School,, and Patrick
Henry College
Paarks and natu
ure preservess such as Fran
nklin Park, Fireeman’s Field,
an
nd the Suzanne R. Kane Naature Preservve
Upper Loudoun Youth Foottball Complexx
Lo
oudoun Coun
nty Public Librrary
M Street an
Main
nd Downtown
n Purcellville
W
W&OD
Trail
Purcellville Farrmer’s Markeet

Looking east on
o A Street at the raised crossswalk serving Blue Ridge
Middle
M
School
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Strengtths and Weakness
W
ses
Purcellville’s pedestrian and bicyclee‐related strengths that weere identified
d
include exxisting resourrces such as the W&OD Traail, neighborh
hood
connector trails, and a pedestrian‐ffriendly down
ntown. Weakn
nesses
included disconnected
d
d sidewalk nettworks, difficult crossings, and narrow
roads. Theese and other strengths an
nd weaknessees are highligghted in
Table 2.5
ummary of Sttrengths and Weaknessess for Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities in
n Purcellville
Table 2.5: Su
Strenggths
Exaample Photo

Weakn
nesses
D
Description

Exam
mple Photo

Description
D

Th
he W&OD trail iss a significant assset in the Town of Purcellville. It
I not only conneects destination within the
To
own, but also exxtends into the region
r
outside off Purcellville’s bo
oundaries.

Theere are gaps in the
t sidewalk network. The sidew
walk network hass been
devveloped in a pieccemeal fashion, leaving areas diisconnected from
m the system.
Thee Town should seek
s
to fill gaps in the sidewalk network.
n

Pu
urcellville has a pedestrian‐frien
ndly system of paathways, such as the one shown
n in the photo off Loudoun
Vaalley High Schoo
ol. The photo sh
hows a sidewalk that is buffered from the streett. The speed limiit sign is
acctive during scho
ool hours remind
ding drivers to drive
d
the 20mph speed limit, and
d to be aware off students
w
walking.
The crosswalk also has a pedestrian‐actiivated signal. Th
he signal increasses visibility of pedestrians
crrossing from thee trail to the scho
ool. The signal can
c only be activvated by a pedesstrian pushing th
he button.
It will not flash if there
t
is not a peedestrian crossin
ng.

Som
me crosswalks are not ADA‐com
mpliant. This crossswalk can be ch
hallenging for
anyyone pushing a stroller
s
or operaating a wheelchaair. The curb on the
t opposite
side of the street does
d
not have a curb
c
cut. Anything with wheels will need to
chaange course and
d use the driveway to the right. The
T Town should
d ensure that
cro
osswalks have cu
urb cuts (or ramp
ps) directly on either side of thee road.

Pu
urcellville has many buffered sid
dewalks and sideepaths. Sidepath
hs can be used by
b pedestrians an
nd
biicyclists. They parallel
p
the roadw
way but usually have a landscap
ped buffer betweeen the path and the
ro
oadway.

New construction creates
c
opportunities to improvve the pedestrian
n and bicycle
wn should look fo
or ways to ensurre that new and
nettwork. The Tow
red
development addresses the needs of pedestrian
ns and bicyclists..

Biike racks are located throughout town, for exam
mple at Emerick Elementary School. This bike raack is
lo
ocated near the front
f
entrance of
o the school and
d is visible from classrooms insid
de. The bike racck is clearly
acccessible from a wide pathway. Bike racks that are located awaay from main entrances are ofteen unused.
Th
hey should be clearly visible and
d convenient forr riders to use. Itt is important th
hat they can be monitored
m
from the inside. Isolated
I
racks arre more susceptible to theft and
d vandalism. Bikke racks that are located
way from pathw
ways also are ofteen unused, espeecially if the grou
und is muddy orr blocked.
aw

Diffficult crossing co
onditions exist on
o Maple Avenue. There is a lot of traffic on
Maaple Avenue, esp
pecially in the affternoon when students
s
from Lo
oudoun Valley
Higgh School are dissmissed. Pedestrrians do not havve a comfortablee way to cross
thee four lanes of th
he street. The on
nly signals are att the school and at East Main
Street. The Town should
s
consider mid‐block crosssing treatments such as
destrian refuge islands to impro
ove crossing cond
ditions for studeents trying to
ped
acccess the retail ceenter on the wesst side of the street.
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Table 2.5: Su
ummary of Sttrengths and Weaknessess for Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities in
n Purcellville
Strenggths
Exaample Photo

Weakn
nesses
D
Description

A raised crosswalk and a pedestriian‐actuated signal is located at Blue Ridge Middle School. Thee crosswalk
ellevates the pedeestrian, making them
t
more visib
ble to oncoming traffic. The raised surface also acts as a
sp
peed bump, encouraging vehiclees to approach at
a slower speedss. The pedestrian‐actuated signal increases
th
he visibility of peedestrians when crossing from the trail to the scchool.

Exam
mple Photo

Description
D
Ped
destrian facilities are needed on
n East Main Streeet. East Main Strreet does not
alw
ways accommodate pedestrians for the entire leength of the streeet. Pedestrian
dem
mand for facilitiees is demonstratted where the grass
g
is worn awaay. The Town
sho
ould create faciliities for bicycless and pedestrians. Pedestrians need
n
sidewalks
and
d crossing facilities, while bicyclists benefit from
m bike lanes and sharrows.

Pu
urcellville has many strategicallyy‐placed neighbo
orhood connectors. These pathw
ways are located
d between
prrivate residences, but are publicc accessible. Ped
destrians can usee these pathwayys to shorten theeir trips
beetween destinattions. They are id
deal for children
n and families ass the pathways are
a separate from
m the
ro
oadways. Generaally these pathw
ways connect cul‐de‐sacs to scho
ools and other public communityy spaces.

Th
he center of Purrcellville is a historic pedestrian‐friendly downto
own, with an exttensive sidewalkk network,
sttamped brick cro
osswalks, and peedestrian destinaations such as th
he farmer’s market.

Th
he Town has esttablished a priorritization processs for sidewalks, which
w
is meant to
t focus the Tow
wn
reesources on the most importantt sidewalk gaps.

Acccording to local stakeholders, motor
m
vehicle drrivers are consid
dered to be respectful of pedestrians and
biicyclists. This co
ontributes to a more
m
comfortable walking and bicycling
b
experience in Purcellvillle
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Existiing Transit Con
ndition
ns
Commu
uter Bus Services
S
Commuteer bus service in Purcellville is operated by Loudoun County
Transit (LC
CT) under the
e authority off the Transit and
a Commuteer Services
division of the Loudoun County Offiice of Transpo
ortation Services. The
unty and major destinations to the
routes traavel between Loudoun Cou
east including those in Arlington and Washington, D.C. Moree information
on these services
s
can be
b found by navigating
n
to www.loudoun.gov.
Generallyy, LCT servicess operate on weekdays
w
to serve typical commuter
demand.
oun County fo
ound that com
mmuter bus
An evaluaation conductted for Loudo
service op
perates effecttively and efficiently, with high levels of passenger
convenien
nce and service reliability. Commuter routes
r
are heavily
patronized, often to th
he point of ovver‐crowding during the bu
usiest
periods.

Parka
andRide Lots
L
To serve Loudoun
L
County Transit, tw
wo park‐and‐‐ride lots are located
proximatee to or within
n Purcellville. One lot is loccated at Frankklin Park in
Loudoun County
C
and provides
p
130 parking
p
spacees free of charge. The
second paark‐and‐ride lot is located at St. Andrew
ws Presbyteriaan Church
and provides 90 parkin
ng spaces freee of charge. As
A of June 2008, the St.
e lot was plan
nned to remain for five mo
ore years.
Andrews park‐and‐ride
C
has appropriated funds
f
to the church
c
to con
ntribute to
Loudoun County
repaving and
a installingg lighting for the
t lot. The Franklin
F
Park lot is in need
of improvvement to besst serve transsit patrons.
C
and VDOT
V
are continuing to loo
ok for additional sites in
Loudoun County
the westeern part of the
e County for future
f
commuter parking.. A
customer‐focused evaluation condu
ucted by Loud
doun County found that
park‐and‐‐ride lots do not
n always offfer the opporrtunity to com
mbine trips
or promotte access by other
o
modes.. This same evaluation
e
fou
und that
customers view the supply of bus faacilities and shelters
s
with low
l
satisfactio
on due the lim
mited numberr provided. A 2003 study conducted
c
byy
VDOT identified an are
ea to the nortthwest of the Route 7/Rou
ute 287
interchange as a poten
ntial location for a future park‐and‐ride
p
e lot.
Through discussions
d
with
w Purcellvillle, it is undersstood that the Town is
interested
d in a dedicatted park‐and‐‐ride facility sized to serve town
residents and not the larger
l
surrounding commu
unity.
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Dem
mandRessponse Se
ervice
A no
ot‐for‐profit trransit provideer managed by
b Loudoun County provides
resid
dents on‐dem
mand curb‐to‐curb transportation on a first‐come,
f
firrst‐serve
basiss. Virginia Reggional Transitt (VRT) provid
des curb to cu
urb on‐deman
nd
transsportation requiring 24‐ho
our advance registration
r
w
within
Loudou
un
Coun
nty. Other grroups providee additional weekday
w
on‐demand servicce
targeeting specific population groups.
g
The evaluation
e
conducted as a part of
Loud
doun County’s transit plan found that the demand reesponse service has
decliining perform
mance in term
ms of cost‐efficiency, cost effectiveness,
e
, and
serviice effectiven
ness. It recom
mmends coordination with
h local agenciees,
invesstigation of subscription seervices, enhaanced use of technology,
t
and
explo
oration of sup
pplemental same‐day
taxi service
s
with subsidies.
s

Loccal Bus Se
ervice
Reco
ognizing the role
r that transsit
amenities (shelters, benches, lighting,
l
and similar) have on people’s choices
c
to usse transit or not,
n Purcellvillle
conttinues to instaall bus shelterrs and
amenities for tran
nsit patrons at
a
strattegic locations. Most recently, the
Town installed sh
helters at Tow
wn Hall,
th
16 Street, and adjacent to the Main
Streeet/Maple Aveenue intersecction.
Locaal fixed‐route bus service iss
operrated by the state
s
designatted rural
provvider for Loud
doun County, VRT.
The Purcellville Co
onnector pro
ovides
serviice within and
d between
Purccellville and Leeesburg with stops in
Ham
milton. The serrvice operatees on
weekdays from 7:00 a.m. to 7::00 p.m.
Stop
ps are located along local streets
s
in
Purccellville and th
he Town has installed
i
a bus shelter at Town Hall to serve
s
patro
ons. Figure 2.9
2 shows currrent
(200
09) Purcellvillee Connector services.
s

FFigure 2.9: Pu
urcellville
Connecto
or Route
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In addition to the Purccellville Conneector, VRT op
perates service between
Purcellville, Lovettsville
e, and Brunsw
wick as shown
n in Figure 2.10. This
service waas incepted at
a the urging of
o Purcellvillee and Lovettsvville. The
Western Flyer
F
service operates
o
Monday through
h Friday from 6:45 a.m. to
8:00 p.m. Service operates continu
uously betweeen 6:45 a.m. and
a 10:38
a.m. in the morning an
nd between 4:00
4
p.m. and 8:00 p.m. in the evening.

Servicee Evaluatiion
The local fixed‐route bus
b evaluation
n conducted by
b Loudoun County
C
for
their transit plan development foun
nd that the Pu
urcellville Con
nnector was
carrying an
a average of six passengeers per hour between
b
Octo
ober 2004
and Octob
ber 2007. Initial evaluations of the Western Flyer in
ndicate fewer
passengers per hour th
han on the Pu
urcellville Con
nnector. The evaluation
recommended that are
eas with riderrship of less than
t
10 passeengers per
peak hourr should be co
onsidered forr alternative service
s
deliveery methods
or reduceed service. It recommendss that servicess be provided
d in the later
evening fo
or trip purposses such as sh
hopping wherre possible.
The evaluation also fou
und that physsical facilities to support trransit
including bus shelters are limited. The
T study reccommended that
t
bus
shelters be
b provided att all exchangee and transfer points, high
h boarding
locations with more th
han 35 passen
ngers in a threee‐hour peakk period,
unique exxposure to incclement weatther, and in frront of seniorr residences
and otherr institutional facilities. Th
he evaluation recommendeed
considerin
ng the provisiion of a disco
ounted fare mechanism
m
forr multi‐ride
passes byy cooperating with local rettail stores and businesses that could
serve as points
p
of sale in order to partner with th
he communitty and
provide co
onvenience to passengers.
The studyy recommend
ded that transsfers be encou
uraged betweeen local
fixed‐routte and commuter buses. Follow‐up
F
steeps identified included the
investigattion of service
e hours to enable local fixeed‐routes to feed
f
park‐
and‐ride locations, to adjust
a
commu
uter coach ro
outes to makee stops at
existing fixed‐route traansfer hubs, and
a to implem
ment unified passes
p
or
other faree media to provide access to all transit services.

Figure 2.10: Western Flyeer Route
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Chapter 3: Future Conditions
Introduction

Travel Demand Modeling

Little or no residential growth is likely for the next few years in
Purcellville, primarily due to national economic conditions. However,
during the next 25 years there will be significant increases in population,
employment, and travel demand. To support community growth,
transportation system modifications will need to be made. Figure 3.1
illustrates corridor levels of service for Loudoun County’s fiscally
constrained long range transportation plan (2030) in the Purcellville area.

In general, regional travel demand models use land use (socioeconomic) and
transportation network (street and transit networks) data to generate future
person‐trip forecasts. Forecasted person trips are assigned within the model
to non‐motorized (pedestrian and bicycle), transit, and vehicle (car and truck)
trips. Each trip type is assigned to a respective network and vehicular traffic
volumes, numbers of walking and bicycling trips, and transit ridership is
generated. Overall travel demand generation in the model is based on
adopted local, county, and regional plans.

Purcellville will be impacted by growth attributed to increases in
population and employment in town as well as by growth in the
surrounding county. From a traffic perspective, not only will Purcellville’s
street network need to accommodate increases in local travel, but also
increases in through trips attributed to regional growth. Main Street,
Hillsboro Road/21st Street, Silcott Springs Road/32nd Street, Maple
Avenue, and Berlin Turnpike will continue to be important streets in town
and to the county. To accommodate projected increases in travel
demand on these and other corridors, the implementation of a
combination of the following will be required:









Transportation system management: Address existing geometric
deficiencies, consolidate and remove unnecessary driveways, restrict
the location of new driveways, improve signal timing/coordination
(where signals will exist) to maximize major street capacity based on
variation of vehicular demand, consider non‐traditional intersection
treatments such as roundabouts, and accommodate non‐vehicular
users through the construction of sidewalks, crosswalks, and
bikeways.
Intersection modifications: Install/designate exclusive turn lanes at
key locations to improve intersection efficiency, consider non‐
traditional intersection treatments such as roundabouts, and provide
appropriate pedestrian crossing treatments and amenities.
Widenings (add through lanes): Provide additional through lanes on
streets such as Berlin Turnpike and improve multimodal
accommodation on streets throughout town by providing
appropriate bicycle and pedestrian facilities.
Street extensions: Improve local and collector street network
connectivity to increase the number of alternative routes in town.
New street construction (corridors): Construct new collector and
local streets to improve mobility and access.

Travel demand models are not perfect; however, they are the best available tools
for developing future travel demand forecasts. The traffic forecasts developed for
the Town’s plan rely on the best available information for predicting future travel
demand. Forecasts reflect typical conditions on an average weekday and do not
include special events, inclement weather, or nonrecurring incidents such as
accidents. Forecasts are included for each scenario studied.

Modeling Process
To understand the overall travel demand impacts of long‐
term population and employment growth in the
Washington, D.C. metropolitan area and in the Town, the
2030 Loudoun County travel demand model was used
through cooperation with Loudoun County. This model is
the primary tool for forecasting and evaluating future
travel demand for communities in Loudoun County.
Purcellville is a small area within the Loudoun County
model. To accurately reflect transportation network
conditions in town, manual adjustments were made to the
model including:




Traffic analysis zone connector relocations:
Connections (centroid connectors) between zones and
the street network were appropriately relocated to
better represent the way in which traffic currently
reaches the Town’s collector street network.
Street network revisions: New street links were
added to reflect the collector street network proposed
for the Town.

Figure 3.1: Volume to Capacity (V/C) Ratios for the Fiscally Constrained Regional Long Range Plan in
Purcellville
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Street Network Options
A number of transportation network options were studied to determine
the most appropriate strategy for accommodating future travel demand
in Purcellville while minimizing impacts on the natural and built
environments and special community features. Transportation network
options ranged from the fiscally constrained regional transportation plan
to the county’s current adopted transportation plan to their yet to be
completed updated transportation plan. Forecasts were reviewed for
each scenario, as well as the recommended plan. For each, street
network scenarios were created and forecasts developed using the
regional travel demand model and post‐process adjustments.

Constrained LongRange Plan





Constrained Long‐Range Plan: This scenario is the fiscally
constrained future (2030) transportation plan. Projects fitting
within forecasted available revenue sources are included in this
scenario.
Adopted County Transportation Plan: This scenario represents
the currently adopted (2001) Loudoun County Transportation
Plan. This plan includes several new street connections in
Purcellville including the Route 690 (Hillsboro Road/20th Street)
interchange with Route 7 Bypass, the Northern Collector, and
the Southern Collector.
Recommended Plan: This scenario is the recommended
transportation plan for Purcellville. It includes all of the projects
in the County Transportation Plan scenario as well as projects
such as the O Street extension, reconfiguration of the
“teardrop,” and roundabouts at key locations.

A detailed description of each option, including traffic volumes, is
presented in the sections that follow.

After studying future travel demand forecasts associated with this option, it is
clear that more extensive street and highway improvements than are currently
planned will be necessary to accommodate future travel demand. Specifically on
Main Street and Berlin Turnpike, additional roadway capacity would be needed to
accommodate future travel demand. The continuation of few points of access to
Route 7 Bypass and a sparsely connected major street network will result in
congestion on critical local streets.

This scenario is consistent with the current fiscally constrained regional
transportation plan. The street network and traffic volumes associated with
this scenario are shown in Figure 3.2. Of the options studied, it includes the
fewest number of major transportation projects and has the least amount of
success in accommodating traffic volume growth in Purcellville.

Figure 3.2 illustrates the network accompanying this scenario. Table 3.1
summarizes travel demand and capacity in the east/west and north/south
directions for major roadways (as indicated) in Purcellville.

Uniformly, the future network scenarios provide additional vehicular
capacity and connectivity for traffic traveling through, to, from, and
within Purcellville. Scenarios studied are described in the following
sections, and listed below:
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Table 3.1: 2030 Constrained Long Range Plan Daily Capacity

Network Segment

North/South Routes
North

South

Volume Capacity V/C Volume
Between Wright Farm Road and Harry Byrd Highway (7)
Hillsboro Rd (690)
8700
5000 1.74
9200
Purcellville Rd
10300
5000 2.06
10900
Berlin Tpke (287)
12400
5000 2.48
11800
Total
31400
15000 2.09
31900
Between Hirst Road and Main Street (Bus 7)
N 21st St (690)
2800
5000
Hatcher Ave
7600
2000
N Maple Ave
3000
4000
Berlin Tpke (287)
8000
5000
Total
21400
16000

0.56
3.80
0.75
1.60
1.34

3600
8400
3000
10300
25300

Capacity

V/C

5000
5000
5000
15000

1.84
2.18
2.36
2.13

5000
2000
4000
5000
16000

Between Main Street (Bus 7) and A Street
S 32nd St (690)
7000
5000 1.40
7900
5000
S 20th St (611)
6300
5000 1.26
7100
5000
S Maple Ave
4900
5000 0.98
4400
5000
Total
18200
15000 1.21
19400
15000
*All capacities shown are from the Loudoun County model and are one‐way.
Key to V/C Ratios
LOS A to C ‐ V/C less than 0.80
LOS D to E – V/C between 0.80 and 1.0
LOS F – V/C greater than 1.0

0.72
4.20
0.75
2.06
1.58
1.58
1.42
0.88
1.29

Network Segment

East/West Routes
East

West

Volume Capacity V/C Volume
Between the East Study Area boundary and Berlin Turnpike (287)
Harry Byrd Highway (7)
36300
27000 1.34
39500
Colonial Highway (Bus 7)
14100
5000 2.82
10600
Total

50400

Capacity

V/C

27000
5000

1.46
2.12

32000

1.58

50100

32000

1.57

Between Berlin Turnpike (287) and Maple Avenue
Harry Byrd Highway (7)
25600
27000
Hirst Rd
9100
5000
E Main Street (Bus 7)
9300
5000

0.95
1.82
1.86

25400
9800
9100

27000
5000
5000

0.94
1.96
1.82

Total

1.19

44300

37000

1.20

25600
6800
7400
39800

27000
5000
5000
37000

0.95
1.36
1.48
1.08

23000
5500
28500

27000
5000
32000

0.85
1.10
0.89

44000

37000

Between Maple Avenue and Hatcher Avenue
Harry Byrd Highway (7)
25600
27000 0.95
Hirst Rd
6100
5000 1.22
E Main Street (Bus 7)
8100
5000 1.62
Total
39800
37000 1.08
Between 32nd Street and the West Study Area Boundary
Harry Byrd Highway (7)
23000
27000 0.85
E Main Street (Bus 7)
6200
5000 1.24
Total
29200
32000 0.91
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Adopted County Transportation Plan
This scenario is consistent with the current Loudoun County
Transportation Plan. Purcellville continues to have involvement in the
County Transportation Plan development process through the review of
project documentation and submission of comments. The street
network and traffic volumes associated with this scenario are shown in
Figure 3.3. This option mitigates most traffic congestion in Purcellville;
however, some segments of key streets will continue to experience
some congestion even with proposed improvements. The most
significant features included in this scenario are the following:







Widening of Berlin Turnpike to four lanes from Main
Street/Colonial Highway through the Purcellville Urban Growth
Area
Construction of the Southern Collector to Main Street/Colonial
Highway to tie to Berlin Turnpike
Construction of Northern Collector Road from Berlin Turnpike to
Hillsboro Road
Construction of the Route 690 (Hillsboro Road/21st Street)
interchange with Route 7 Bypass
Route 7/287 interchange modifications (VDOT does not have any
plans developed for this location)

Figure 3.3 illustrates the network accompanying this scenario. Table 3.2
summarizes travel demand and capacity in the east/west and
north/south directions for major roadways (as indicated) in Purcellville.
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Table 3.2: 2030 County Transportation Plan Daily Capacity

Network Segment

North/South Routes
North

South

Network Segment

East/West Routes
East

West

Volume Capacity V/C Volume Capacity V/C
Between the proposed Northern Collector and Harry Byrd Highway (7)
Hillsboro Rd (690)
9500
5000 1.90
13400
5000 2.68
Purcellville Rd
8000
5000 1.60
5500
5000 1.10
Berlin Tpke (287)
18100
10000 1.81
20900
10000 2.09
Total
35600
20000 1.78
39800
20000 1.99

Volume Capacity V/C Volume
Between the East Study Area boundary and Berlin Turnpike (287)
Harry Byrd Highway (7)
54500
58500 0.93
52500
Colonial Highway (Bus 7)
6500
5000 1.30
4900
63500 0.96

57400

63500 0.90

Between Hirst Road and Main Street (Bus 7)
N 21st St (690)
2900
5000 0.58
Hatcher Ave
3300
2000 1.65
N Maple Ave
3300
4000 0.83
Berlin Tpke (287)
9500
10000 0.95

4400
3400
2000
10500

5000
2000
4000
10000

Between Berlin Turnpike (287) and Maple Avenue
Northern Collector
6700
10000 0.67
Harry Byrd Highway (7)
32800
58500 0.56
Hirst Rd
1900
5000 0.38
E Main Street (Bus 7)
6100
5000 1.22

4100
30500
4100
5400

10000
58500
5000
5000

Total

20300

21000 0.97 Total

78500 0.61

44100

78500 0.56

Between Maple Avenue and Hatcher Avenue
Northern Collector
6700
10000 0.67
Harry Byrd Highway (7)
32800
58500 0.56
Hirst Rd
900
5000 0.18
E Main Street (Bus 7)
7300
5000 1.46
Total
47700
78500 0.61

4100
30500
4400
600
39600

10000 0.41
58500 0.52
5000 0.88
7400 0.08
80900 0.49

Between 32nd Street and the West Study Area Boundary
Harry Byrd Highway (7)
29500
58500 0.50
E Main Street (Bus 7)
5000
5000 1.00
Total
34500
63500 0.54

30400
4800
35200

58500 0.52
5000 0.96
63500 0.55

19000

21000 0.90

Between Main Street (Bus 7) and A Street
S 32nd St (690)
6100
5000
S 20th St (611)
4600
5000
S Maple Ave
2400
5000
Southern Collector
5700
5000
Total
18800
20000

1.22
0.92
0.48
1.14
0.94

6400
6100
400
5800
18700

5000 1.28
5000 1.22
5000 0.08
5000 1.16
20000 0.94

*All capacities shown are from the Loudoun County model and are one‐way.
Key to V/C Ratios
LOS A to C ‐ V/C less than 0.80
LOS D to E – V/C between 0.80 and 1.0
LOS F – V/C greater than 1.0

0.88
1.70
0.50
1.05

Total

61000

47500

Capacity

V/C

58500
5000

0.90
0.98

0.41
0.52
0.82
1.08
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Recommended Plan
This scenario presents the recommended street network for Purcellville.
Some recommendations identified in this section pertain to roadways
and intersections outside the PUGAMP area. It is mostly consistent with
the Loudoun County plan; however, it is more extensive in its approach
because the County’s plan does not address local streets. The street
network and traffic volumes associated with this scenario are shown in
Figure 3.4. This option accommodates Purcellville’s growth and increases
local street connectivity in town. The most significant features included in
this scenario are the following:















to be carefully developed. Depending on the funding sources and parties
ultimately implementing these corridors as well as other projects identified in
the transportation plan, a combination of local, state, and federal
requirements will need to be met prior to any approvals for construction.

Table 3.3: 2030 Recommended Transportation Plan Daily Capacity

Network Segment

Widening of Berlin Turnpike to four lanes from Main
Street/Colonial Highway through the Purcellville Urban Growth
Area
Widening of Route 690 to four lanes from the northern PUGAMP
area boundary to Route 7 (not on the current county plan, but
may be reconsidered as a part of an ongoing update)
Construction of the Southern Collector to Main Street/Colonial
Highway to tie to Berlin Turnpike
Construction of Northern Collector Road from Berlin Turnpike to
Hillsboro Road
Construction of Western Collector Road from Hillsboro Road to
Main Street (this project is recommended, but would be in
Loudoun County and subject to an evaluation as a part of their
transportation plan’s development)
Construction of the Route 690 (Hillsboro Road/21st Street)
interchange with Route 7 Bypass
Route 7/287 interchange modifications (VDOT does not have any
plans developed for this location)
Reconfiguration of the “teardrop” through a realignment of 20th
Street and Nursery Road
Extension of O Street (as a public street) from 21st Street to
Hatcher Avenue
Extension of 20th Street to the O Street extension
Construction of roundabouts at the Main Street/Western
Collector (Loudoun County), Main Street/Berlin Turnpike, A
Street/32nd Street, A Street/20th Street, A Street/Maple Avenue,
Hirst Road/Maple Avenue, and Purcellville Road/Northern
Collector Road intersections

Figure 3.4 illustrates the network accompanying this scenario. Table 3.3
summarizes travel demand and capacity in the east/west and
north/south directions for major roadways (as indicated) in Purcellville.
New corridors such as the Southern Collector and Northern Collector will
not be without challenges to implement. Between property and built
environment impacts and potential environmental impacts related to
wetlands, threatened and endangered species, farmland, and other
natural environmental features, alignments for these corridors will need

P L A N

North/South Routes
North/South

East/West Routes

Volume
Capacity
V/C
Between the proposed Northern Collector and Harry Byrd Highway (7)
Western Collector (Loudoun
County)
1000
12500
0.08
Hillsboro Rd (690)
28400
28000
1.01
Purcellville Rd
12000
12500
0.96
Berlin Tpke (287)
38000
28000
1.36
Total
79400
81000
0.98

Volume
Capacity
Between the East Study Area boundary and Berlin Turnpike (287)

V/C

Harry Byrd Highway (7)
Colonial Highway (Bus 7)

107000
11400

117000
12500

0.91
0.91

Total

118400

129500

0.91

9000
63300
11000
12500

12500
117000
12500
12500

0.72
0.54
0.88
1.00

95800

154500

0.62

Between Hirst Road and Main Street (Bus 7)
Western Collector (Loudoun
County)
1000
N 21st St (690)
7800
Hatcher Ave
7500
N Maple Ave
12000
Berlin Tpke (287)
21000

12500
10000
8000
12500
28000

0.08
0.78
0.94
0.96
0.75

Total

49300

71000

0.69 Total

Between Main Street (Bus 7) and A Street
S 32nd St (690)
8900
S 20th St (611)
8400
S Maple Ave
11000
Southern Collector
15000
Total
43300

10000
10000
10000
15000
45000

0.89
0.84
1.10
1.00
0.96

Between Berlin Turnpike (287) and Maple Avenue

*All capacities shown are assumed based on the recommended plan and are two‐way.
**The Western Collector is included in the north/south route evaluation, but is noted
that it is not within the PUGAMP area and is excluded from recommendations in
Chapter 4. The county should consider including the Western Collector in their
transportation plan update.
Key to V/C Ratios
LOS A to C ‐ V/C less than 0.80
LOS D to E – V/C between 0.80 and 1.0
LOS F – V/C greater than 1.0

East/West

Network Segment

Northern Collector
Harry Byrd Highway (7)
Hirst Rd
E Main Street (Bus 7)

Between Maple Avenue and Hatcher Avenue
Northern Collector
9000
12500
Harry Byrd Highway (7)
63300
117000
Hirst Rd
6500
12500
E Main Street (Bus 7)
13600
12500
Total
92400
154500
Between 32nd Street and the West Study Area Boundary
Harry Byrd Highway (7)
59900
117000
Northern Collector
4500
12500
E Main Street (Bus 7)
8800
12500
Total

73200

142000

0.72
0.54
0.52
1.09
0.60
0.51
0.36
0.70
0.52
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Summary of Street Network Options
East/West Observations on Travel Demand
The anticipated travel demand for east/west streets is fairly consistent
for each of the options studied. The majority of regionally‐focused traffic
is carried on Route 7 Bypass and local and shorter distance traffic
continues to use Main Street and Colonial Highway. The currently
adopted county plan and recommended plan both benefit from the
inclusion of the Northern Collector Road, which diverts some traffic away
from Hirst Road and Main Street. Equally, the extension of A Street,
provides significant benefit to Main Street between Maple Avenue and
Berlin Turnpike. The extension of A Street is included in the adopted
county plan and the recommended plan. Further, each of these plans
includes a new interchange at Hillsboro Road/21th Street, which would
relieve Berlin Turnpike as well as sections of Main Street.
While the currently adopted county plan and recommended plan both
benefit from new streets and street extensions, the transportation
network in the fiscally constrained plan suffers from congestion. This is to
be expected in that the constrained long range plan is more of a regional
tool, having more to do with fiscal realities. In the east/west direction,
Main Street will continue to experience increases in traffic and will
become increasingly congested as a result. Hirst Road will similarly
experience increases in traffic, mostly the result of travelers from areas
north of Purcellville entering town on Hillsboro Road and Purcellville
Road and then turning eastward on Hirst Road to reach Berlin Turnpike
and Route 7 Bypass.

Bicycle and Pedestrian Evaluation
Local plans and studies were reviewed in the development of the
transportation concepts included in this plan. Potential routes were
evaluated that could provide connections to and between important
destinations in Purcellville. Adjacent land uses and existing right‐of‐way were
considered.
Road characteristics such as the number and width of travel lanes, the width
of the road, traffic volume and speed, the presence of on‐street parking, and
the condition of the pavement also were considered. In determining the type
of facility and the phasing, the costs and ease of implementation also were
important factors.
The recommended pedestrian and bicycle system consists of a variety of
complementary facility types, including multiuse paths, bicycle lanes, and
sidewalks. The pedestrian and bicycle facilities that are recommended in this
plan:






Provide residents and visitors with pedestrian and bicycle access to
activity locations, such as schools, offices, restaurants, churches, etc.
Provide access to scenic open space areas such as greenways, parks,
and water bodies
Create more direct access for pedestrians and bicyclists between
destinations
Improve opportunities for recreation within neighborhoods
Increase the safety of pedestrian and bicycle activity
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Sidewalks and Crossings
The Town should provide more sidewalks, improve roadway crossings for
pedestrians, and install measures to calm traffic to the benefit of pedestrians.
Nearly all residents and visitors are pedestrians at some time during the day
when they are walking to school, running on a sidewalk for exercise, crossing the
street after parking in the downtown shopping district, or walking to a store
entrance through a parking lot. Therefore, it is essential to provide safe and
convenient facilities for pedestrians.

Sidewalks
Sidewalks should be provided throughout town to increase the safety and
comfort of pedestrians. There is approximately 22 miles of existing sidewalks in
Purcellville and nearly 12 more miles are planned or under construction. This plan
recommends an additional 12 miles of sidewalks, as discussed in the following
chapter. As a long‐term goal, sidewalks should be provided on both sides of all
new local streets in Purcellville.

Crosswalk Improvements
Crosswalk improvements also are recommended at several locations in
Purcellville. While sidewalks are important pedestrian facilities, many pedestrian
crashes occur where pedestrians cross the street, at a crosswalk, and at other
locations. In addition, streets can be barriers to pedestrian travel because they
are difficult to cross. The combination of crosswalks and strategically
implemented traffic calming measures have the potential to improve crossing
conditions and are recommended at several locations.

Unique to the recommended plan, at a local street level, the extension of
O Street as a public street would improve access and mobility in
downtown.

North/South Observations on Travel Demand
Similar to east/west travel demand, travel demand was relatively similar
in the north/south direction among the three scenarios studied. Berlin
Turnpike carries a substantial volume of traffic, most of which is oriented
to Route 7 Bypass. With the construction of a new interchange on Route
7 Bypass and Hillsboro Road/21th Street, some traffic will be diverted
away from Berlin Turnpike and onto Hillsboro Road and 21th Street.
Benefitting local street connectivity and also providing relief for
downtown streets (23rd Street and 21st Street), the recommended plan
includes the Western Collector, which would help divert some traffic
around Purcellville and provide access to Route 7 Bypass/Hillsboro
Road/21st Street interchange. It is understood that the Western Collector
is entirely in Loudoun County and its inclusion in the county plan will be
subject to county evaluations. Plan recommendations remain the same
whether the county pursues a Western Collector or does not.

Looking east on Main Street near Town Hall
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Bicycle Facilities
In addition to augmenting the non‐vehicular network with more
sidewalks and improved crosswalks, the Town also should complete its
bicycle network. To serve the entire range of potential bicyclists, the
Town should implement on‐ and off‐street bikeways. Table 3.4
summarizes different facility types recommended at locations throughout
town.

Table 3.4: Bicycle Facility Types Recommended for Purcellville

Example Photo

Common
Name

Shared‐Use
Path

OnStreet Bicycle Facilities
Purcellville should construct on‐road bicycle facilities for all types of
bicyclists. There are many different types of bicycle accommodations
that can be provided on roadways, including bicycle lanes, paved
shoulders, and shared roadways. These facility types can be appropriate
in different situations. Factors that impact safety and comfort for on‐
street facilities are noted below.







Amount of lateral separation between bicycles and motor
vehicles (more space is needed when traffic speeds increase)
Motor vehicle traffic volumes on the roadway
Speed of the traffic on the roadway
Percent of heavy vehicles on the roadway
Presence of on‐street parking
Pavement surface condition
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Bicycle Lane

Shared
Roadway

Description
Purcellville should continue to develop a system of shared‐use path facilities. The facilities in this system should generally be separated from
roadway rights‐of‐way. Shared‐use paths are paved or unpaved trails that can serve a wide variety of types of non‐motorized users. Paved shared‐
use paths can serve all types of bicyclists, runners, walkers, in‐line skaters, and wheelchair users.
When constructed, these paved paths should be a minimum of 10 feet wide and designed according to the standards in AASHTO’s Guide for the
Development of Bicycle Facilities (1999). This plan recommends adding approximately three miles of shared‐use paths.

Bicycle lanes should generally be provided in the more urban and suburban areas of town and on roadways with moderate traffic volumes. These
facilities make conditions more comfortable for all types of bicyclists, particularly for children and less experienced riders. Bicycle lanes are areas of
the roadway that have been designated by striping, signing, and pavement markings for the preferential or exclusive use of bicyclists. They are
always located on both sides of the road (except one‐way streets), and carry bicyclists in the same direction as adjacent motor vehicle traffic.

Shared roadways are locations where bicyclists can comfortably share the travel lanes with motor vehicles. These roadways provide excellent
conditions for bicycling without any other special bicycle accommodations. Purcellville has many shared roadways that are bicycle‐friendly,
including many low‐volume rural roadways and low‐speed neighborhood streets. No special recommendations are made for these roadways except
to provide routine maintenance and to monitor traffic volumes and speeds over time to ensure that they remain safe as shared roadways.

OffStreet Bicycle Facilities
Purcellville should continue to construct off‐street bicycle facilities. They
are important for a portion of the cycling public and have proven to be
very successful in Purcellville. Similar to on‐road facilities, a number of
factors should be considered when locating these facilities which include:






Driveway frequency
Adjacent land use
Speed of adjacent roadway
Right‐of‐way
Adjacent road type

Striped/Paved
Shoulder

Shared
Roadway
Marking

Side Path

Striped/paved shoulders are another treatment that can be considered for roads in Purcellville with higher traffic volumes and speeds. These
facilities increase the comfort of bicyclists by providing greater lateral separation between automobiles and bicycles along streets without curb and
gutter. The width of the shoulder can vary, but at least four feet is preferred. It is important to note that at intersections, additional symbols and
arrows may be needed to provide direction to bicyclists and reduce potential conflicts between bicyclists and turning cars.

Motor vehicle/bicycle sharing of the travel space can be emphasized by using special shared roadway pavement markings, or sharrows. Shared lane
markings can be helpful on shared lane streets where there is insufficient space to add bicycle lanes, and where the speed limit is not above 35 miles
per hour. In some cases they may be used on two‐lane roadways as well. The shared lane marking assists with wayfinding and can be used in
conjunction with signs to delineate specific bicycle routes.

Side paths are essentially wide sidewalks intended for shared pedestrian and bicycle use. They should be provided on both sides of the roadway and
bicyclists should use the paths as one‐way facilities (traveling in the same direction as adjacent motor vehicle traffic). Due to right‐of‐way and budget
constraints, they are often provided only on one side of the roadway. They should be designed to reduce conflicts between pedestrians and
bicyclists and to minimize potential conflicts with crossing roadways and driveways (which may or may not be signalized).
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Transit Evaluation
Loudoun County Transit Plan Development
Loudoun County is currently in the process of developing a transit plan as
part of their Countywide Transportation Plan update. Their plan will
focus on planning and implementing transit and ridesharing services that
connect Loudoun County to Metrorail and nearby jurisdictions, while
developing transportation demand management (TDM) strategies to
reduce vehicle miles traveled.
Town officials involved with the transit planning process have noted that
research conducted as a part of the county plan was limited to primarily
long‐haul transit riders and that local data was not well‐represented.
Purcellville has expressed significant concern that local service may be
threatened in the future. The Town has a clear priority of maintaining
local transit service—Purcellville Connector and Western Flyer—within
Purcellville and between Purcellville and nearby towns.

Study of Route Adjustments and Additions
Loudoun County studied route adjustments and additions using their travel
demand model. The routes studied covering Purcellville were the Purcellville
Connector with an alternative route including Round Hill. A route serving
stops in Purcellville, Hamilton, Lovettsville, and Brunswick (serving MARC)
also was studied. The study found that alternating service to Round Hill
would not enhance the existing low effectiveness of the existing route.
Furthermore, the Purcellville, Hamilton, Lovettsville, and Brunswick (MARC)
route did not generate substantial ridership. The Loudoun County study will
evaluate the cost effectiveness of alternative routes studied prior to future
routes being recommended.
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Recommended Transportation Plan
The recommended plan supports the projected growth in traffic in Purcellville
while at the same time integrating opportunities for pedestrian and bicycle
facilities. Recommendations for streets, pedestrians, bicyclists, and transit are
described in Chapter 4.

Public Input
Loudoun County conducted public input sessions and hosted a Web site
taking public comments for the development of the transit plan. A
summary of comments received for western Loudoun County as of
September 2008 is available on the Loudoun County Web site.
Comments on the Web site include:






Relocate and reopen the Hamilton Park park‐and‐ride lot east of
Purcellville or between Purcellville and Hamilton.
Add more direct commuter routes that skip Leesburg, Dulles
North, and/or Rosslyn in traveling to the District.
Expand commuter options to western Loudoun County by adding
routes from Purcellville to Leesburg‐Greenway‐Fairfax County
Parkway (stop at the Herndon/Monroe park‐and‐ride); to Fair
Lakes or the Fairfax Government Center; from
Purcellville/Leesburg to Reston Town Center and the Fairfax
Connector bus service.
Find a permanent county‐owned or long‐term lease for the park‐
and‐ride in Purcellville.
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Chapter 4: Recommended Plan
About the Recommendations
To accommodate future growth and enhance mobility in Purcellville,
especially the historic downtown area, providing opportunities to drive,
walk, bicycle, and take transit will be important. Driving will remain a
dominant mode of travel; however, in many parts of Purcellville, and for
many age groups, increasing opportunities to walk and bicycle could
greatly contribute to quality of life for portions of the community.
Walking and bicycling have innumerable benefits to personal and societal
health, traffic conditions, livability, sustainability, and an area’s vibrancy.
Similarly, transit can offer people a real alternative to driving for some
trips and offer those who are not able to or choose not to drive a means
of making trips to more distant destinations.
This chapter contains recommendations to accommodate future growth
and improve vehicular and non‐vehicular conditions throughout town
and the PUGAMP. In reading and understanding the recommendations
contained in this chapter, there are several important points to note:








Recommendations in this plan were prepared at a level of detail
consistent with long range planning methodology and a 25‐year
horizon.
Cross‐sections shown are typical. Undoubtedly, the section of a
roadway will vary throughout its length to accommodate natural
terrain, avoid unwanted negative impacts, accommodate turn lanes,
and address other factors and considerations. The sections shown
exclude additional right‐of‐way and general road width needed to
accommodate intersection turn lanes and non‐typical corridor
conditions. In cases where there are slight inconsistencies between
cross sections shown and existing sections, future street sections
should match existing sections to the extent practicable. Collector
and local street guidelines are provided following the section of this
document addressing specific street recommendations.
New location roadways and trails and trail and road extensions (local
streets and collector streets) shown on maps and described in text
are an illustration or description of a desired connection, not an
engineered alignment. Further studies will be necessary to
determine precise alignments and natural and built environment
impacts.
Overhead utilities are not specifically addressed; however, they
should be approached in the following manner, subject to funding

availability and other factors, as roadways and intersections are
modified:
Step 1: Consolidation. Where funds are not available to bury or relocate
overhead utilities off‐corridor, efforts should be undertaken to
consolidate overhead utilities to one side of a roadway. As a part of this
relocation, to the extent possible, laterals also should be consolidated.
Step 2: Removal of Laterals. If additional funds are available, overhead
utility laterals should be further consolidated and relocated underground
as feasible and practicable.
Step 3: Bury Overhead Utilities or Locate Off‐Corridor. If a sufficient
level of funding is available, utilities should be fully consolidated off‐
corridor or underground. This is the preferred approach to addressing
overhead utilities during intersection and roadway reconstruction, but
also represents the most costly option to addressing overhead utility
concerns.

Connectivity
The proposed transportation network enhances the Town’s existing street
system by recommending new street connections, extensions of existing
streets, and modifications to existing streets. The resulting interconnected
network of streets will accommodate future travel demand for vehicles as
well as pedestrians and bicycles by increasing the number of overall
connections, reducing travel distances, increasing facilities, and reducing the
number of barriers and obstacles to connectivity.
Few of the Town’s streets are recommended to be widened to increase
vehicular capacity—sections of East Main Street (toward Route 287), Route
690 north of town, and Route287 to name a few. Instead, the following new
streets and street extensions are proposed to increase overall network
capacity:




O Street Extension from 21st Street to Hatcher Avenue
Southern Collector from its current terminus to Main Street
Northern Collector from Route 690 to Route 287

Additionally, to improve the distribution of regional traffic on streets
throughout town, the plan recommends the construction of a new
interchange with Route 7 Bypass in the vicinity of Route 690
(20th Street/Hillsboro Road) as well as modifications to the existing Route 7
Bypass/Route 287 interchange.

Looking west along Main Street at 23rd Street

Complete Streets
Streets are where most transportation modes interface with one another and
where every element of transportation must be addressed and accommodated–
pedestrians, bicycles, transit, and private and commercial vehicles. Streets also
are where the public and private realms interface. They are gathering places for
festivals and celebrations, can set the tone for private investment in the
community, are the spaces that can green a community, and connect one place
and mode to another. Because of their importance, space must be planned for all
modes on the street network.
Not every mode needs to be on every street, but every mode needs to be
accommodated within the overall network. Context is key to determining what
elements are needed on a given street. Complete streets must fit in with the
surrounding community.
There is no cookie‐cutter complete street. Each street must contain elements
that are part of a network designed with all modes and user types in mind and fit
into the context of the community. Transportation elements that may be
included in a complete street include:




Appropriate number, width, and type of vehicle lanes
Pedestrian and bicycle facilities
Bus pullouts, refuge medians, bulbouts, and similar
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Purcellville should embrace the concept of complete streets. Researchers
have found the following benefits for building complete streets:













Complete streets make economic sense. Accessible and efficient
connections between activity centers bolster economic growth
and stability. Complete streets reduce transportation costs and
travel times, while walkable streets and lower automobile speeds
are economically beneficial to both businesses and residents.
Complete streets improve safety. Reducing the speeds and
number of automobiles can reduce the number and severity of
crashes.
Complete streets encourage walking and bicycling. People that
are provided with safe facilities to walk and bicycle will do so
more often.
Complete streets can help ease transportation woes.
Alternative travel choices allow some users to avoid vehicles,
increasing the overall capacity of the transportation network.
Complete streets help children. With safe places to walk and
bicycle, children can be more active and independent
Complete streets are good for air quality. Reducing the number
of vehicle‐miles‐travelled reduces emissions and fuel
consumption.
Complete streets make fiscal sense. Including the proper
elements of a complete street in the initial design or redesign will
spare the expense of later retrofits.

Complete streets impact more than just transportation. Complete streets
and complete land uses work hand‐in‐hand. Streets that cater to
automobiles tend to encourage the replacement of residences and
locally‐owned shops with strip commercial development and “big box”
national chain stores. Complete streets, on the other hand, tend to
attract a set of community‐based uses including shops, offices, civic
spaces, and residential. Balanced land use promotes shorter trips by
providing for all of the community’s needs locally. Shorter trips are more
likely to use the alternative transportation modes provided on complete
streets.
From national experience, planners and engineers have developed the
following set of general rules to guide the development of systems of
complete streets:


rather than a thru‐way. Local businesses and public spaces need foot
traffic and when traffic speeds on the adjacent streets are slow, people
are more likely to feel comfortable walking. Access and mobility for all
modes should be emphasized over vehicular mobility.

Audible pedestrian signals
Appropriate signage and wayfinding
Landscaping/streetscaping




Plan for community outcomes. The transportation network should be
laid out to support the long‐term vision of Purcellville. The street network
should serve the community and create a desirable pattern of
development. Good land planning can reduce the number of vehicular
trips.
Think of transportation as public space. Roads, parking lots, and bus
stops can serve more than just one mode and one purpose. Sidewalks
can be accommodating with benches, outdoor cafes, and public art.
Roads can be shared between pedestrians, bicyclists, transit,
automobiles, and parking. Bus stops can serve as gathering places. Even
parking lots can have other uses such as public markets or festival
locations.
Great transportation facilities such retail‐lined 21st and 23rd Streets, the
W&OD trail, and the interconnected residential street network in
Purcellville are part of the public realm. Transportation improvements
can improve the public realm by creating developable land or open
space, connecting communities and activity centers, and reducing
dependency on automobiles.

In addition to the transportation elements that may be included in a
complete street, benefits of complete streets, and rules for developing great
streets, there are ten general qualities that contribute to the success of great
streets. These qualities are:









Design for appropriate speeds. Traffic speeds should be appropriate
for the context. Downtown Purcellville, for example, is a destination

Attractions and destinations. Having something to do gives people a
reason to come to a place—and to return again and again.
Identity and image. Whether a space has a good image and identity
is key to its success.
Active edge uses. Buildings should be built to the street, and the
street level of buildings should be human‐scaled and allow for
interaction between indoors and out.
Amenities. Successful streets provide amenities to support a variety
of activities.
Management. Great places are managed to keep them clean and
safe, and are programmed to generate daily activity.
Seasonal strategies. Use seasonal strategies, like holiday markets,
parades, and recreational activities to activate the street during all
times of the year and make weather less of a factor.
Diverse user groups. Mixing people of different race, gender, age,
and income level ensures that no one group makes others feel
unwelcome and out of place.
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Traffic, transit, and the pedestrian. A successful street is easy to get to
and get through; it is visible and accessible both from a distance and up
close.
Blending of uses and modes. Ground floor uses and retail activities
should spill out into the sidewalks and streets to blur the distinction
between public and private space.
Protect neighborhoods. There should be clear transitions from
commercial streets to nearby residential neighborhoods.

Multimodal Transportation Recommendations
This chapter identifies multimodal transportation recommendations for
Purcellville’s future transportation system. These recommendations remedy
existing transportation deficiencies; enhance conditions for vehicles, pedestrians,
bicycles, and transit; and accommodate future travel demand. Transportation
recommendations are focused not only on those that work or live or visit
Purcellville, but instead on the balance among all of the aforementioned.
Recommendations take into consideration the built and natural environments,
the built context of the town and its rural fringe, and town and county plans.
Recommendations in this chapter are organized into the following sections:






Transportation framework. Systemwide overview of streets, pedestrians
and bicycles, and transit.
Streets. Corridor‐specific recommendations for major streets within the
PUGAMP and general local street guidelines.
Pedestrians and bicycles. General and specific recommendations to
describe the future network of on‐ and off‐street bicycle and pedestrian
facilities.
Transit. General guidelines on providing for transit in‐town.

Transportation Framework
To continue to serve the Town successfully in the future, the Town’s future
transportation system will need to adapt to serve vehicular users as well as
bicycles and pedestrians. Streets, sidewalks, transit amenities, and bikeways are
important as isolated facilities; however, more important is the connectivity
between these. The recommended general street, sidewalk, and bikeway
networks are shown in the following figures:




Figure 4.1: Recommended Street Network (by street classification)
Figure 4.2: Recommended Pedestrian Network (by facility type)
Figure 4.3: Recommended Bikeway Network (by facility type)

Specific and general recommendations for streets, sidewalks, and bikeways are
provided in sections that follow.
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Streets
The recommended street network accommodates projected travel
demand (as indicated by the Loudoun County travel demand model with
modifications) and local mobility and access needs of Purcellville. Growth
will be accommodated through select widening, modification of existing
streets, extension of streets, and the identification of new corridors. The
recommended street network enhances mobility, connectivity, and
access to historic and new growth areas of town.
The recommended street network by street cross‐section is shown in
Figure 4.4 for the downtown area and in Figure 4.5 for the Town as a
whole. Existing, future, and future right‐of‐way deficiencies are shown in
Figures 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8, respectively. In addition to showing the
recommended street network by cross section, these figures also show
street rights‐of‐way, specific intersection treatments, and interchange
locations with Route 7 Bypass. As shown in these figures, the following
new streets and street extensions are proposed:








In addition to the aforementioned major corridor initiatives, roundabouts are
recommended at the following intersections:








Main Street/Berlin Turnpike (Route 287)/Southern Collector (2 lanes)
A Street/Silcott Springs Road/32nd Street
A Street/Telegraph Springs Road/20th Street
A Street/Lincoln Road/Maple Avenue
Maple Avenue/Hirst Road
Purcellville Road/Northern Collector Road
Allder School Road/Hillsboro Road
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The sections that follow describe recommendations on each existing and future
collector street for Purcellville. The recommended street sections match existing
street sections where the section is acceptable in terms of providing capacity and
safety for vehicles, pedestrians, and bicyclists. The sections are meant to provide
guidance for implementing road improvements when development or other
impetuses occur. The street sections are ideal sections, but adjustments may be
needed upon road design to fit specific contexts. Specifically, modifications to
the sections may be considered to better match existing conditions.

O Street Extension. This extension will formally connect 21st
Street with Hatcher Avenue, just south of the W&OD Trail.
Southern Collector. This will classify the existing portion of A
Street as a collector road and extend it to Main Street at Berlin
Turnpike.
Nursery Avenue Realignment. This realignment will reconfigure
the “teardrop” intersection (Main Street/Nursery Avenue/20th
Street) to reduce the number of conflicts and confusion at that
location. Nursery Avenue is recommended to be realigned to tie
directly to 20th Street approximately 150 feet south of Main
Street. When warranted or determined to be appropriate
through an engineering study, a traffic signal is recommended at
the future realigned Main Street/20th Street intersection.
Northern Collector. This new corridor will run east/west from
Berlin Turnpike to Hillsboro Road, north of Route 7 Bypass.
Local Street Connections. Opportunities for local street
connections include the extension of O Street to Hatcher Avenue
and the extension of 20th Street (difficult to achieve) to O Street.
As development and redevelopment occurs, other locations may
become available for local street connections and should be
considered.

Figure 4.4: Recommended Downtown Street Network
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Figure 4.5: Recommended Street Network (by cross section and right‐of‐
way)
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Route 7 Bypass (Harry Byrd Highway)
Purcellville’s most direct and efficient vehicular link to the larger region is
the Route 7 Bypass. Currently, the Town derives access to Route 7
Bypass through an interchange at Berlin Turnpike (Route 287). In the
future, the Town may have additional access to the bypass through a new
interchange at, or in the vicinity of Route 690 (21st Street).
Route 7 Bypass in not only important to Purcellville, but to much of
western Loudoun County, and traffic volumes are forecasted to grow
substantially in the future. To accommodate the projected increase in
traffic, Loudoun County’s adopted Countywide Transportation Plan
recommends widening Route 7 Bypass from the existing four‐lane cross
section to a six‐lane section.
Even with the recommended widening of Route 7 Bypass, the corridor
will continue to experience peak‐hour traffic congestion. Despite the fact
that there will continue to be periods of congestion on the bypass, as
Purcellville and its urban growth area continue to develop, additional
access to Route 7 Bypass will be essential. To support that need, the
existing Berlin Turnpike (Route 287) interchange is recommended to be
modified and a new interchange is recommended to be constructed in
the vicinity of Route 690 (21St Street).
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In addition to the capacity‐enhancing modifications at the Route 7
Bypass/Berlin Turnpike (Route 287) interchange, a new interchange should
be constructed in the vicinity of Route 690 (21st Street). This new interchange
would relieve the existing Route 7 Bypass/Berlin Turnpike (Route 287)
interchange by attracting trips to Route 690, instead of to Route 287.
Additionally, an interchange on the west side of Purcellville would increase
access to downtown from the west, has the potential to reduce through trips
along Main Street, and would reduce congestion at the Berlin Turnpike
(Route 287) interchange.
An interchange on the west of Purcellville had long been included in
comprehensive and transportation plans for Loudoun County and Purcellville.
This interchange will need to undergo further study and preliminary design
before it can be constructed. During a study process, an interchange
justification report (IJR) would be prepared and submitted to VDOT for
review and approval.

Looking west on Route 7 Bypass (Harry Byrd Highway)
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Main Street (Business Route 7)
Main Street is an essential route in Purcellville. It provides east/west
mobility, access to a wide range of uses, and connectivity from one side
of town to the other. Figure 4.9 summarizes Main Street’s character
areas in Purcellville. As shown, Main Street has been subdivided into four
segments, each of which is further discussed in the following sections.
For clarity, these sections and their classification are as follows:





nd

Rural transition. Western PUGAMP Boundary to 32 Street.
Historic downtown (residential and commercial). 32nd Street to
12th Street.
Commercial and services. 12th Street to 450 feet east of Berlin
Turnpike
Rural transition. 450 feet east of Berlin Turnpike to Eastern
PUGAMP Boundary.
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Based on information collected at public meetings and from discussions
among Project Advisory Committee members, it is understood that it is
important to the citizens of Purcellville that Main Street is not widened in the
future. To accommodate future travel demand, pedestrians and bicycles, and
the character of areas along Main Street will require careful implementation
of enhancements over time.
In general, recommendations for Main Street maintain the existing cross‐
section of two travel lanes with the future provision of bicycle lanes and
sidewalk enhancements. To improve traffic flow and mitigate existing traffic
congestion, some intersection modifications are recommended in addition to
an overarching effort to consolidate and organize access (driveways) to
property. To improve conditions for non‐vehicular users and transit riders,
additional bus shelters, sidewalks, landscaping, lighting, and bicycle facilities
are recommended.

Conceptual shared parking and access consolidation for E. Main Street between 12th
Street and Maple Avenue

Figure 4.9: Main Street Character Areas
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Rural Transition
Rural transition segments of Main Street are located from the Western
PUGAMP Boundary to 32nd Street and from 450 feet east of Berlin
Turnpike to the Eastern PUGAMP Boundary. Along these portions of Main
Street, land use and development patterns are primarily rural character,
although there has been some infiltration of suburban style
development. Fitting the rural development character, Main Street is a
two‐lane corridor without curb and gutter, sidewalks, or street lighting.
In the future, Main Street from the Western PUGAMP Boundary to 32nd
Street is forecasted to carry approximately 8,800 vehicles per day. Main
Colonial Highway from 450 feet east of Berlin Turnpike to the Eastern
PUGAMP Boundary is forecasted to carry approximately 11,400 vehicles
per day. Recommendations for this section of Main Street include the
following:







Looking east along Main Street near 32nd Street

Two travel lanes
Left‐turn lanes at intersections of significant public streets and
major driveways
Shoulder section (ditch section)
Sidewalk on the south side of the street
Striped shoulders to accommodate bicyclists
Consideration of additional pavement markings to designate
currently unmarked pavement on eastbound Main Street
approaching 32nd Street

In addition to cross‐sectional elements, a roundabout is recommended at
the Main Street/Colonial Highway/Berlin Turnpike/Southern Collector
intersection. The roundabout to be located at the Main Street/Colonial
Highway/Berlin Turnpike/Southern Collector intersection would be
initially constructed with a single circulating lane; however, it would be
designed for an expansion to two lanes when Route 287 is widened.

Idealized recommended typical cross‐section for Main Street between
western PUGAMP area boundary and 32nd Street

When warranted or justified by an engineering study, a traffic signal is
recommended at the Main Street/32nd Street intersection. When a traffic
signal is installed at this location, consideration should be given to the
implementation of other enhancements at the intersection including the
following:






Crosswalks
Curb ramps
Sidewalks
Curb radius improvements
Gateway median
Idealized recommended typical cross‐section for Main Street between
approximately 450 feet east of Berlin Turnpike and eastern PUGAMP
area boundary
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Historic Downtown: Residential District
These two sections of Main Street extend from 32nd Street to 23rd Street
and from Hatcher Avenue to 12th Street. Typical of a small town’s main
historic thoroughfare, the character, configuration, and age of
development along Main Street varies tremendously. In this section,
Main Street is mostly lined with old homes fronting the street.
The overall width of Main Street is reasonably consistent throughout this
section; however, the configuration of the road varies to accommodate
turn lanes and tapers at Hatcher Avenue and 23rd Street. In some
sections on‐street parking is permitted, while in others it is not allowed
due to the need for a left‐turn lane or the presence of a driveway or
intersection. Sidewalks are provided on both sides from Hatcher Avenue
to 12th Street, but limited between 23rd Street and 32nd Street.
Recommendations for this section of Main Street include the following:






Main Street looking east near 28th
Street

Two travel lanes
On‐street parking where possible
Continuous curb and gutter
Sidewalks on both sides of the street
Sharrows to indicate the desired shared bicycle/vehicle lane
configuration

Idealized recommended typical cross‐section for Main Street between
32nd Street and 23rd Street

Idealized recommended typical cross‐section for Main Street between
Hatcher Avenue and 12th Street
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Historic Downtown: Commercial District
This section of Main Street extends from 23rd Street to Hatcher Avenue.
In the area, businesses are the primary development fixture. In
downtown, 23rd Street, 21st Street, Nursery Avenue, 20th Street, and
Hatcher Avenue all intersect Main Street in the span of a few short
blocks, adding to the area’s charm, but also creating challenges with
traffic operations.
The overall width of Main Street is consistent throughout this section;
however, laneage varies from intersection to intersection based on need.
A left‐turn currently exists on Main Street at 23rd Street and at Hatcher
Avenue. In some sections, on‐street parking is permitted, while in others
is not allowed due to the need for a left‐turn lane. Sidewalks are
provided uniformly along both sides of the street. Recommendations for
this section of Main Street include the following:






Main Street looking east toward 21st Street

Two travel lanes
Left‐turn lanes at important intersections and driveways
Continuous curb and gutter
On‐street parking where possible
Sharrows to indicate the desired shared bicycle/vehicle lane
configuration

Idealized recommended typical cross‐section for Main Street between
23rd Street and Hatcher Avenue
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Commercial and Services
This section of Main Street extends from 12th Street to 450 feet east of
Berlin Turnpike (Route 287). Primarily characterized by more recent
development, along the majority of this section are retailers and other
services Purcellville’s residents visit on a regular basis. For the most part,
buildings in this section are set back from the right‐of‐way by surface
parking lots. An incomplete sidewalk network makes pedestrian access
difficult in some sections and limits the ability for people to walk
between destinations along Main Street. The existing cross‐section is
primarily two lanes; however, at some key intersections and major
driveways left‐ and right‐turn lanes are provided. Recommendations for
this section of Main Street include the following:






Two travel lanes
Left‐turn lanes at important intersections and driveways
Right‐turn lanes at important driveways and intersections
Continuous curb and gutter
“Share the Road” signage to alert motorists that bicycles may be
encountered along this section of Main Street

Looking east along Main Street, west of Maple Avenue

Idealized recommended typical cross‐section for Main Street from 12th
Street to 450 feet east of Berlin Turnpike
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This corridor is the primary north/south route in eastern Purcellville. It
connects Purcellville with Route 7 Bypass and in doing so, much of the
Washington region. Berlin Turnpike is an important county connector
and runs between Purcellville and Lovettsville. Ultimately, it also
connects to Brunswick, MD on the north.
Travel demand on Berlin Turnpike is forecasted to increase significantly in
the future. To accommodate the projected increase in travel demand, it
is recommended to widen the roadway from its current two‐lane
configuration to a four‐lane cross‐section with a landscaped median.
Recommendations for Berlin Turnpike include the following:
General
 Construct an 8‐ to 10‐foot‐wide multiuse path along the west
side of Route 287 from Main Street/Colonial Highway to Hirst
Road
 Evaluate traffic signal warrants at Route 7 Bypass/Berlin Turnpike
eastbound ramps intersection and consider installing a signal if
determined appropriate by an engineering study
 Install significant gateway type landscaping in the median of
Route 287
Short‐term
 Berlin Turnpike/Main Street/Colonial Highway intersection:
Construct a single‐lane roundabout that has the capability to be
expanded to a two‐lane roundabout when Berlin Turnpike is
widened or additional intersection capacity is needed
 Berlin Turnpike/Hirst Road: Construct an exclusive left‐turn lane
on Hirst Road
 Berlin Turnpike/Route 7 Bypass: Construct the following:
o An exclusive southbound right‐turn lane at Route 7
Bypass westbound on‐ramp
o An exclusive northbound left‐turn lane at Route 7 Bypass
westbound on‐ramp
o An additional exclusive left‐turn lane on Route 7 Bypass
westbound off‐ramp
o An exclusive southbound left‐turn lane at Route 7 Bypass
eastbound on‐ramp
o An additional exclusive right‐turn lane on Route 7 Bypass
eastbound off‐ramp
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Long‐term
 Widen Berlin Turnpike to a four‐lane roadway with a landscaped
median from Main Street/Colonial Highway to the northern Boundary
of the PUGAMP area
 Reconstruct the Route 287/Main Street roundabout to two lanes
 Construct an 8‐ to 10‐foot wide multiuse path along the west side of
Route 287 from Route 7 Bypass westbound on‐ramp to the northern
PUGAMP area boundary

Looking north along Berlin Turnpike toward Hirst Road

Looking north on Berlin Turnpike toward Allder School
Road
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Idealized recommended typical cross‐section for Berlin Turnpike between Main Street and Hirst Road

Idealized recommended typical cross‐section for Berlin Turnpike between Hirst Road and the northern PUGAMP area boundary
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A Street (Southern Collector)
It is recommended to reclassify the section of A Street between 32nd
Street and its current northern terminus as a collector street when A
Street is extended to Main Street. The Southern Collector will be an
important east/west collector street in Purcellville. Connecting 32nd
Street, 20th Street, and Maple Avenue, it will provide additional east/west
mobility for southern Purcellville and help relieve Main Street. As town
growth continues, the corridor will become increasingly important.
Consistent with Purcellville’s comprehensive plan and Loudoun County’s
transportation plan, it is recommended that A Street be extended from
its current terminus to Main Street/Colonial Highway. The extension will
complete the corridor and will be a critical link in the Town’s street
network. Currently, to reach Berlin Turnpike (Route 287) from the south,
vehicles travel through the center of Purcellville, ultimately ending up on
Main Street, Maple Avenue, and Hirst Road. While this travel pattern is
desirable because it brings people to downtown businesses, it also
creates unwanted traffic congestion on the aforementioned streets. The
extension of A Street will offer through travelers the option of connecting
directly with Berlin Turnpike, instead of traveling through town.

Idealized recommended typical cross‐section for A Street between 32nd Street and
20th Street

With the recommended extension of A Street as the Southern Collector,
traffic volumes are forecasted to increase. To serve anticipated travel
demand as well as pedestrians and bicyclists, the following are
recommended:









Reclassify A Street as a collector street
Extend A Street as the Southern Collector from its current
northern terminus to Main Street/Colonial Highway to tie directly
to the recommended roundabout at Berlin Turnpike
Construct the street extension with two lanes and reserve right‐
of‐way to construct it as a four‐lane corridor if needed in the
future
Construct single‐lane roundabouts at the intersections of the
Southern Collector and 32nd Street, 20th Street, and Maple
Avenue
Construct sections of multiuse path to complete the non‐
vehicular pathway network along the north side of the Southern
Collector from 32nd Street to Main Street/Colonial Highway
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Idealized recommended typical cross‐section for A Street between
20th Street and Maple Avenue
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Idealized recommended typical cross‐section for A Street between Maple Avenue and the Southern
Southern Collector Extension

Idealized recommended typical cross‐section for A Street for the Southern Collector Extension
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Route 611
Route 611 is a significant north/south route that runs through the center
of Purcellville. It connects Route 50 to the south to Morrisonville to the
north. South of Main Street in Purcellville, it follows Telegraph Springs
Road and 20th Street. North of Main Street, it follows Hatcher Avenue to
Hirst Road and then Purcellville Road northward. Route 611 crosses
Route 7 Bypass via a grade separation (bridge with no access to Route 7
Bypass) north of Hirst Road.
In general, Route 611 is recommended to retain its two‐lane cross section
in the future; however, focused modifications are recommended to
better accommodate all users of the corridor. In the future,
consideration should be given to reclassifying Route 611 as a collector
street. The following describe recommended modifications to Telegraph
Springs Road, Hatcher Avenue, and Purcellville Road.

Idealized recommended typical cross‐section for Telegraph Springs
Road from southern PUGAMP are boundary to A Street

Telegraph Springs Road
Travel demand is forecast to increase along Telegraph Springs Road. To
accommodate future travel demand and pedestrians and bicyclists, the
following are recommended:




Retain the existing two‐lane cross section
Construct a single‐lane roundabout at the Telegraph Springs/20th
Street/A Street intersection
Construct an 8‐ to 10‐foot wide multiuse path along the west side
of Telegraph Spring Road from the southern PUGAMP area
boundary to A Street
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20th Street
Travel demand is forecast to increase along 20th Street. To accommodate
future travel demand, continue to maintain on‐street parking, and
provide facilities for pedestrians and bicyclists, the following are
recommended:
Between A Street and E Street
 Retain a two‐lane cross‐section
 Construct an 8‐ to 10‐foot‐wide multiuse path along the west
side of 20th Street from 150 feet south of E Street to E Street
 Provide a sidewalk along the east side of 20th Street
Between E Street and Main Street
 Retain a two‐lane cross‐section
 Provide a sidewalk on both sides of 20th Street
 Provide on‐street parking on one side of the street
 Reconfigure the Main Street/20th Street/Nursery Avenue
intersection as described later in this chapter
 Install “Share the Road” signage to alert motorist that cyclists
may be encountered along this section of roadway

Looking north along 20th Street approaching Main Street
and “Teardrop”

Idealized recommended typical cross‐section for 20th
Street from E Street to Main Street

Idealized recommended typical cross‐section for 20th Street from A
Street to E Street
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Hatcher Avenue
Similar to Telegraph Springs Road and 20th Street, traffic will increase on
Hatcher Avenue in the future. Increases in traffic will be due to the
combination of growth within and outside of Purcellville. To
accommodate projected traffic increases, parking needs, and pedestrians
and bicyclists, the following are recommended:
Between Main Street and the W&OD Trail
 Maintain the existing two‐lane cross‐section
 Construct/maintain a sidewalk on one side of the street (this may
not be possible in the section where Hirst Road crosses the creek
unless a parallel structure or bridge modification is completed)
 Install “Share the Road” signage and sharrow pavement markings
Between the W&OD Trail and Hirst Road
 Maintain a two‐lane cross‐section
 Narrow travel lanes and the roadway at Loudoun Valley Drive and
reallocate space for a striped bike lane and realigned sidewalks
 Reconfigure the street to provide striped bicycle lanes
 Install a traffic signal and at the Hirst Road/Hatcher Avenue
intersection when justified by an engineering study and approved
 Restripe the existing crosswalk on Hatcher Avenue at the post
office
 Construct a southbound left‐turn lane and a westbound right‐
turn lane at the Hirst Road/Hatcher Avenue intersection
(modification associated with Woodgrove High School)
Between the Hirst Road and the north side of the Bridge
 Maintain a two‐lane cross‐section
 Install “Share the Road” signage and sharrow pavement markings
 Narrow travel lanes and the roadway at Loudoun Valley Drive and
reallocate space for a striped bike lane and realigned sidewalks

Looking north along Hatcher Avenue toward the W&OD Trail

Idealized recommended typical cross‐section for Hatcher
Avenue between Main Street and the W&OD Trail

Idealized recommended typical cross‐section for Hatcher Avenue
between the W&OD Trail and Hirst Road

Idealized recommended typical cross‐section for Hatcher Avenue between Hirst
Road and the north side of the Hatcher Avenue bridge over Route 7 Bypass
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Purcellville Road
Similar to the other streets in the Route 611 corridor, travel demand is
projected to increase on Purcellville Road. To accommodate travel
demand as well as pedestrians and bicyclists, the following are
recommended:






Maintain a two‐lane cross section
Construct a single‐lane roundabout at the Purcellville
Road/Northern Collector Road intersection
Construct an exclusive eastbound right‐turn lane at the Allder
School Road/Purcellville Road intersection (modification
associated with Woodgrove High School)
Construct an 8‐ to 10‐foot‐wide multiuse path along the west
side of Purcellville Road from Route 7 Bypass bridge to Northern
Collector Road

Idealized recommended typical cross‐section for Purcellville Road
between Route 7 Bypass bridge and the northern PUGAMP area
boundary
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Route 690
Route 690 is a significant north/south route that runs along the west side
of Purcellville. It connects Route 611 and the Snickersville Turnpike to
the south to Hillsboro and Route 9 to the north. As Route 690 traverses
Purcellville, it follows Silcott Springs Road, 32nd Street, and Nursery
Avenue south of Main Street. North of Main Street, it follows 21St Street
until reaching Route 7 Bypass where it changes names to Hillsboro Road.
Although not formally a part of Route 690, 23rd Street is an integral link
for Route 690. The turn restriction (no left‐turn from 21st Street to Main
Street) and traffic signal at the 23rd Street/Main Street intersection
combine to make 23rd Street an essential portion of Route 690 through
Purcellville.
A priority project for the Town, an interchange has long been discussed
and is recommended to be constructed on Route 690, consistent with
Loudoun County’s transportation plan and Purcellville’s comprehensive
plan. With an interchange recommended at Route 7 Bypass,
modifications will need to be constructed to sections of Route 690 north
and south of Route 7 Bypass. South of Hirst Road, other enhancements
should be constructed to improve vehicular conditions as well as
conditions for pedestrians and bicyclists. The following describe
recommendations for each section of Route 690.

Idealized recommended typical cross‐section for Silcott
Springs Road between the southern PUGAMP area
boundary and A Street

Silcott Springs Road
As growth continues in southwestern Loudoun County and Purcellville
reinforces its status as a center of commerce in western Loudoun County,
travel demand is forecast to increase on Silcott Springs Road. The
following are recommended to accommodate increases in travel demand
as well as accommodate bicycles and pedestrians:



Retain a two‐lane cross section
Construct a single‐lane roundabout at the Silcott Springs Road/A
Street intersection
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32nd Street
Similar to other streets in town, travel demand is forecast to increase on
32nd Street. To better accommodate all travelers and serve the needs of
the Town, the following are recommended:




Provide a side path or sidewalk along the east side of the street
from A Street to Main Street (recognizing the Franklin Park Trail
connection that will begin in the vicinity of A Street along 32nd
Street)
As redevelopment/development plans are considered for land
adjacent to (primarily north and west of) the 32nd Street/Main
Street intersection, evaluate the appropriateness of installing a
traffic signal at the intersection through an engineering study
Idealized recommended typical cross‐section for 32nd Street between A
Street and Main Street

Looking north along 32nd Street at Rugby Court and Glendale
Street
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Nursery Avenue
Currently, Nursery Avenue connects directly to Main Street at the
intersection referred to as the “teardrop.” The “teardrop,” which is the
confluence of Main Street, Nursery Avenue, and 20th Street is a confusing
and dysfunctional intersection. To improve intersection conditions for
vehicular and non‐vehicular traffic, it is recommended to reconfigure the
northern terminus of Nursery Avenue and tie it directly to 20th Street,
approximately 150 feet south of Main Street. In addition to the
aforementioned realignment of Nursery Avenue, the following are
recommended:





Retain a two‐lane cross section
Complete the sidewalk system on at least one side of Nursery
Avenue between 32nd Street and 20th Street
Provide on‐street parking on both sides of the street between J
Street and 20th Street
Install “Share the Road” signage to alert motorists to the
possibility of encountering cyclists along Nursery Avenue

Looking north along Nursery Avenue south of J Street

Idealized recommended typical cross section for
Nursery Avenue between 32nd Street and J Street

Idealized recommended typical cross section for
Nursery Avenue between J Street and 20th Street
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23rd Street in Downtown
23rd Street is the primary north/south through street in Purcellville’s
downtown. With the turn restriction on 21st Street and the traffic signal
at the 23rd Street/Main Street intersection, most traffic traveling
north/south is attracted to 23rd Street. To accommodate increases in
travel demand as well as pedestrians and bicyclists, the following are
recommended:






Retain a two‐lane cross‐section
Reconstruct the 23rd Street/21st Street intersection consistent
with the current (2009) streetscape project for downtown
Purcellville, focused on 21st Street and 23rd Street
Construct sidewalk along both sides of the street from Main
Street to 21st Street
Install “Share the Road” signage and sharrows to designate the
section as shared between bicyclists and automobiles

Looking north on 21st Street in downtown Purcellville

21st Street in Downtown
21st Street is the primary business street in downtown Purcellville. The
turn restriction at the 21st Street/Main Street intersection has reduced
traffic volumes on the street, but it remains busy. The parallel parking is
full on weekends and it isn’t infrequent to see people strolling between
businesses. To accommodate future increases in traffic as well as
pedestrians and bicycles, the following are recommended on 21st Street
between Main Street and 23rd Street:








Retain a two‐lane cross‐section
Realign 21st at 23rd Street to emphasize 23rd Street as the through
street
Construct streetscape and intersection modifications as identified
in the current (2009) streetscape project for downtown
Purcellville, focused on 21st Street and 23rd Street
Maintain turn restrictions at the 21st Street/Main Street
intersection
Maintain two‐way traffic flow
Install “Share the Road” signage and sharrows to designate the
section as shared between bicyclists and automobiles

Schematic Plan for streetscape Improvements on 21st and 23rd Streets
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21st Street North of Downtown
With the construction of an interchange on 21st Street at Route 7 Bypass,
traffic volumes are anticipated to increase on 21st Street between
downtown Purcellville and Route 7 Bypass. To accommodate the
increase in traffic as well as pedestrians and bicycles, the following are
recommended:






Retain a two‐lane cross‐section
Construct sidewalks along the south (west) side of 21st Street
from 23rd Street to Ashleigh Road
Connect to the existing nature trail (and sections of multiuse
path) along the north side of 21st Street to connect with the side
path along Hirst Road (an appropriate bridge will be necessary to
cross Catoctin Creek)
Provide a dedicated pedestrian and bicycle facility across Route 7
Bypass (either a bridge or a facility on a future structure that
would be a part of the Route 7 Bypass/Route 690 interchange)

Idealized recommended typical cross‐section for 21st
Street between 23rd Street and Ashleigh Road

Idealized recommended typical cross‐section for 21st
Street between Ashleigh Road and Hirst Road

Idealized recommended typical cross‐section for 21st Street
between Hirst Road and Route 7 Bypass
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Hillsboro Road
Hillsboro Road is expected to experience a significant increase in travel
demand in the future. With the recommended construction of a new
interchange on Route 690 at Route 7 Bypass, a considerable volume of
traffic will be attracted to Route 690 from other major roadways,
including Route 9. To accommodate these travelers, as well as those who
will continue to travel into Purcellville, the following are recommended:












Evaluate existing posted speed limits and the transition of the
speed limit from 55 mph to 35 mph and consider lengthening the
speed reduction zone
Widen Hillsboro Road from two lanes to a four‐lane median
divided cross‐section from the northern boundary of the
PUGAMP area to Route 7 Bypass (and the future interchange at
Route 7 Bypass/Route 690)
Construct turn lanes at major intersections and driveways
Construct a right‐turn lane at the ULYFL driveway (responsibility
of County)
Construct a roundabout at the intersection of Hillsboro Road and
Allder School Road (responsibility of Woodgrove High School).
Design such that roundabout can be widened to accommodate
future four‐lane cross section
Construct an 8‐ to 10‐foot wide multiuse path along the east side
of Hillsboro Road between Route 7 Bypass and the trail system
planned as a part of Woodgrove High School
Construct a roundabout at the Allder School Road/Route 690
(Hillsboro Road) intersection (associated with Woodgrove High
School)

Looking north along Hillsboro Road north of Route 7 Bypass

Idealized recommended typical cross‐section for Hillsboro Road between Route 7 Bypass and Allder School Road
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Route 722
Route 722, like many of the other routes in Purcellville, follows several
different streets as it traverses the Town. Running north/south, it follows
Hirst Road from Berlin Turnpike (Route 287) to Maple Avenue and then
follows Maple Avenue to A Street where it transitions to Lincoln Road as
it extends into Loudoun County. Consideration should be given to
reclassifying the corridor as a collector street in the future.
Currently, the corridor is mostly a two‐lane street. Edge treatments vary
from a typical rural shoulder section, to an urban section with curb‐and‐
gutter and on‐street parking. The following sections identify
recommended modifications to the corridor to serve projected increases
in vehicular travel demand as well as pedestrians and bicyclists.

Lincoln Road
Travel demand is projected to increase on Lincoln Road to the south of
town; however, increases will be minimal. To accommodate vehicular
traffic and dramatically improve conditions for pedestrians and bicyclists,
the following are recommended:



Looking north along Lincoln Road toward A Street

Maintain a two‐lane cross‐section
Construct a single‐lane roundabout at the Lincoln Road/Maple
Avenue/A Street intersection

Idealized recommended typical cross‐
section for Lincoln Road from the southern
PUGAMP area boundary to A Street
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Maple Avenue
Maple Avenue connects newer areas of town to historic downtown and
primary commercial areas. Also significant, Loudoun Valley High School
and two large commercial centers are accessed from Maple Avenue. To
accommodate future travel demand and improve conditions for
pedestrians and bicycles, the following are recommended:
Maple Avenue from A Street to 9th Street
 Maintain a two‐lane cross‐section
 Maintain existing on‐street parking
 Install “Share the Road” signage and sharrows to designate the
section as shared between bicyclists and automobiles
Maple Avenue from 9th Street to Main Street
 Maintain a two‐lane cross‐section
 Incorporate planned Main Street/Maple Avenue intersection
modifications as currently (2008/9 plans) designed
 Install “Share the Road” signage and sharrows to designate the
section as shared between bicyclists and automobiles
 Maintain on‐street parking where there is sufficient right‐of‐way

Looking north along Maple Avenue from A Street

Idealized recommended typical cross‐section for Maple Avenue between A Street and
9th Street

Looking north along Maple Avenue north of
9th Street
Idealized recommended typical cross‐
section for Maple Avenue between 9th
Street and Main Street
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Maple Avenue from Main Street to Dominion Terrace
 Reconfigure the roadway to provide a three‐lane cross‐section
(two‐lane with a two‐way left‐turn lane)
 As redevelopment occurs, eliminate minor driveways and curb
cuts to consolidate access, especially on the east side of the
street
 Incorporate planned Main Street/Maple Avenue intersection
modifications as currently (2008/2009 plans) designed
 Construct an 8‐ to 10‐foot wide multiuse path on the east side of
the street consistent with the North Maple Avenue trail plans
Maple Avenue from Dominion Terrace to the W&OD Trail
 Maintain a two‐lane cross‐section with turn lanes at major
intersections
 Minimize the width and number of driveways as practicable
 Work with Loudoun Valley High School to modify the schools
existing driveways and circulation pattern to minimize traffic
impacts and points of conflict along Maple Avenue
 Realign the W&OD Trail to reduce the existing skew and improve
crossing sight distance
 Install refuge islands, additional pavement markings, and signage
on Maple Avenue at the W&OD trail to improve pedestrian safety
Maple Avenue from the W&OD Trail to Hirst Road
 Maintain a two‐lane cross‐section
 Provide an exclusive westbound left‐turn lane, an exclusive
eastbound right‐turn lane, and exclusive northbound right‐turn
lane at the Hirst Road/Maple Avenue intersection (modifications
associated with Woodgrove High School) or;
 Construct a single‐lane roundabout at the Maple Avenue/Hirst
Road intersection

Idealized recommended typical cross‐section for Maple Avenue between Main Street and Dominion Terrace

Idealized recommended typical cross‐section for Maple Avenue between Dominion Terrace and the
W&OD Trail

The aforementioned intersection improvements at the Maple
Avenue/Hirst Road intersection will need to be reviewed in greater
detail with the Safety Center, Town of Purcellville, and Loudoun
County.

Idealized recommended typical cross‐section for Maple
Avenue between the W&OD Trail and Hirst Road
Recommended W&OD Trail
Modifications at Maple Avenue
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Hirst Road (Route 692)
This corridor is an essential east/west route for Purcellville. It serves local
trips to a growing commercial development area in north Purcellville,
provides local mobility parallel to Route 7 Bypass, and is a primary route
for traffic ultimately travelling to Route 690 (Hillsboro Road) to the north.
Consistent with other corridors throughout Purcellville, modifications
should be constructed to better accommodate projected vehicular traffic,
also while improving conditions for pedestrians and bicyclists. The
following are recommended for Hirst Road:
















Maintain a two‐lane cross‐section
Exclusive left‐turn lanes on Hirst Road at 21st Street and Hatcher
Avenue as well as at major development driveways, as needed
Exclusive eastbound right‐turn lanes to serve development
entrances as needed
Exclusive left‐ and right‐turn lanes at Route 287 intersection
Single‐lane roundabout at the Hirst Road/Maple Avenue
intersection or;
Traffic signal and exclusive turn lanes
Additional pavement markings and advance warning signage to
alert drivers to the all‐way stop condition at the Hirst
Road/Hatcher Avenue intersection
Traffic signal and at the Hirst Road/Hatcher Avenue intersection
when warranted or determined to be appropriate based on an
engineering study
Continuous side path along the south side of the corridor from
21st Street to Berlin Turnpike
Refuge islands, additional pavement markings, and signage on
Hirst Road at the W&OD trail to improve pedestrian safety
Construct a southbound left‐turn lane and a westbound right‐
turn lane at the Hirst Road/Hatcher Avenue intersection
(modification associated with Woodgrove High School)
Construct an eastbound right‐turn lane, a westbound left‐turn
lane, and a northbound right‐turn lane at the Hirst Road/Maple
Avenue intersection (modifications associated with Woodgrove
High School)

Idealized recommended typical cross‐section for Hirst Road between 21st Street and Berlin
Turnpike

Looking east along Hirst Road east of Hatcher Avenue

Recommended W&OD Trail Modifications at Hirst Road
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Allder School Road (Route 711)
Allder School Road runs along the northern boundary of the PUGAMP
area. This existing unpaved road carries little traffic; however, it is an
important connector in the area’s transportation network. With future
development including Woodgrove High School, Allder School Road will
become an important local connector in helping to relieve other
east/west routes in the area. To serve future travel demand, remedy
existing safety and geometric issues, and accommodate pedestrians and
bicyclists, the following are recommended:





Improve the two‐lane cross‐section by widening the roadway to
two standard width lanes and providing an asphalt surface
Replace existing bridges and culverts to accommodate the road
widening
Provide exclusive left‐turn lanes at public street intersections
Construct a sidewalk along the south side of the street between
Hillsboro Road to Berlin Turnpike

Idealized recommended typical cross‐section for A Street between
Hillsboro Road (Route 690) and Berlin Turnpike (Route 287)

Specific improvements that are conditions of approval for Woodgrove
High School include the following:





Exclusive westbound left‐turn lane at the Allder School
Road/Main School entrance intersection
Exclusive eastbound right‐turn lane at the Allder School
Road/Purcellville Road intersection
Roundabout at the Allder School Road/Route 690 (Hillsboro
Road) intersection
Reconstruction of Allder School Road to address surface and
vertical alignment conditions (reconstruction and paving of the
roadway, subject to funding availability between Route 611 and
Route 287)
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Northern Collector Road
West of 21st Street and north of Route 7 Bypass, Purcellville is not well‐
served by local streets. As the Town and surrounding areas continue to
grow, additional cross‐town street connections will benefit Purcellville
and unincorporated areas at its fringes. Additionally, when a new
interchange is constructed with Route 7 Bypass on the west side of
Purcellville, the Northern Collector Road will help route traffic to the
interchange without the use of very constrained streets in downtown
Purcellville.

When completed, the Northern Collector Road will connect Berlin Turnpike to
Hillsboro Road. The Northern Collector Road would help relieve Hirst Road,
better distribute east/west trips, and provide access to land for development.
Travel demand forecasts indicate that this corridor will carry a considerable
volume of traffic. To accommodate projected traffic volumes as well as
pedestrians and bicyclists, the following are recommended:
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Conduct an engineering study to develop a feasible alignment for the
Northern Collector
Construct the corridor as a two‐lane roadway with left‐turn lanes at
major development entrances and public streets
Construct a single‐lane roundabout at the Northern Collector
Road/Purcellville Road intersection
Construct an 8‐ to 10‐foot multiuse path along the south side of the
corridor

Included in Loudoun County’s transportation plan and Purcellville’s
comprehensive plan, the Northern Collector Road will increase east/west
mobility north of Route 7 Bypass. Through the Wright Farm subdivision,
portions of the corridor’s right‐of‐way already have been reserved. The
connection shown in the recommended plan represents a connection,
not an engineered alignment. Further studies will need to be completed
to develop an acceptable alignment.

Idealized recommended typical cross‐section for the Northern Collector between Hillsboro
Road and Berlin Turnpike
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Street‐Side Buffers

The idealized recommended typical sections for corridors will be
applicable to many sections of Purcellville’s collector street network.
However, there will be instances where flexibility will be necessary. The
following provides guidance as to dimensions and arrangement of
elements on collector streets. Minimum refers to minimum dimensional
requirements, desirable to the preferred dimension, and maximum the
largest dimension. Some minimums shown do not meet VDOT standards
set forth in the Road Design Manual and Purcellville’s facilities manual.

Cartway Elements
Travel Lane Width (feet)

Minimum
Desirable
Maximum

Downtown
Commercial
10 feet
11 feet
12 feet

Area Type
Downtown
Residential Suburban
10 feet
10 feet
11 feet
11 feet
12 feet
12 feet

Rural
10 feet
11 feet
12 feet

Parking Treatment

Parallel
Angle (reverse‐in
only)

Perpendicular

Downtown
Commercial
7 to 8 feet

Area Type
Downtown
Residential Suburban Rural
7 to 8 feet
Not applicable

Pedestrian and Off‐Street Bicycle Elements

Area Type
Downtown Downtown
Commercial Residential Suburban
Rural
*Assumes that VDOT clear zone requirements do not need to be met.
**Level of pedestrian activity is a primary consideration. Areas with a high volume
of pedestrian traffic and significant sidewalk activity may warrant hardscape
treatments to reduce maintenance.

On‐Street Bicycle Treatment
Downtown
Commercial
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Area Type
Downtown
Residential Suburban

Rural

Striped Lane
On‐Street
Parking
5 feet
Not applicable
No On‐Street
Curb & Gutter (2‐foot gutter): 5 feet
Parking
No Curb & Gutter: 4‐feet
Shared Lane (overall travel lane width)
On‐Street
Parking
13 to 14 feet
Not applicable
No On‐Street
Not
Parking
10 to 13 feet
applicable
Signed Route
No dimensional requirement

Downtown
Commercial
Sidewalk
Minimum
Desirable
Multi use Paths
Minimum
Desirable
Side Path
Minimum
Desirable
Soft Path
Minimum
Desirable

Area Type
Downtown
Residential Suburban

5 feet
>5 feet

Rural

4 feet
>5 feet
8 feet
>10 feet
5 feet
>8 feet
4 feet
>5 feet

18 to 20 feet
Not applicable
Not applicable

Other Elements
Edge Elements
Area Type
Downtown Downtown
Commercial Residential Suburban
Curb and Gutter Sections
Standard
VDOT CG‐2 and/or CG‐6
Shoulder Sections
Paved
Shoulder
Not Applicable
Ditch/Swale
Not Applicable

Rural
No C&G

Collector Street Schematic for a Shoulder Section

>4 feet
Varies

Street‐Side Buffers
Area Type
Downtown Downtown
Commercial Residential
Buffer with Trees*
Minimum
6 feet
Desirable
>8 feet
Treatment
Planted or Hardscaped**
Buffer without Trees
Minimum
2 feet
Desirable
>6 feet
Treatment
Planted or Hardscaped**

Suburban

Rural

Planted

N/A

Planted

N/A

Collector Street Schematic for a Curb and Gutter Section
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Local Streets
As Purcellville continues to grow, standards should be established for the
local street network to ensure that as new streets are constructed and
existing streets reconstructed, they meet the needs of Purcellville. Street
standards should be incorporated into the Town’s facilities design
manual. Ideally, local streets should be planned and developed in an
interconnected pattern, particularly in the town core of Purcellville.
Potential opportunities for new local street connections are shown in
Figures 4.1, 4.4, and 4.5. Other connections not shown in these figures
are likely to arise as development and redevelopment occur. Like
collector streets, local streets need to be planned within the context of
their surroundings. Local streets within the town core of Purcellville need
to focus on moving people and should offer accommodations for on‐
street parking. In rural areas, streets will have a larger emphasis on
moving vehicles and less emphasis on being overtly pedestrian‐friendly.
The typical sections shown at right illustrate VDOT acceptable local street
sections as well as tertiary street sections that would not be fully VDOT
compliant.

A. Idealized VDOT Compliant Typical Residential Street
Section (without curb and gutter) without designated
parking

B. Idealized Non‐VDOT Compliant
Typical Residential Street Section
(without curb and gutter) without
designated parking

To the extent practicable, the O Street extension should comply with
cross‐section D, where parking is not permitted and cross‐section E,
where parking is permitted.

C. Idealized VDOT Compliant Typical Residential
Street Section (with curb and gutter) without
designated parking

D. Idealized Non‐VDOT Compliant
Typical Residential Street Section (with
curb and gutter) without designated
parking

E. Idealized Minimum (VDOT compliant) Typical
Residential Street Section (with curb and gutter)
with designated parking
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Local Street Guidelines
The idealized recommended typical sections for local streets will be
applicable to many sections of Purcellville’s street network; however,
there will be instances where flexibility will be necessary. The following
provides guidance as to dimensions and arrangement of elements on
local streets. The Town’s facilities manual will provide additional
guidance. Minimum refers to minimum dimensional requirements,
desirable to the preferred dimension, and maximum the largest
dimension. Some minimum dimensions shown do not meet minimum
VDOT standards set forth in the Road Design Manual.

Cartway Elements
Travel Lane Width (feet)
Area Type
Curb and Gutter Section
Shoulder Section
Minimum
9
9
Desirable
9
10
Maximum
12
12
*For curb and gutter sections, widths exclude gutter pan
(assumed to be 2 feet).
*Where vertical curb is used (no gutter pan), width should be
increased by 2 feet.
*For shoulder section, width excludes paved shoulder.

Street‐Side Buffers
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Pedestrian and Off‐Street Bicycle Elements

Area Type
Shoulder
Section

Curb and Gutter Section
Buffer with Trees*
Minimum
5 feet
Desirable
>6 feet
Treatment
Planted or Hardscaped**
N/A
Buffer without Trees
Minimum
2 feet
Desirable
>3 feet
N/A
Treatment
Planted
*Assumes that VDOT clear zone requirements do not need to be
met.
**Level of pedestrian activity is a primary consideration. Areas with
a high volume of pedestrian traffic and significant sidewalk activity
may warrant hardscape treatments to reduce maintenance.

Area Type
Curb and Gutter Section
Shoulder Section
Sidewalk
Minimum
Desirable
Multi use Paths
Minimum
Desirable
Side Path
Minimum
Desirable
Soft Path
Minimum
Desirable

4 feet
>5 feet
8 feet
>10 feet
6 feet
>8 feet
4 feet
>5 feet

Parking Treatment
Parallel
Angle (reverse‐in

Area Type
Curb and Gutter Section
Shoulder Section
7 to 8 feet
7 to 8 feet
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable

only)

Perpendicular

Other Elements
Edge Elements
Curb and Gutter Section
Standard
Shoulder Section
Paved
Shoulder
Ditch/Swale

Local Street Schematic for a Shoulder Section

VDOT CG‐2 and/or CG‐6

0 to 4 feet
7 to 14 feet

Local Street Schematic for a Curb and Gutter Section
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Intersection Modifications
Modifications to intersections are provided as a means to mitigate safety
concerns and operational issues under existing and anticipated
conditions. This section focuses on the impact of the improvements on
vehicular travel and on bicycle and pedestrian mobility and safety.
Intersection modifications are recommended at locations where there
are existing safety issues and/or congestion, where future congestion is
anticipated, and where roadway widening or modifications are
recommended. As noted, many of the improvements identified are
projects the Town is already working on, projects that have been
identified as part of development‐related traffic impact studies, short‐
term, low‐cost adjustments, and long‐term modifications.
Roundabouts are recommended at locations throughout Purcellville to
manage traffic speeds and volume as well as to act as gateways to
Purcellville. There has been considerable debate in the last 10 years
about the accommodation of pedestrians and bicycles at roundabouts.
The following are general notes on the safe and efficient accommodation
of pedestrians and bicyclists at roundabouts:




Pedestrians: Roundabouts can be designed to safely and
conveniently accommodate pedestrians. At a roundabout,
pedestrians navigate the circle by following a sidewalk provided
around the roundabout’s periphery. Pedestrians do not cross by
traversing through the center island. Splitter islands are provided
at each approach to a roundabout and offer refuge to people
crossing the street at each leg (street) of the roundabout.
Experience with smaller‐sized roundabouts in the United States
has shown that vehicles entering and exiting a roundabout will
and do stop for pedestrians crossing and waiting to cross the
street. Differing slightly from single‐lane roundabouts,
pedestrian crossing standards for roundabouts with two or more
lanes are being considered with regard to the placement of
pedestrian‐actuated traffic signals on legs to the roundabout.

The suggested intersection modifications are intended to serve as a guideline
for future recommended improvements. Not all intersection modifications
will be the responsibility of the Town. As new development and
redevelopment occur, proposed improvements will be constructed in phases
by many different entities.

Future Levels of Service
The traffic volumes at the study intersections were derived by applying
growth factors from the regional travel demand model and other
adjustments to existing turning movement counts. The growth factors were
developed from the projected traffic volumes for the recommended roadway
network. The future traffic volumes were used to help better define
intersection‐level improvements such as turn lanes and signalization that may
be needed in the future. Future intersection traffic control, laneage, and
levels of service are shown in Figure 4.10. Future (2030) intersection levels of
service with proposed recommendations in place are shown in Table 4.1
The level of service (LOS) rating is used to describe operating conditions for
motorists. LOS A denotes good performance with little to no delay.
Signalized intersections where the average delay exceeds 85 seconds of delay
per vehicle would be considered failing (LOS F). Purcellville streets operating
at LOS C or better are considered acceptable from a general town’s
perspective; however, the town acknowledges that in limited instances, level
of service D may be considered acceptable if improvements required to
maintain a LOS C in a peak hour are prohibitive.
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Table 4.1: Future Intersection Levels of Service (LOS)
AM Peak PM Peak
Hour
Hour
Intersection
LOS
LOS
Eastgate Drive and Route 287
B
C
Hirst Road and Hatcher Ave/Purcellville Road

E

C

Hirst Road and N. 21st Street/Hillsboro Road

A

B

Hirst Road and N. Maple Avenue

D

B

Hirst Road and Route 287

C

D

E. Main St/W. Colonial Highway and Route 287

D

F

E. Main Street and Hatcher Avenue

B

B

E. Main Street and Maple Avenue

F

E

Main Street and S. 20th Street

C

B

Route 7 Bypass EB Ramps and Route 287

E

B

Route 7 Bypass WB Ramps and Route 287

B

D

W. Main Street and N. 21 Street

A

A

W. Main Street and N. 23rd Street

B

B

W. Main Street and S. 32 Street

D

B

N. 21st Street and N. 23rd Street

A

B

st

nd

Table reflects future intersection levels of service with recommendations
in place.

Bicyclists: Roundabouts can be designed to safely and
conveniently accommodate bicyclists. Bicyclists have two choices
to safely navigate a roundabout. They can follow the path of a
pedestrian, navigating the outside of the circle on foot or bike,
depending on the width of the sidewalk. The other choice they
have is to navigate the circle in the same way that a car would,
following the entering roadway to the circulating roadway and
then exiting the circle at an appropriate location. Typically,
experienced cyclists follow the same path and rules as vehicular
traffic and child cyclists and other less experienced bicyclists
follow the pedestrian path.
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Figure 4.10: Future Laneage and LOS
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Berlin Turnpike/Route 7 Bypass Ramps/Hirst Road
This area is critical to accessing Route 7 Bypass. This section of Route 287
has three major intersections within approximately 1,000 feet of one
another and carries the highest traffic volume in the study area. The
Berlin Turnpike/Route 7 Bypass westbound ramp intersection operates at
LOS C and F during the weekday AM and PM peak hours, respectively.
The intersection of Route 287 and Hirst Road operates at LOS E during
the weekday AM and PM peak hours. This segment also was one of the
highest crash locations in the study area and many of the crashes
observed were attributed to congestion. Placing a high‐priority on
protecting and enhancing roadway capacity at the interchange and along
Route 287, Purcellville has requested an allocation of state funds from
the Commonwealth Transportation Board for the improvement of the
interchange.
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Figure 4.11 shows a concept of the recommended long‐term configuration.
To accommodate future travel demand, the following are recommended:
Berlin Turnpike
 Construct an exclusive right‐turn lane on northbound Berlin Pike to
serve the eastbound on‐ramp
 Complete the widening of Berlin Turnpike between the westbound
ramps and Allder School Road

In the immediate‐term, striping and signage can be installed to improve
traffic conditions in the area. The following are recommended:
Berlin Turnpike
 Construct an additional southbound through lane from the
westbound ramp to the eastbound ramp
 Construct an exclusive southbound right‐turn trap lane (ties to
aforementioned through lane) to serve Hirst Road
Route 7 Bypass westbound off‐ramp
 Construct an additional exclusive left‐turn lane
Hirst Road intersection
 Construct an exclusive eastbound right‐turn lane on Hirst Road
In the mid‐term, Berlin Turnpike is recommended to be widened to a
four‐lane median divided roadway to the south of Route 7 Bypass. Mid‐
term modifications include the following:
Berlin Turnpike
 Construct an additional southbound through lane approaching
westbound ramps
 Construct an additional northbound and southbound through
lane between Main Street and the eastbound ramps
Berlin/Turnpike/Route 7 Bypass westbound ramps intersection
 Construct an exclusive northbound left‐turn lane

Figure 4.11: Conceptual Long‐Term Improvement Scenario for Berlin Turnpike, Hirst Road, and Route 7 Bypass Ramps

Berlin/Turnpike/Route 7 Bypass eastbound ramps intersection
 Construct an exclusive southbound left‐turn lane
In the long‐term, capacity would be further increased by widening Berlin
Turnpike to a four‐lane roadway consistent with plan recommendations.
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Main Street/Berlin Turnpike
In the future, it is recommended that the Southern Collector (A Street) be
extended to the Main Street/Berlin Turnpike intersection. To serve traffic
movements at the intersection in the long‐term, a two‐lane roundabout
is recommended for the Main Street/Berlin Turnpike intersection. In the
short‐term, prior to the widening of Berlin Turnpike (or need for further
intersection improvements), Purcellville Gateway will construct a single‐
lane roundabout at the Main Street/Berlin Turnpike intersection that has
the capability to be modified to two lanes.

Main Street/Maple Avenue
The Town of Purcellville is currently developing construction documents
for improvements at this intersection. Proposed modifications include
exclusive right‐turn lanes, new signal timings, driveway consolidation, a
multiuse path, and sidewalks. The modifications will improve safety and
operations at the intersection.

Modifications Associated with Woodgrove High
School
A number of roadway and intersection modifications were included as
conditions of approval for Woodgrove High School. These recommended
modifications are summarized in the following and their implementation
by Loudoun County is tied to the approval of the school:









Exclusive westbound left‐turn lane at the Allder School
Road/Main School entrance intersection
Exclusive eastbound right‐turn lane at the Allder School
Road/Purcellville Road intersection
Roundabout at the Allder School Road/Route 690 (Hillsboro
Road) intersection
Reconstruction of Allder School Road to address surface and
vertical alignment conditions (reconstruction and paving of the
roadway)
Exclusive eastbound right‐turn lane, westbound left‐turn lane,
and northbound right‐turn lane at the Hirst Road/Maple Avenue
intersection
Exclusive southbound left‐turn lane and westbound right‐turn
lane at the Hirst Road/Hatcher Avenue intersection
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23rd Street, 21st Street, the “Teardrop,” and Hatcher
Avenue
Downtown is the center of activity in town. It isn’t infrequent to encounter
pedestrians, bicyclists, and some level of traffic congestion while in
Purcellville’s active downtown area. Currently, the intersections along Main
Street between 23rd Street and Hatcher Avenue are closely spaced and
operate at or near capacity during the busiest periods of the day. To mitigate
some congestion on Main Street, left turns have been restricted at the Main
Street/21st Street intersection.
While this turn restriction has improved conditions along Main Street, the
“teardrop,” the Nursery Avenue/20th Street/Main Street intersection remains
downtown’s most significant circulation issue. While traffic back‐ups are
frequent and the intersection has some history of crashes, one of the most
heard complaints about the intersection is that it is confusing.
At the east edge of downtown, the Main Street/Hatcher Avenue intersection
operates at LOS F and D during the weekday AM and PM peak hours,
respectively. The intersection is currently signalized and a left‐turn lane is
provided on Main Street.
Responding to the numerous issues and challenges in the downtown area,
the 2005 Downtown Master Plan provided a framework for redevelopment
and transportation improvements in the area. Numerous concepts were
developed to address existing traffic issues in downtown as a part of this
plan. Concepts developed in the Downtown Master Plan were reviewed and
additional concepts were developed to address circulation issues associated
with the “teardrop” intersection. The recommended concept uses ideas from
the Downtown Master Plan and includes several new ideas to resolve traffic
issues.
Advantages and disadvantages of the existing condition, the Downtown
Master Plan recommended concept, and this transportation plan’s
recommended concept are described in the following graphics. As a
summary, to improve operations and safety, the following are recommended:







Extend O Street to the east to Hatcher Avenue
Reconfigure the “teardrop” intersection by tying Nursery Avenue into
20th Street to the south of Main Street
Realign the section of 20th Street north of Main Street to tie into the
future relocated 20th Street south of Main Street (would require close
coordination with property/business owners and may not be possible
unless redevelopment occurs)
Extend 20th Street to the north to the proposed O Street
Install a traffic signal at the new Main Street/20th Street intersection
when warranted or determined to be appropriate or feasible based on
an engineering study
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Existing Conditions
Advantages
 Does not impact existing properties and buildings
 Maintains the historic traffic pattern
Disadvantages
 Southbound left‐turn from 21st Street to Main Street is currently
prohibited and reduces mobility and access in the area
 Irregular “teardrop” intersection of Nursery Avenue/20th Street
and Main Street is confusing and has some crash history
 No direct north/south access across Main Street in provided in
this area
 Left‐turn conflicts exist along Main Street
 Difficult to turn from 20th Street and S. Nursery Avenue
 Substantive crash history on Main Street
 Challenging to cross the street

Downtown Master Plan
Advantages
 Increases access to Main Street and creates new blocks for
development
 Direct north‐south access across Main Street at 20th Street
 New street connections provide additional mobility in downtown
 Nursery Avenue directly connects to Main Street
Disadvantages
 Requires right‐of‐way and property acquisition
 Offset Nursery Avenue/ 21St Street and Main Street intersections
increases number of turn conflicts
 Challenging to signalize new intersection
 Requires significant new infrastructure
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Recommended Plan
Advantages
 Consolidates access along Main Street
 Possible to permit southbound left‐turn from 21St Street to Main Street
 Direct north‐south access across Main Street at 20th Street
 New street connections provide additional mobility and frontage in
downtown
 Creates opportunity for signalization
 Creates development or open space opportunity in “teardrop” area
Disadvantages
 Requires right‐of‐way and property acquisition
 Nursery Avenue indirectly connects to Main Street
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Bike and Pedestrian Recommendations
This plan identifies a coordinated and strategic approach to the
development of a system of pedestrian and bicycle facilities in Purcellville
to serve the transportation and recreation needs of residents and
visitors. The plan seeks to improve conditions for pedestrians and create
a comprehensive network of bicycle facilities that connects all parts of
town. It identifies opportunities and constraints for proposed pedestrian
and bicycle facilities, particularly in locations identified as being critical
needs.
Recommendations for a bicycle route network are included where
facilities can be incorporated through routine accommodations, through
re‐striping projects during road resurfacing, and those that are
anticipated to involve more costly retrofit projects. The plan also includes
recommendations for improving the pedestrian network throughout
Purcellville. In doing so, it supports local, regional, and state planning
efforts to encourage multimodal transportation.
Over the past 15 years, many policies and plans have been developed at
the state, regional, and local levels that provide support for improving
pedestrian and bicycle transportation and recreation in Purcellville. While
local jurisdictions play a large role in establishing transportation priorities
in Virginia, VDOT is the agency responsible for constructing and
maintaining many of the primary and secondary roads throughout the
Commonwealth.

Statewide Actions
On March 18, 2004 the Commonwealth Transportation Board adopted
the VDOT Policy for Integrating Bicycle and Pedestrian Accommodations,
a policy for integrating pedestrian and bicycle facilities into roadway
projects. These bikeways and sidewalks, often termed “incidental”
improvements, are built as part of new roadway construction or roadway
reconstruction. The policy states that “VDOT will initiate all highway
construction projects with the presumption that the projects shall
accommodate bicycling and walking.” The policy provides a number of
conditions under which additional emphasis will be placed on the need
for such facilities, requiring bikeways and sidewalks whenever a roadway
project occurs in an urban or suburban area.
Through the Roadway Design Manual, VDOT has established standards
for the physical layout of roadways. The updated version of the manual
has incorporated the policy discussed above. Several sections of the
manual describe in detail how pedestrians and bicyclists should be
included in roadway projects. It describes various methods for
accommodating bicyclists, such as bicycle lanes, paved shoulders, and
wide outside lanes. It also includes specifications for shared use paths,
sidewalks, buffers between sidewalks and roadways, and curb ramps to
improve the pedestrian environment. VDOT is currently developing a
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Virginia Bicycle Policy Plan to facilitate greater implementation of its Policy
for Integrating Bicycle and Pedestrian Accommodations.
Virginia’s statewide long range multimodal transportation plan, VTrans2035,
is currently being developed by the Secretary of Transportation through the
five state transportation agencies in conjunction with the Federal Highway
Administration and regional planning bodies. The plan will look at pressing
transportation issues across the entire state and across all modes, including
pedestrian and bicycle transportation.

County Actions
In addition to state policies, there are a number of county and town
documents that support the goal of improving conditions for pedestrians and
bicyclists in Purcellville. In July 2001, the Loudoun County Board of
Supervisors adopted the Revised General Plan and Revised Countywide
Transportation Plan, providing a development framework based on smart
growth principles. The Revised General Plan calls for completion of a
Countywide Bicycle and Pedestrian Mobility Master Plan to help implement
the County’s vision of a transportation system that recognizes the intrinsic
value of bicycling and walking, and advances bicycle and pedestrian mobility
as a cornerstone transportation goal.

Runner along the W&OD Trail in Purcellville

The resulting Loudoun County Bicycle and Pedestrian Mobility Master Plan
envisions “a place where pedestrians and bicyclists of all abilities have a safe,
secure, and convenient alternative transportation network of walkways and
bikeways that enable everyone to move efficiently to and from such places as
work, school, transit, shopping, libraries, parks, and recreation.”

Town Actions
Purcellville also has noted the importance of pedestrian and bicycle
connections in local planning and policy documents, as noted below.








The Purcellville Urban Growth Area Management Plan provides
guidance to the public and private sectors in coordinating land
development activity, and capital facility investments, while
documenting community land‐use goals and priorities.
The Purcellville Comprehensive Plan contains policies and guidelines
for the physical development and future use of land. One of the goals
in the plan is that “Purcellville will be recognized for its effective
inter‐modal transportation system and quality bicycle and pedestrian
accommodations.”
The design guidelines for the Town of Purcellville include provisions
for pedestrian access, sidewalks, lighting, and other features that
impact the pedestrian environment.
The Purcellville Downtown Master Plan outlines design and
development elements that will impact the pedestrian and bicycle
experience in the historic downtown area of Purcellville.
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The Importance of Pedestrian and Bicycle
Transportation in Purcellville
Purcellville continues to experience growth around its traditional
downtown and in the areas that transition into Loudoun County. Efforts
should be made to ensure that people on foot and bicycle are
accommodated as part of this growth and development. Transportation
improvements should be designed to preserve the ability for people to
walk and bicycle for recreation and transportation throughout town.






Improving pedestrian and bicycle facilities will make
conditions more comfortable and convenient for all residents
of Purcellville. Pedestrian and bicycle improvements will make
walking and bicycling safer for all ages and abilities of pedestrians
and bicyclists. Improvements will enhance mobility and accessibility
for all pedestrians, including persons with disabilities. This is
important because all residents are pedestrians, including people
walking to work, to school, or to the park, as well as people who drive
and park in Downtown Purcellville. Bicycle improvements will ensure
that bicyclists of all skill levels have convenient and comfortable
places to ride.
Better facilities for pedestrians and bicyclists will provide a valuable
recreational resource. Walking for fitness or recreation has
consistently been ranked as the number one outdoor recreational
activity by U.S. adults for the past decade, and bicycling has been
consistently ranked among the top ten activities1. The Town’s
residents will be more likely to use bicycles for transportation if there
are safe places to ride.
Walking and bicycling play a vital role in improving the health of
residents of Purcellville. Residents of Purcellville need opportunities
to meet the Surgeon General’s recommendation of 30 minutes of
physical activity per day. Efforts to integrate physical activity into
people’s daily routines (such as opportunities to walk and bicycle) are
critically important2. Today, there are nearly twice as many
overweight children and almost three times as many overweight
adolescents in the U.S. as there were in 1980. In Virginia, the
prevalence of obesity doubled in the ten years between 1991 and
2001, increasing from 10.1 percent to 20.0 percent of residents3.
Research conducted in 1999 by the Centers for Disease Control found
that “obesity and overweight are linked to the nation’s number one
killer – heart disease – as well as diabetes and other chronic

conditions”. The report also states that one reason for Americans’
sedentary lifestyle is that “walking and cycling have been replaced by
automobile travel for all but the shortest distances.”4






Developing a network of pedestrian and bikeway facilities will help
support tourism and economic development in Purcellville. Pedestrian
and bicycle improvements can contribute to economic development
goals. Pedestrian improvements will foster a vibrant walkable
environment Downtown, while improvements to trails such as the W &
OD trail, and the roads accessing them can encourage visitors that will
support the local economy through the purchase of goods and
accommodations.
More greenways and increased levels of walking and bicycling can help
to reduce the negative impacts of automobile emissions on air and
water quality. Vehicle emissions and other motor vehicle pollutants
contribute to air and water pollution. Increased levels of walking and
bicycling can play an important role in reducing air pollution. National
data show that 43.2% of all automobile trips are less than three miles in
length5. By bicycling or walking instead of driving to a nearby grocery
store, park, or workplace, area residents can help reduce the amount of
pollutants generated by automobiles. In addition, 60 percent of the
pollution created by automobile emissions is emitted in the first few
minutes of operation, before pollution control devices begin to work
effectively.
Improving pedestrian and bicycle facilities increases the transportation
options available to Purcellville residents. Walking and bicycling provide
transportation for residents who cannot or do not drive. This includes
people who are too old or young to drive, people who do not have the
means to own and operate an automobile, people who choose to live
without an automobile, and many people with disabilities. Bicycling is
also an extremely affordable option when compared to the expense of
owning and operating an automobile ($120 per year compared to over
$5,000 per year).
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Pedestrians
Figure 4.2 shows existing, planned, and proposed sidewalks and pedestrian
facilities throughout Town. This plan proposes additional sidewalks to make
connections to important destinations. The following briefly summarizes the
sidewalk network for the Town:





Existing sidewalks: 22 miles
Recently constructed or under construction: 12 miles
Proposed (recommended) sidewalks: 12 miles (approximate)
Total sidewalks: 46 miles

In addition to the sidewalk projects discussed above, crossing improvements are
recommended as a part of the transportation plan. Nine additional crosswalks
and one new signal are recommended, which are outlined in the following:





Existing crosswalks: 21 locations
Improvements to existing crosswalks: seven locations
New crosswalks: nine locations
New traffic signals to serve pedestrian crossing: one location

Bicycles
Figure 4.3 shows the locations of existing and proposed paths and on‐road
bicycle facilities such as bike lanes and shared lane markings. Paths are intended
to be shared by pedestrians, bicyclists, and other users. The on‐road bicycle
facilities are for bicyclists only. The following summarizes existing and future
bicycle facilities in Purcellville under the recommended plan:








Bike lanes: 0.4 miles
Shared lane facilities: 2 miles
Shared roadway: 5.75 miles
Sidepaths: 5.2 miles
Multiuse paths: 6 miles
Striped shoulders (proposed): 0.7 miles
Other trails: 6.7 miles

Recommendations
The recommendations in this section are aimed at creating an interconnected
network of sidewalks, bikeways, and roadway crossings so that people have
the convenient and comfortable option of bicycling and walking for
recreation and transportation.

1

National Survey on Recreation and the Environment Version 1-8, United States
Department of Agriculture, 2001
2
1998 report of the American Medical Association.
3
Centers for Disease Control and Injury Prevention.

4

Journal of the American Medical Association, October 1999.
Source: National Household Travel Survey, United States Department of
Transportation, Bureau of Transportation Statistics, 2001.
5
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Crossings
The Town should look for additional opportunities to improve pedestrian
and bicycle conditions at all intersections. Pedestrian crossing islands
should be encouraged where sufficient right‐of‐way and unused roadway
pavement exists to reduce crossing distances. Where possible, turning
radii should be designed to slow turning vehicles and signals should be
timed to accommodate bicyclists and pedestrians.
The Town also should evaluate potential pedestrian crossing islands on
Maple Avenue near Loudoun Valley High School. While crossing
improvements were added along some stretches of Maple Avenue,
students were observed to be crossing at different locations. Pedestrian
crossing islands should be considered at locations with high crossing
volumes based on a more detailed needs assessment.

Policies
The most efficient way to improve conditions for walking and bicycling is
to incorporate pedestrian and bicycle facilities into community design
from the outset. It is much more expensive to retrofit pedestrian and
bicycle facilities into communities that were originally designed only for
automobile access. One of the keys to achieving this is for the Town to
ensure that the VDOT Policy for Integrating Bicycle and Pedestrian
Accommodations is applied to all projects that involve VDOT right‐of‐way
or utilize funds that flow through VDOT.
A critical step in providing convenient and safe options for pedestrian and
bicycle transportation and recreation in Purcellville lies in having a
strategic plan that is supported by design guidelines, ordinances and
other regulations necessary to steer community design and roadway
construction. Policies have been adopted at all levels of government to
ensure that the community is designed to support walking and bicycling.
Additional policies that could be considered are noted below.
Ensure that new developments (both commercial and residential) are
safe for walking and bicycling and that the non‐motorized
transportation and recreation facilities identified in this plan (and other
local plans) are constructed during development projects.
The Town should ensure that redevelopment of properties contributes to
the Town’s long‐term vision. It should require future developers to
construct the pedestrian and bicycle facilities that are identified in this
plan as a part of their developments. Developers should be encouraged
to provide connector trails in order to provide access from their
developments to surrounding areas. Over time, this will help address
concerns about disconnected sidewalks.
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Bicycle and Pedestrian Accommodations. This type of training has been
conducted in other Virginia communities and has been funded by VDOT in
the past.

Language in regulations could be considered to obtain right‐of‐way for
pedestrian and bike facilities and to tie frontage improvements for
developments to the sidewalk, trail, and bicycle needs identified in this plan.
Provisions also could be considered to ensure that the proffer system
considers pedestrian and bicycle needs. The number of parking spaces that
are required in the Zoning Regulations could be reduced to limit
unnecessarily large parking lots and provide space for bicycle parking.
Regulations could be added to require bicycle parking as part of construction
and reconstruction. As part of this, the Town also could develop a policy for
bicycle rack placement.

Pursue additional grant sources and capital funding as necessary to supplement
developer‐financed pedestrian and bicycle facilities.

Establish an institutional framework and oversight structure necessary to
implement the recommendations of this Plan.

Build Partnerships

This plan serves as a starting point to provide direction for improving walking
and bicycling conditions throughout the Town. It also encourages residents to
perform further investigation into opportunities to construct pedestrian and
bicycle facilities. A variety of agencies, boards, committees and individuals
will play a role in the oversight of future bicycle, pedestrian, and greenway
programs and projects.
Develop a maintenance and management program that ensures that
facilities are maintained in good repair, both through routine seasonal
maintenance and spot repairs.
Since Purcellville will own only portions of the system of recommended
pedestrian and bicycle facilities, ensuring good maintenance will require
coordination with a variety of other parties. This includes VDOT, developers,
and other organizations. VDOT will maintain (e.g., replace and repair)
“sidewalks, shared use paths, and bicycle paths built within department right‐
of‐way, built to department standards, and accepted for maintenance” (as
per VDOT Policy for Integrating Bicycle and Pedestrian Accommodations). This
does not include snow and ice removal on sidewalks and shared use paths
and does not preclude previous maintenance agreements.
Provide focused training to local agency staff to ensure that pedestrian,
bicycle, and greenway needs are incorporated into planning, design,
construction, and maintenance procedures for roadway and land use
development.
Purcellville should work to provide focused training on pedestrian and bicycle
issues. This training will help local agency staff responsible for development
reviews and for coordinating with VDOT on transportation projects
understand requirements for pedestrian and bicycle accommodation.
Providing training on how to incorporate pedestrian and bicycle needs into
the planning, design, construction, and maintenance phases of roadway and
land development processes is supported by the VDOT Policy for Integrating

There are a wide variety of grant sources available to support the development of
pedestrian and bicycle facilities. The Town should include yearly budget items for
pedestrian and bike improvements in order to provide matching funds for future
successful grants and to complete special projects that are not grant‐funded.

The Town should seek to build partnerships with other stakeholders to identify
facility needs and implement education and encouragement programs.
Transportation planning efforts should be coordinated with other efforts such as
the Town’s Health, Safety and Wellness Committee, and funding should be
pursued jointly. Recommendations from this plan should be incorporated in other
local plans, such as the update to the Parks and Recreation Master Plan. The
Town also should work to encourage schools to lift any policies that do not allow
or discourage students from walking or bicycling to school.

Education, Enforcement, and Encouragement Programs
The physical improvements to pedestrian and bicycle facilities in Purcellville
should be complemented by education, enforcement, and encouragement
programs. When new sidewalks, shoulders, bike lanes, and pathways are
constructed, pedestrians and bicyclists of all skill levels should be educated on
how to use these facilities safely. Drivers should be expected to treat pedestrians
and bicyclists as legitimate users of the road and operate safely around these
non‐motorized modes. Unsafe behavior by pedestrians, bicyclists, or drivers
should be targeted through law enforcement. At the same time, promotional
efforts, such as Walk and Bike to Work Day and developing a public walking and
bicycling map can help advertise walking and bicycling fun, healthy forms of
recreation and transportation in Purcellville. Additional information on these
programs is provided below.
Bicycling and Walking Rodeos
Bicycling and walking rodeos are an opportunity for staff, police, and other
leaders to teach safe bicycling and walking behaviors and give children hands‐on
experience to improve their bicycling skills. The rodeo site can be set up with
mock streets, intersections, and houses/stores for the walking course and cones,
stop signs, and play vehicles for a bicycle course. These rodeos should be offered
several times each year, and could be coordinated with other events, such as
running and bicycling races or community bicycle rides.
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Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Education Curriculum

Educational Campaign on the Benefits of Walking and Bicycling

There are a number of existing sources for funding and assistance in
integrating pedestrian and bicycle safety education into schools. A
potential source for pedestrian and bicycle safety education funding in
Virginia is the Department of Motor Vehicle’s Safety Grant.

Most people are aware of the environmental benefits of walking and bicycling
instead of driving an automobile, yet do not fully realize the health benefits that
walking and bicycling provide. This strategy encourages the development of
bikeways, walkways, and trails to promote physical activity and wellness
programs for people of all ages in Purcellville. The initiative should emphasize
the links between walking and bicycling and weight loss, disease prevention,
lower health care costs, and longer lives for all members of the community.

Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Materials
Purcellville should develop and distribute pedestrian and bicycle safety
materials. Potential materials include safety tips on the Town Web site,
brochures, handouts, and public safety messages. These materials can be
provided at local businesses, schools, and public buildings. Information
should be targeted at pedestrians and bicyclists as well as drivers.
Important safety topics that should be discussed include:







Employee Pedestrian and Bicycle Commute Incentive Programs
Purcellville should encourage pedestrian and bicycle commuting by providing
information about economic benefits, health benefits, and potential commuting
routes to employers and employees. Public agencies in Purcellville should be
model employers by considering the following actions:

Rules of the road
Road crossing safety
Proper location and direction for bicycling on the roadway
Pedestrian and bicyclist visibility to drivers at night
Yielding to pedestrians and bicyclists at road crossings and giving
bicyclists enough space when riding on the roadway
The relationship between vehicle speeds and the severity of
pedestrian and bicycle injuries







Offering monetary incentives for employees who walk or bicycle to work
Providing showers and lockers for employees
Working with local bicycling and walking groups to provide “pedestrian
and bicycle mentors” to demonstrate to employees who have always
driven to work how it may be possible to bicycle or walk to work
Encouraging employees who live in locations that are safe and
convenient for walking and bicycling to work to participate in Walk‐ and
Bike‐to‐Work Day.

Expand Safe Routes to School Programs in Purcellville
Walk and Bicycle to School Day

The Town should expand Safe Routes to School (SRTS) programs at local
schools. This grant source provides 100% (no match required) funding for
engineering, education, enforcement, and encouragement programs
within two miles of schools that serve kindergarten though the 8th grade.
The pilot program could be based on existing models used in
Charlottesville and elsewhere to plan physical improvements (including
sidewalk construction and pedestrian crossing improvements) and
implement safety education programs at interested schools. The goal
would be to expand the SRTS program to other schools in the future.

Purcellville should work with the Convention and Visitors Bureau to develop
maps and brochures to show residents and visitors preferred routes for
bicycling and walking. These materials would provide information about the
benefits of non‐motorized transportation and physical activity, pedestrian
and bicycle safety tips, bicycling rules, bicycle parking, and information about
local bicycling and walking organizations.

Pedestrian and Bicycle Web site

Community Events

The Town should develop a Web site to encourage more pedestrian and
bicycle activity in Purcellville. The Web site should include maps of on‐
and off‐road walking and bicycling facilities, and recommended bicycle
touring routes that provide access to historic and cultural sites in
Purcellville. Information also should be provided on pedestrian, bicycle,
and driver safety tips. It also should include resources such as bicycle
shops, running shoe stores, bicycle clubs, a calendar of events with
information about events such as organized rides and walking tours, and
links to other Web sites with information about walking, bicycling, and
health.

Purcellville should work with the Chamber of Commerce, local volunteer
groups, and local villages to sponsor events such as community bike rides for
children, family bicycle tours, walk‐a‐thons, community trail walks,
interactive historic walking tours, and guided walking and cycling tours for
elected officials. The Town should work with local pedestrian and bicycle
advocates to encourage individual localities to organize and participate in
annual Walk‐ and Bike‐to‐Work Day activities.

Purcellville Bicycling and Walking Maps and Brochures

Purcellville should work with local schools to increase participation in
International Walk and Bicycle to School Day (held
each year in October). Walk to School Days have
been instituted at many schools throughout
Virginia over the past decade. They increase
awareness of bicycling and walking as fun, healthy
transportation choices that can reduce
automobile congestion and pollution near
schools.
Pedestrian and Bicycle Education for Law
Enforcement Officers
Purcellville should offer educational training to
officers about pedestrian and bicyclist rights and
responsibilities as well as aggressive motor vehicle
behavior toward bicyclists and pedestrians. As a
model, the Maryland Office of Highway Safety
organizes safety training events for officers to
raise awareness of rights, rules, and appropriate
responses to incidents involving conflicts between
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motor vehicles, bicycles, and pedestrians.
Educating law enforcement officers can lead
to increased enforcement of the following
behaviors:





Motorist not yielding to pedestrians in
crosswalks
Motorist speeding
Motorist running red lights
Unsafe pedestrian and bicycle
behaviors

Purcellville should establish a Pedestrian and
Bicycle Enforcement Hotline (this could be shared with a Maintenance
Hotline) for pedestrians and bicyclists to use when they observe or are
affected by unsafe driving behaviors.
Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Awareness Programs
Purcellville should work with the Police Department to develop a
pedestrian and bicycle safety awareness program. This type of program
can result in significant improvements in motorist behavior at the local
level. For example, the Laurel, MD Police Department holds an annual
Pedestrian Safety Awareness Week in its downtown each year. Each day,
they focus on a different theme, culminating in a Safety Saturday event
aimed at raising general awareness of pedestrian issues. Weeklong
activities include speed trailers on Main Street, targeted enforcement
(drivers who do not yield to pedestrians at crosswalks are ticketed), and
safety awareness messages.
Police Bicycle Patrols
The Purcellville Police Department should apply for grants and other
resources to establish a bike patrol. Police bicycle patrols increase the
visibility of law enforcement as well as bicycling in general. This also will
help involve law enforcement more extensively in bicycling issues.
Bicycle squad members should work with the local organizations to
provide bike and pedestrian safety education through youth groups and
schools, as well as simply talking with residents on their beats.
Professional law enforcement also can be supplemented with volunteer
and community‐based patrols. This approach can be used with great
success on multiuse trails, and along walking and biking routes to school.
In the future, bike patrols can be provided in communities in other parts
of Purcellville.

Transit Recommendations
A misconception in the civic debate is that public transportation is a solution
for traffic congestion. Furthermore, the expectation that transit should “pay
for itself” through fare box collections is an unfair measure of the value of the
service. Adequate public transportation offers a choice in the way we travel.
Transit cannot and should not be expected to remedy our lengthening
commute times, worsening traffic congestion, or diminishing air quality;
however, frequent and reliable transit service gives travelers a choice and
provides a service that helps cities and regions remain economically
competitive.
By definition, public transportation includes everything from taxis and
shuttles to commercial airlines and intercity buses, all of which can have a
greater or lesser impact on our lives on any given day. On the other hand,
public transit is most often locally and regionally focused and greatly affects
the daily lives of those who rely on it to get to and from work, to and from
shopping, to and from entertainment, to and from medical appointments, to
and from the grocery store—to and from any location that otherwise might
be reached by private automobile.
“The mobility of the majority of the American population is greater
than ever, and we remain the most mobile nation on earth. However,
there are subgroups within the population that have significant
mobility constraints and the gap between these groups and the
general population is growing.”
‐Nationwide Personal Transportation Survey (NPTS), 1995 (page 30)
Improvements in public transportation can help bridge the mobility gap not
only for those who rely on public transportation, but also for those who
choose to use public transportation. Good—not just adequate—public
transportation can bridge the gap between the mobility constrained and
those who move about freely. Providing good public transportation is
essential in creating communities that offer real travel choices.
Transit riders are generally separated into two groups—dependent or choice.
Captive transit riders use transit because they must, typically due to lack of
access to a personal vehicle or because of a physical challenge. On the other
hand, choice riders leave their personal vehicle at home or a park‐and‐ride lot
to use their travel time more wisely and perhaps spare the operational and
parking costs associated with driving. In the past, transit operations and
planning were focused mostly on serving captive riders. Modern transit
planning seeks opportunities to build ridership by continuing to offer
attractive services to dependent riders while encouraging choice riders to use
transit more often.
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This section provides recommendations to meet the transit needs of Purcellville
and to fully integrate transit with the other modes of transportation in the Town.
In many regards, Purcellville will continue to rely on other agencies, jurisdictions,
and services, many of which are not entirely within the Town’s control, to offer
transit services. As planning occurs for transit in Loudoun County, it will be
imperative that Purcellville’s leadership is involved in decision‐making processes
that affect service to the Town.

Facility Recommendations
Within the Town’s control are the facilities and other accommodations that are
provided to transit riders. The Town already has a good start on an
interconnected sidewalk network. Moving forward, the transportation plan
identifies an enhanced bicycle and pedestrian network, designating the links
essential to conveying transit riders to services and destinations.

Bus Shelters and Stops
In a similar effort, the Town has started to invest in amenities at bus stops with
its relatively recent purchase and installation of a bus shelter and bench at the
Town Hall, at 16th Street, and on Maple Avenue. Moving forward, the Town
should continue to locate bus shelters in key areas of town as shown in Figure
4.12 and summarized below:






Vicinity of the Main Street/Maple Avenue intersection on Main Street
Vicinity of St. Andrews park‐and‐ride lot
Vicinity of the Main Street/Berlin Turnpike intersection
Downtown on 23rd or 21st Street
On Nursery Avenue to serve the community center

Placement
As a starting point, it is recommended that Purcellville reference the county’s
location standards for bus shelters. According to the standards, 16‐foot long
shelters shall be provided at transfer points, commuter bus stops, and other
locations where high boarding concentrations are anticipated. Smaller, 12‐foot
long shelters shall be provided in other priority locations. Shelter accessories
should include solar lighting with both timer and motion detector options,
benches, route information, and trash receptacles. Maintenance of shelters
erected on private property shall be maintained by the property owner according
to Loudoun County’s standards (in Purcellville, shelters are maintained by VRT).
Shelters located in VDOT or county right‐of‐way shall be the responsibility of
Loudoun County. The county will supply appropriate route information.
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Configuration
Further elaborating on these standards, the Transportation Research
Board (TRB) provides good guidelines for the location and design of bus
stops. The following illustrations show examples of proper configurations
of bus stops with shelters placed in several different locations.

This illustration shows the placement of a shelter in the
verge, adjacent to the sidewalk. It indicates the need for a
paved, accessible connection to be constructed between
the sidewalk and paved shelter pad to facilitate universal
access to the transit service. In this instance, the open
face of the shelter is turned away from the street and
oriented toward the sidewalk. This configuration is typical
for mid‐block and intersection located bus stops.

This illustration shows the placement of a shelter at
the back of a sidewalk that is located adjacent to the
curb (no verge). In this configuration, the shelter is
placed on a paved pad. Care should be taken in this
shelter location/configuration to avoid the placement
of the shelter near or within a “splash zone” (area
where puddles in the road are frequent and likely to
splash a waiting passenger. This configuration is
typical for mid‐block and intersection located bus
stops. The sidewalk condition shown is typical for
Purcellville in that many of the Town’s sidewalks are
not separated from the street by a landscaped verge.

This illustration shows the placement of a shelter on the
back of a sidewalk that is separated from the street by a
landscaped verge. It indicates the need for a paved,
accessible connection to be constructed between the
sidewalk and paved shelter pad to facilitate universal
access to the transit service. In this instance, the open
face of the shelter is turned toward the sidewalk and
street. Care should be taken in this shelter
location/configuration to avoid the placement of the
shelter near or within a “splash zone” (area where puddles
in the road are frequent and likely to splash a waiting
passenger. This configuration is typical for mid‐block and
intersection located bus stops.
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In addition to the general configuration of bus stops and the shelter
placement, in each of the previously described conditions for
configuration, the open face of shelters can be rotated. Deciding which
face of the shelter is open depends on a variety of factors including the
likelihood of a waiting passenger to be splashed by a passing vehicle,
overall site constraints, environmental conditions (slopes, landscape,
prevailing wind, sun exposure, shade, etc.), and size/type of shelter. The
following illustrations show several bus stop and shelter layouts that take
into consideration some environmental factors.

Two locations have been previously identified for a new park‐and‐ride lot in the
Route 7 Bypass/Berlin Turnpike interchange vicinity—the southwest quadrant of
the interchange and the northwest quadrant of the interchange. Both locations
would be well‐served by major area streets—Hirst Road, Route 7 Bypass, and
Berlin Turnpike. Both locations also would be served by the W&OD trail. A
general discussion of each location is provided in the following:


Southwest quadrant location: This location would be bounded by Hirst
Road on the south, Berlin Turnpike on the east, and the Route 7 Bypass
eastbound off‐ramp on the north. A right‐in/right‐out access could be
provided on Berlin Turnpike; however, it would be very close to the off‐
ramp and to the Hirst Road/Berlin Turnpike intersection. This site would
rely on Hirst Road for access, which would need to be located as far from
Berlin Turnpike as possible.



Northwest quadrant location: This location would be to the north of the
Route 7 Bypass, just north of the westbound on‐ramp as studied by VDOT
in 2003. Primary access could be provided on Berlin Turnpike; however,
it also could be provided on the planned future collector road shown on
the transportation plan.

ParkandRide Lots
Park‐and‐ride lots should be designed to create a high‐quality pedestrian‐
friendly environment and be located to take advantage of commuter
traffic patterns. They should be located near major arterial and collector
roads, near activity centers, linked to surrounding neighborhoods by
sidewalks and bicycle facilities, have adequate lighting, waste
receptacles, and appropriate landscaping. Park‐and‐ride lots should have
priority consideration for the installation of bicycle lockers and racks.
Within park‐and‐ride lots, boarding locations should be designated,
signed, and provide service and other travel information. The provision
of seating and weather protection should be evaluated and all relevant
provisions of the Americans with Disabilities Act should be incorporated.
The park‐and‐ride lot at the St. Andrews Presbyterian Church will be
served in the future by bicycle and pedestrian facilities planned for Main
Street. Bike lanes and sidewalks are planned along Main Street and the
parking lot also is close to the planned extension of the W&OD Trail west
of its current terminus. As the park‐and‐ride lot also is along the route of
the Purcellville connector, a shelter should be located to benefit both
commuter and local bus services, but not to intrude on private property.
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A park‐and‐ride lot in the southwest quadrant would well‐serve the residents of
Purcellville, but could further congest the Berlin Turnpike/Hirst Road intersection.
A lot located in the northwest quadrant location also would serve Purcellville
residents with the added benefit of providing easy access for commuters arriving
from the north on Berlin Turnpike. When the Southern Collector Road is
completed, the lot in the northwest quadrant would be able to intercept
commuters traveling northward without those travelers having to divert into the
town to reach a park‐and‐ride lot. Based on the current understanding of the
park‐and‐ride lots and locations available, the northwest quadrant location is
preferred and should be studied further.

At some point in the future, Purcellville and Loudoun County may not
have the opportunity to use the St. Andrews Church parking lot to serve
park‐and‐ride needs. A long‐term park‐and‐ride lot solution should begin
to be studied for Purcellville area commuters. With the majority of peak‐
period travel oriented to and from the Route 7 Bypass, a location
convenient to the Route 7 Bypass/Berlin Turnpike interchange should be
targeted.
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Cha
apter 5: Im
mplementtation
n Plan
n
Introduction
n
The transportation plan for Purcellvville identifiess physical and
d policy‐like
s
the evvolution of th
he transportaation system
recommendations to support
onds to growtth and change in the Town
n. The plan taakes a
as it respo
multimod
dal approach to
t accommod
dating growth
h in travel dem
mand—
people’s desire
d
to travvel from one place
p
to anoth
her—focusingg not
singularlyy on the efficie
ent movemen
nt of vehicless, but instead on the
movemen
nt of people regardless
r
of travel
t
mode.
In the imm
mediate‐ and short‐term periods,
p
the plan
p identifiess measures
to remedyy existing tran
nsportation isssues and bassic mobility and access
additional
issues. Mindful
M
of futu
ure growth, th
he plan also recommends
r
study and
d policy discusssions in ordeer to establish
h the guiding framework
to supporrt the Town’s continued grrowth.

Overv
view
To implem
ment elementts of the transportation plan will requirre the
partnersh
hip of a number of entities including thee Town, Loudoun County,
the Virgin
nia Department of Transpo
ortation, privaate transportaation
providers, neighborhood residents, elected officcials, private land owners,
developerrs, and other parties. Achieving successs in Purcellvillle will
require co
ooperation, coordination, compromise,, and investm
ment.
Aspects of many of the
e recommend
dations contained in the plan will need
to be further develope
ed through co
omprehensivee feasibility sttudies,
designs, detailed
d
conce
ept planning, and public outreach. Keyy steps in
implemen
ntation includ
de the following:


Adoption: the plan
n should be approved by the Transportation
Comm
mittee and the Town Coun
ncil. It should be included as a part of
the To
own’s compre
ehensive plan
n. Projects off regional sign
nificance also
o
should be incorporrated into Lou
udoun County and other regional
r
transp
portation plans.









Prioritization
P
n: projects sho
ould be rankeed according to
t factors succh as
f
funding
availaability, imporrtance to the area, problem
m‐solving cap
pability,
s
support
(polittical, public, business,
b
etc.), cost, and benefit.
b
A
Assignment
o responsibillity: identificaation of the im
of
mplementingg agency,
d
department,
group, or individual.
P
Programming
g: individual projects
p
need
d to be design
nated to funding
s
sources
and included in ap
ppropriate programs.
A
Additional
study/conceptt developmen
nt: many reco
ommendation
ns need
f
further
definiition before proceeding
p
to
o design.
D
Design
C
Construction/
/Operation

The following
f
sum
mmary describes recommeendations forr all elements of the
plan, identifies a subset of all available
a
fund
ding sources to
t implementt
nd identifies the
t next stepss in the
projeects, providess costs for keyy projects, an
plan implementattion process.

Summary
y of Plan
n Recom
mmendations
A summary of all plan recomm
mendations is presented in
n Table 5.1. Th
his table
indiccates the facillity or plan element, a desscription of th
he recommen
nded
actio
on, the generaal project typ
pe, responsiblle parties/orgganizations, fo
ollow‐up
actio
on, relation to
o plan goals, and
a implementation timefframe. Immeediate,
shorrt‐, mid‐, and long‐term tim
meframes aree described in
n the following:




IImmediate‐te
erm (0 to 1 ye
ear): includess mostly low‐cost, easily
i
implementab
ble recommen
ndations that set the stagee for the future
(
(planning,
policy, and stud
dies) or to imp
prove minor physical
p
and//or
o
operation
defficiencies at specific
s
locations. Althouggh addressingg the
i
items
within this
t classification may require more thaan a year to complete,
c
i is intended that the proccess for accom
it
mplishing theese recommendations
w begin witthin the timefframe specifieed.
will
S
Short‐term
(1
1 to 6 years): includes morre complex an
nd expensive (time,
e
effort,
and money) projectts. This group
p of projects starts to put





infraastructure and services in‐‐place to build
d ridership, shift travel pattterns,
and continue to support
s
grow
wth in town. The
T intent is that
t
these pro
ojects will
be programmed,
p
have fundingg identified, and
a then be undertaken
u
ass funding
beco
omes available with the sh
hort‐term horrizon.
Mid‐term (7 to 15
1 years): includes increasiing complex and
a expensivee (time,
effort, and moneey) projects. To
T address many
m
of these recommendaations will
requ
uire partnersh
hip among multiple entitiees. In addition to beginnin
ng to
addrress town mo
obility needs, a number of these projects will includee
elem
ments that will contribute to an appreciable shift in the
t transporttation
netw
work, increasing the balance between vehicular
v
and non‐vehiculaar travel.
Longg‐term (beyo
ond 15 years): includes sub
bstantial projeects of more
significant complexity and exp
pense (time, effort,
e
and money). This ggroup of
reco
ommendation
ns will furtherr affect the To
own’s transpo
ortation netw
work.
Som
me of these reecommendations will need
d to have feassibility studiess
cond
ducted and design, as well as partnersh
hip to proceed
d.

Objecctives
Plan objectives are briefly summarized below for
f reference:
m will…
Purcellville’s transportation system
port commun
nity growth and maturatio
on;
A. Supp
B. Provvide facilities that function
n appropriately in serving vehicles,
v
pedeestrians,
bicyycles, and tran
nsit;
C. Provvide a high‐qu
uality transpo
ortation experience for all users and mo
odes of
tran
nsportation;
D. Ensu
ure transportation safety and
a security;
E. Improve commun
nity connectivvity, preservee special community assets, and
prom
mote attractivve environme
ents; and
F. Educcate and provvide informattion to the pu
ublic on availaable travel mo
ode
options.
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Table 5.11: Summary of Plan
P Recommeendations

Elem
ment/Facility/Recommendation
n

Desccription

Follow-up A
Action

Related
Objective((s)

General Project
P
Type

Resp
ponsibility

Construct a single-lane
s
roundabout that can be expanded
to provide tw
wo circulating lannes in the future

Rounndabout

Deeveloper

Install traffic signal

Signaalization

Townn/Developer

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D

Signaalization

Town

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D

2

Interrsections/Spotss
Main Street/Colonial Highway/Berlin
Turnppike
Main Street/20th Streeet/Nursery
Avennue

3

Main Street/32nd Strreet

Install traffic signal

4

Hirst Road/Berlin Turrnpike

Install a rightt-turn lane on Hirst Road

Turn lane

Town

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D

5

Main Street/32nd Strreet

Construct a single-lane
s
roundabout

Rounndabout

Townn/Developer

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

6

A Strreet/32nd Street

Construct a single-lane
s
roundabout

Rounndabout

Townn/Developer

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

7

A Strreet/20th Street

Construct a single-lane
s
roundabout

Rounndabout

Townn/Developer

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

8

A Strreet/Maple Avenue

Rounndabout

Townn/Developer

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

9

Main Street/Maple Avvenue

Intersection reconstruction

Town

Intersection reconstruction

1

Design annd construction

Timeframe for Implemeentation
Shorrt-term
Mid
d-term
Immediatee-term
(1 to 6
(7 to 15
(< 1 yeear)
yeears)
yeears)

9

A, B, C, D, E

9
9
9
9
9
9
9

10

Main Street/20th Streeet - Teardrop

11

Maple Avenue/Hirst Road
R

12

Hillsbboro Road/Allderr School Road

13

Hirst Road/Hatcher Avenue
A

Construct a single-lane
s
roundabout
Construct inttersection improvements consisttent with the
current desiggn underway
Reconstruct the Teardrop annd realign 20th Street
S
south to
2 Street northh
intersection 20th
Reconstruct the intersection and provide an exclusive leftturn lane on Hirst Road (wesstbound), a right-turn lane on
Hirst Road (eeastbound), andd a right-turn lanee on Maple
Avenue (nortthbound) or construct a single-laane roundabout
Construct im
mprovements identified in the Wooodgrove High
School plan
Construct ann exclusive southhbound (Hatcherr Avenue) leftturn lane andd an exclusive westbound
w
right-tturn lane (Hirst
Road)

14

Purceellville Road/Norrthern Collector

Construct a single-lane
s
roundabout

Rounndabout

Townn/Developer

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

15

Hillsbboro Road/Northhern Collector

Construct a two-lane
t
roundaabout

Rounndabout

Townn/Developer

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

16

Alldeer School Road/P
Purcellville Roadd

Construct ann eastbound (Purcellville Road) right-turn
r
lane

Intersection reconstruction

County (W
Woodgrove HS)

Design annd construction

A, B, C, D, E

Sttudy

Town

Street widening

Townn/Developer

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D

Street widening

Townn/Developer

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D

9

Enhanncement

Townn/Developer

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

9

Design annd construction

A, B, C, D

Townn/Developer

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D

Intersection reconstruction

County (W
Woodgrove HS)

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D

Intersection reconstruction

County (W
Woodgrove HS)

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D

Rounndabout

County (W
Woodgrove HS)

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

Loong-term
(beeyond 15
yyears)

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

Corridors

17

Main Street

Prepare a feasibility study/coorridor study to identify a unified
B
Turnpike too west of 32nd
vision for thee corridor from Berlin
Street and iddentify specific physical
p
improvements corridorwide
West of 32ndd Street and easst of Berlin Turnppike, construct
a two-lane crross-section withh left-turn lanes at major
intersectionss and wide pavedd shoulders for bicycles
b
Between Berrlin Turnpike andd 12th Street, coonstruct a twolane cross-seection with left-tuurn lanes to servve major
driveways annd intersections
Between 32nnd Street and 233rd Street and Hatcher Avenue
and 12th Street, provide a tw
wo-lane section with
w left-turn
lanes at key intersections annd on-street parkking where
possible

Study

A

9
9
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Table 5.11: Summary of Plan
P Recommeendations

Elem
ment/Facility/Recommendation
n

Timeframe for Implemeentation
Shorrt-term
Mid
d-term
Immediatee-term
(1 to 6
(7 to 15
(< 1 yeear)
yeears)
yeears)

General Project
P
Type

Resp
ponsibility

Follow-up A
Action

Related
Objective((s)

Enhanncement

Townn/Developer

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

9

Enhanncement

Town

Design annd construction

A, B, C, D, E

9

Street widening

Town/V
VDOT/County

Sttudy

Town

Street extension
e

Town/V
VDOT/County

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

Realignment

Townn/Developer

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

Street recconfiguration

Townn/Developer

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

Street recconfiguration

Town

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

Street widening

Town/Couunty/Developer

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D

Street reealignment

Town

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

21

Hatchher Avenue

22

Routee 690 (32nd Streeet)

23

Nurseery Avenue

Desccription
Between 23rrd Street and Haatcher Avenue, provide
p
a twolane section with left-turn lannes at key interseections and onstreet parking where possible
n Street and 23rd
r Street and Hattcher Avenue
Between 32nd
and 12th Streeet, maintain thee existing cross-ssection and
provide sharrrows to indicate a shared lane condition
c
Reconstruct the corridor as a four-lane bouleevard from the
GAMP area bouundary to Main Street
S
northern PUG
Conduct a deetailed review off safety conditionns and consider
the removal of all-way stop signs
s
at Sturbridge Court and
C
Devonshire Circle
Construct ann extension of A Street from its current
c
northeast terrminus to Main Street
S
as a two-laane road
Realign 20thh Street (south) in the vicinity of the
t Teardrop to
align with 200th Street (north))
Realign the section
s
of 20th Street north of Maain Street to tie
to the reconffigured Teardropp
Reconfigure the street betweeen the W&OD Trail
T and Hirst
t
lanes
Road to provvide striped bike lanes and two travel
As developm
ment occurs, creaate a two-lane cross-section
with graded shoulders and a side path on the east side
from A Streeet to Main Street
Realign Nurssery Avenue to tie
t directly to 20tth Street, south
of Main Streeet

24

23rd Street

Construct strreetscape improovements

Enhanncement

Town

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

25

21st Street (Route 6990)

Enhanncement

Town

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

Street widening

Town

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D

Street widening

Town/V
VDOT/County

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D

Street recconstruction

Townn/Developer

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D

9

Street recconstruction

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D

9

Street recconstruction

Townn/Developer
Town/V
VDOT/County
(Wooddgrove HS)

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D

New
w street

Town/VDOT//County/Developper

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

New streeet – study

Loudooun County

Amend County Transporttation Plan

A, B, C, D, E

17

Berlinn Turnpike (Route 287)

18

A Strreet

19

Southhern Collector Road
R

20

20th Street

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn
Study

9

A, B, C, D
A, C, D

Loong-term
(beeyond 15
yyears)

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

26

Hillsbboro Road

27

Maple Avenue

28

Hirst Road

29

Alldeer School Road

30

Northhern Collector Road

31

Westtern Collector Rooad

Construct strreetscape improovements
Create a connsistent two-lanee cross-section from 23rd Street
to Hirst Roadd
Widen to fouur lanes from Route 7 Bypass to Allder School
Road
Reconstruct the corridor withh curb-and-gutteer from the
t Hirst Road
W&OD trail to
Create a connsistent two-lanee cross-section with
w left-turn
lanes at interrsections, right-tturn lanes at majjor driveways,
and a continuous side path
Create a connsistent two-lanee cross-section with
w left-turn
lanes at interrsections and a sidewalk on onee side
Construct a new
n two-lane coorridor from westt of Berlin
Turnpike to Hillsboro
H
Road (Route 690)
New collectoor roadway connecting between Main Street
and Route 690 – include on Loudoun Countyy’s plan

32

O Strreet

Connect O Street
S
between 21st
2 Street and Hatcher
H
Avenue

New
w street

Deeveloper

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

9
9

Construct ann additional throuugh lane on soutthbound Berlin
Turnpike bettween the westbbound ramps andd eastbound
ramps

Turn lane

Town/V
VDOT/County

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D

9

9
9

9
9

Interrchange
33

Berlinn Turnpike/Route 7 Bypass
Ramps
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Table 5.11: Summary of Plan
P Recommeendations

Elem
ment/Facility/Recommendation
n

34

Routee 7 Bypass/Route 690

Desccription
Construct ann additional northhbound through lane on Berlin
Turnpike bettween the eastboound and westbound ramps
Construct ann additional left-turn lane on the westbound
w
offramp

General Project
P
Type

Resp
ponsibility

Follow-up A
Action

Related
Objective((s)

Turn lane

Town/V
VDOT/County

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D

Turn lane

Town/V
VDOT/County

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D

Turn lane

Town/V
VDOT/County

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D

Turn lane

Town/V
VDOT/County

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D

Turn lane

Town/V
VDOT/County

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D

Turn lane

Town/V
VDOT/County

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D

Timeframe for Implemeentation
Shorrt-term
Mid
d-term
Immediatee-term
(1 to 6
(7 to 15
(< 1 yeear)
yeears)
yeears)

9
9
9
9

Construct a left-turn
l
lane on the eastbound off-ramp
o
Construct a northbound
n
left-tturn lane to servve the
westbound on-ramp
o
Construct a southbound
s
left--turn lane to servve the
eastbound on-ramp
Construct a southbound
s
left--turn lane to servve the
westbound on-ramp
o
Construct a northbound
n
rightt-turn lane to serrve the
eastbound on-ramp
Install a traffic signal when warranted
w
at the Berlin
Turnpike/easstbound ramp intersection

Turn lane

Town/V
VDOT/County

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D

Traffic signal

Town/V
VDOT/County

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D

Construct a left-turn
l
lane on the eastbound off-ramp
o

Turn lane

Town/V
VDOT/County

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D

Intercchange

Town/V
VDOT/County

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

Sttudy

Tow
wn/County

Study

Park-aand-ride

Tow
wn/County

Design annd construction

A, B, C, E

9

Bus shelter

Townn/Developer

Location and
a installation

A, B, C, E

9

Bike facility

Townn/Developer

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

Bike facility

Town

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

Siggnage

Town

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

Multi--use trail

Townn/Developer

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

Multi--use trail

Townn/Developer

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

Sidee path

Town

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

Multi--use trail

Town

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

Bike facility

Town

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

Bike facility

Town

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

Construct ann interchange

Loong-term
(beeyond 15
yyears)

9
9
9
9
9
9

Transit
35

36

East Park-and-ride Lot

Develop conncept plans for a park-and-ride loot on the east
side of Purceellville in proximiity to the Route 7 Bypass

Bus shelters
s

Develop new
w park-and-ride lot on east side of
o town
Locate bus shelters
s
in downttown near 21st/223rd
intersection, at St. Andrews park-and-ride, near
n the
Loudoun Vallley Community Center, on Mainn Street near
Maple Avenuue, on Main Streeet near Purcellvville Gateway,
and on Berlinn Turnpike near Purcellville Gateeway

A

9

Pedeestrians and Biccycles
37

Main Street

38

Berlinn Turnpike

39

A Strreet

40

32nd Street
S

41

20th Street
S

42

Maple Avenue

Provide widee paved shouldeers west of 32nd Street and east
of Berlin Turnpike
Provide sharred lane markinggs and signage between
b
32nd
Street and 122th Street
Install “Sharee the Road” signnage between 122th Street and
Berlin Turnpike
Provide an off-street
o
multi-usse path along the west side of
the corridor from
f
Main Street to Allder Schoool Road
Extend the multi-use
m
path aloong A Street to Main
M Street as
a part of the Southern Collecctor Road complletion
Complete thee side path along the east side between
b
A
Street and Main
M Street
Complete thee multi-use path along the west side between A
Street and E Street
Provide sharred lane markinggs and signage between
b
E
Street and Main
M Street
Provide sharred lane markinggs and signage between
b
A
Street and Main
M Street

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
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Table 5.11: Summary of Plan
P Recommeendations

Elem
ment/Facility/Recommendation
n

43

Teleggraph Springs Road
R

44

Northhern Collector Road

45

Alldeer School Road

46

Hirst Road

47

Hatchher Avenue

48

Purceellville Road

49

Washhington & Old Doominion Trail

50

Hillsbboro Road

51

21st Street

Desccription
Construct a multi-use
m
trail beetween Main Street and
Loudoun Vallley High Schooll consistent with the North
Maple Avenuue trail project
Realign the W&OD
W
Trail at itts crossing with Maple Avenue
to reduce thee existing skew and
a improve saffety
Provide an off-street
o
multi-usse path on one side
s from south
of town to A Street

General Project
P
Type

Resp
ponsibility

Bike facility

Town

Bike facility

Provide a sidde path on one side
s
Provide a siddewalk along one side from Hillssboro Road to
Berlin Turnpike
Provide a sidde path along thee south side (paarts exist) from
21st Street too Berlin Turnpikee
Install refugee medians on Hirrst Road at the W&OD
W
Trail
crossing to im
mprove safety
Provide bike lanes on both sides
s
from Hirst Road
R
to the
W&OD Trail
Provide sharred lane markinggs from the W&O
OD Trail to Main
Street
Construct a multi-use
m
path along
a
the west side between the
Route 7 Bypass bridge and the
t Northern Coollector
Provide a traail extension from
m 21st Street to the
t vicinity of
28th Street
Install refugee medians on Hirrst Road at the W&OD
W
Trail
crossing to im
mprove safety
Realign the W&OD
W
Trail at itts crossing with Maple Avenue
to reduce thee existing skew and
a improve saffety
Provide an off-street
o
multi-usse path on one side
s from Route
7 Bypass to the Woodgrove High School trail system
Provide sharred lane markinggs and signage between
b
Main
Street and 23rd Street
Create connections to existinng nature trails parallel
p
to 21st
Street north of 23rd Street
Construct a multi-use
m
path between
b
the Rouute 7 Bypass
bridge and thhe ULYFC
Provide sharred lane markinggs and signage between
b
Main
Street and 21st Street
Complete thee existing side path
p system alonng the south
side of Hirst Road

Follow-up A
Action

Related
Objective((s)

Design annd construction

A, B, C, D, E

Town/P
Park Authority

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

Bike facility

Develooper/County

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

Bike facility

Tow
wn/County

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

Pedestrrian facility

Tow
wn/County

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

Bike facility

Townn/Developer

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

Bike facility

Town/P
Park Authority

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

Bike facility

Town

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

Bike facility

Town

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

Multi-uuse path

Town/Couunty/Developer

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

Bike facility

Town

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

Bike facility

Town/P
Park Authority

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

Bike facility

Town/P
Park Authority

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

Bike facility

Tow
wn/County

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

Bike facility

Town

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

P
Path

Town

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

Multi-uuse path

Tow
wn/County

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

Bike facility

Town

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

Bike facility

Townn/Developer

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

Siggnage

Town

Design annd construction

A, B, C, D, E

Bike facility

Tow
wn/County

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

A, B, C, D, E

Design annd construction

A, B, C, D, E
A, B, C, D, E

52

Hillsbboro Road

53

23rd Street

54

Hirst Road

55

Nurseery Avenue

56

Southhern Collector Road
R

Provide “Shaare the Road’ siggnage
Provide a traail extension of A Street trail to connect
c
to Main
Street

57

Neighhborhood Conneectors

As shown onn Recommendedd Bikeway Netwoork

Signagee/markings

Town/N
Neighborhood

58

New off-street trails

As shown onn Recommendedd Bikeway Netwoork

T
Trail

Town

Feasibilityy study, design, and constructionn

59

Bike and Pedestrian--related Policies

As indicated in Recommendations (Chapter 4)

Poolicy

Town

Action by Staff

F

Timeframe for Implemeentation
Shorrt-term
Mid
d-term
Immediatee-term
(1 to 6
(7 to 15
(< 1 yeear)
yeears)
yeears)

Loong-term
(beeyond 15
yyears)

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

9
9

9
9
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Plann
ned Sho
ortTerm
m Proje
ects
A numberr of projects are
a already in
ncluded in state and local programs
p
for
implemen
ntation. Planned short‐terrm projects in
nclude improvvements
currently in the design phase or sch
heduled to beegin in the nexxt five to six
years. Thee following identifies projeects that are already
a
progrrammed:








Main and Maple In
ntersection Im
mprovementts
o In
ntersection saafety and trafffic operations modificatio
ons (project
allso listed und
der VDOT 6‐yeear plan)
Purce
ellville Gatew
way Improvem
ments
o Siignalization of
o site access with
w Main Strreet and Berlin Turnpike
o Modification
M
of
o Berlin Turnpike and Wesst Main Streeet
in
ntersection into a roundab
bout
st
21 Sttreet Streetscape
o Trraffic calmingg measures an
nd pedestrian
n improvements including
sidewalks, crossswalks, lighting, and landscaping
rd
S
Streetsscape
23 Street
o Trraffic calmingg measures an
nd pedestrian
n improvements including
sidewalks, crossswalks, lighting, and landscaping

Projectts in VDOT 6Year Plan
The follow
wing projects are state fun
nded and budgeted for com
mpletion in
the next six
s years.




Provide multip
ple sidewalk enhancement
e
ts at various locations to
bee determined
d by the town
n of Purcellville
Construct a sid
dewalk on north side of Main Street fro
om 28th
rd
Sttreet to 33 Street
S
Develop a 75‐sspace commu
uter parking lo
ot

Speciific Bicy
ycle and
d Pedesstrian Plan
Imple
ementa
ation Ite
ems
ShortT
Term Pro
ojects
Several off the project and
a program recommendaations should
d be
implemen
nted soon after this plan iss adopted. These short‐terrm projects
will impro
ove pedestrian and bicyclee conditions in
n specific areaas, creating
early succcesses for deccision‐makerss to highlight and users to enjoy.
These sho
ort‐term proje
ects will build
d momentum for the other
recommendations con
ntained in the plan.

Add bicycle facilitties as part of
o the road reesurfacing and
d road widen
ning
proccess
oing transporrtation projeccts represent one of the most
m importan
nt
Ongo
oppo
ortunities for implementin
ng the recomm
mendations of
o this plan. All
A
road
dway resurfaccing, repavingg, widening, and
a improvem
ment projects should
be evvaluated to determine
d
wh
hether it is po
ossible to provvide the pedeestrian
and bicycle facility recommend
dations includ
ded in this plaan as part of the
oject. The bicyycle and pedeestrian recom
mmendations maps
planned road pro
uld be reviewed prior to th
he creation off the annual road
r
resurfacing list.
shou
Fill id
dentified gap
ps in the pedeestrian netwo
ork
T
should continue to fill
f gaps in thee pedestrian and bicycle network
The Town
in the near‐term. Many projeccts are alreadyy in engineerring and consttruction
stagees and the To
own should co
ontinue to bee aggressive in
n completing its
sidew
walk networkk. Filling these gaps will en
nsure that people can walkk and
bike along linear networks of connected
c
faccilities. For exxample, consttructing
ong 21st Streeet would conn
nect residential neighborh
hoods
new sidewalks alo
n Ashleigh Road and Glenm
meade Circle to the existin
ng
with sidewalks on
walks on Main Street.
sidew
Impllement prioriity multi‐use path
p
connecttions
The Town
T
should pursue priorrity multi‐use path projectss that enhancce
conn
nections betw
ween the on‐rroad bicycle network
n
and the
t trail netw
work. On‐
road
d bicycle facilities can fill gaaps in the trail network an
nd connect diffferent
trail segments. Trrails can provide alternate routes to diffficult roads and
provvide a bicyclin
ng environment that is more comfortab
ble for childreen and
less experienced bicyclists. Pro
oviding seamlless connectio
ons between on‐road
bicyccle facilities and
a greenwayys also supporrts the goal of
o making bicyycling
throughout the Town a more viable
v
transpo
ortation choice. One exam
mple of a
ween Valley Springs
S
priorrity multi‐usee path connecction is along A Street betw
and Elliott Drive.
Imprrove pedestriian and bicyccle connection
ns to schools
T
should seek to enhaance access to
o schools by constructing
c
The Town
sidew
walks, improvving crossing conditions, and
a installing pedestrian‐actuated
signaals. New sidew
walks on A Sttreet would enhance
e
pedeestrian connections in
the vicinity
v
of Blu
ue Ridge Midd
dle School. In addition, bikke lanes on Maple
Aven
nue would en
nhance bicyclee connectionss in the vicinity of Loudoun Valley
High
h School.
Imprrove pedestriian and bicyccle connection
ns to importa
ant destinatio
ons
The Town
T
should seek to enhaance access to
o destinations by construccting
sidew
walks, improvving crossing conditions, and
a installing a wayfinding signage

P L A N

system. These pedesttrian and bicyycle improvem
ments should
d be considereed
throughout Downtow
wn, as well ass to other desstinations such as Franklin Park and
the trail to Lovettsville.
provement strrategy for Main Street
Pursue a phased imp
The Tow
wn should purrsue a phased
d strategy for on‐road bicyycle facilities o
on Main
Street. Itt should deveelop bicycle laanes on Main
n Street aroun
nd Route 287 (Cole’s
Farm) an
nd around thee intersection
n of Nursery Street
S
and 32
2nd Street wh
here the
existing roadway wid
dth allows, and install shared lane markkings where itt does
not. For the sections that are not wide enough, the Town sh
hould ensure that
future developmentss along Main Street
S
push the curb back and/or preseerve the
right‐of‐‐way so that bicycle
b
lanes can be added
d over time.
Implemeent a series of
o initial destiination‐based
d signed routtes
Purcellville should deevelop a signe
ed route systeem that proviides a conneccted
networkk of pedestriaan and bike faacilities. This route
r
should provide a loggical and
efficientt network of facilities
f
throughout the To
own to encou
urage walkingg and
bicyclingg. In order forr the signed route
r
networkk to function well, signs sh
hould
provide directional and wayfinding information
n. The signs should providee
function
nal connection
ns to link key destinations such as scho
ools, greenways and
shopping centers. Initial signed ro
outes could highlight conneections to thee W &OD
d to Fireman’s Field. These
e initial segmeents should serve as the skkeleton of
Trail and
the emeerging signed route system
m. Additional signed
s
segmeents should be added
over tim
me that conneect to and branch off of thee initial signed routes so th
hat in the
future Purcellville’s signed route system
s
conneects the entiree Town.
Provide Bicycle Parkiing
p
is an important
i
bu
ut often overlo
ooked part off a bicycle‐frieendly
Bicycle parking
commun
nity. A bicycle network is not completee unless theree is a place to
o safely,
securelyy and conveniiently park at the end of a trip. Bicycle parking is a u
unique
part of the
t bicycle neetwork in thatt it often does not occur in
n the public riight‐of‐
way. In lower‐densitty areas wherre buildings arre set back from the street, and in
areas wiith constraineed right‐of‐waay, cooperation with privaate development is
nient
critical to ensure bicyycle parking iss provided in a safe, secure, and conven
s
consid
der a Bicycle Parking
P
Partnership Prograam to
location. The Town should
n‐owned bicyccle racks freee of charge to businesses o
on the
offer thee use of town
conditio
on that they are installed and maintaineed privately.
Pursue Spot
S
improveements
For the pedestrian
p
an
nd bicycle nettwork to funcction properlyy, specific inteersections
will havee to be impro
oved to provid
de enhanced access. The Town
T
will neeed to
identify,, design, and implement sp
pot improvem
ments such ass adding bicyccle
detectio
on at selected
d traffic lights and providin
ng left‐turn po
ockets for bicyclists, on
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an ongoin
ng basis. In many cases, these improvem
ments should
d be
completed prior to or in
i tandem with signing a route.
r

LongT
Term Reco
ommenda
ations
Long‐term
m recommend
dations includ
de providing shoulders
s
on many
higher‐volume rural ro
oadways and constructing much of the trail system.
While theese recommen
ndations mayy be included in the long‐teerm
category, there may be
e opportunities for implem
menting them
m sooner. Forr
w roadway
example, bicycle facilitties could be included as a part of a new
dded to the Transportation
n Improvemeent Program or
o a new
project ad
bicycle prrogram could be provided by applying to
t a new gran
nt funding
source. The
T Town should take advaantage of these opportunities for
implemen
ntation.
As has been noted, upcoming transsportation pro
ojects represeent one of
the most important co
onsiderations in implementing the
recommendations of this plan. All resurfacing,
r
reepaving, and
ment projects should be evvaluated to deetermine wheether it is
improvem
possible to provide the
e bicycle facility recommen
ndations as part
p of the
planned project.
p

Poten
ntial Fu
unding Sources
S
s
Transporttation improvvements are expensive
e
butt essential, fo
or both
economicc developmen
nt and qualityy of life. Road
d, transit, ped
destrian, and
bicycle im
mprovements in town will be
b integral to
o attracting neew residents,,
maintaining quality of life, and in th
he long‐term, maintaining a strong a
stable com
mmunity. The following iss a sample of funds availab
ble to
implemen
nt capital projjects, program
ms, and servicces as well ass execute
policies in
n Purcellville.

Town Capital
C
Im
mproveme
ent Progrram
The Capital Improveme
ent Program (CIP) identifiees the physicaal facilities
and impro
ovements plaanned for the Town to support and enhance
neighborh
hoods, stimullate the Town
n’s economy, and improvee services to
the town.. CIP projectss are generally permanent improvemen
nts to the
Town’s infrastructure, transportatio
on, and otherrwise. The pro
ocess for
planning capital
c
improvements is co
ontinuous and evolves to address
a
aging infrastructure an
nd priorities.
nd transportaation, some
There aree a number off federal proggrams that fun
of which apply
a
and are
e appropriate to recommendations iden
ntified in this
plan. Fed
deral transporrtation fundin
ng programs, most of whicch are
administeered through various VDOTT programs in
nclude the folllowing:


nding for speccific projects as identified
Eaarmarks: allocations of fun
in
n budgets app
proved by law
wmakers













Interstatee Maintenancce: funds the major rehabiilitation of existing
(not new) interstate faacilities not adding additio
onal capacity
National Highway Systtem: funds interstates, primary routes, and
major higghways
Bridge: fu
unds structuree inspection
Surface Transportation
T
n Program: fu
unds are distrributed based
d on
federal ru
ules, which in
nclude a popu
ulation Equityy Bonus to ballance
appropriaation to individual states according
a
the Appropriatio
on Act
Congestio
on Mitigation
n Air Quality (CMAQ): fund
ds are distribu
uted to
areas with air quality issues
i
for thee purpose of reducing
r
emisssions
through the
t mitigation
n of congestio
on
Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP): funds are distributed
based on need
Transit: there are a variety of transsit funds available for both
h
operation
ns and capital improvemen
nts
Recreatio
onal trails pro
ograms
Bicycle transportation and pedestrian walkwayss (NHS)

State
Therre are a numb
ber of state programs thatt fund transpo
ortation, som
me of
whicch apply and are
a appropriaate to recomm
mendations id
dentified in th
his plan.
Statee transportation funding programs,
p
adm
ministered byy a number off
depaartments for varying
v
purpo
oses, addresss vehicular and non‐vehicu
ular
transsportation. In
n addition to new construction and maaintenance funds,
fund
ds also are avaailable for varrying degreess of study. A sample of pro
ograms
relevvant to the reecommendatiions in this plan includes the following:
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development continu
ues to occur in the Town, internal
i
streeet systems (th
he layout,
configurration, and co
onnectivity) created by devvelopment caan contribute
meaninggfully to the completion
c
off the overall town
t
street network.
n

Tax In
ncrementt Financin
ng
Tax increement financcing (TIF) distrricts can be established wiithin a geograaphically
defined area to use future gains in
n real estate property
p
taxees from a projject to
finance the
t public improvements associated with the projecct. As privatee
development invests in areas of to
own and improves the pub
blic infrastruccture,
often there is an increase in the vaalue of surrou
unding real estate, which ccan
increasee tax revenues. Increased revenue from
m a TIF districct can then bee used for
studies, streetscape, public ameniities and servvices, or otherr infrastructure.

Nextt Steps
While th
his plan is com
mprehensive in its approacch to transportation, for in
ndividual
elementts to be impleemented and for the Town
n to evolve in the long‐visio
oned
form and scale, further study and planning will need to occu
ur. A compreehensive
urban deesign plan neeeds to be devveloped with supporting reegulatory pollicy
documeentation to exxplicitly guide public and private reinvesstment in thee Town
and ensu
ure a desirable pattern and form—scale, massing, appearance, aand
configurration—of development. More
M
refined project scheedules, candid
date
funding sources, and priorities (ne
eighborhood, political, and
d functional) w
will need
to be deeveloped and identified forr transportatiion projects and
a the devellopment
of policies and prograams. Key item
ms requiring further
f
studyy are identified in
Table 5.1.

Six‐Year Plan:
P
the statee’s primary program for trransportation
n
improvem
ments statewide. It addressses the fund
ding needs forr all
modes off transportation
Enhancem
ment Funds: primarily
p
fund
d projects thaat benefit non
n‐
vehicular elements of the transporttation system
m such as bikeeways,
streetscapes, and sideewalks
Multimod
dal Planning Grants:
G
are co
ompetitive an
nd primarily focused
on the prreparation of multimodal plans
p
that pro
ovide
recommeendations on more strongly linking land
d use and
transporttation
Transporttation Partneership Opporttunity Fund (TTPOF): encourages the
funding of
o constructio
on projects through the Public‐Private
Transporttation Act (PP
PTA)

Pub
blic/Priva
ate
Thou
ugh many largge‐scale public/private traansportation initiatives
i
and
d
proggrams (PPTA and
a similar) do
d not apply to
t the recomm
mendations in
n this
plan, local mechaanisms requiring private co
ontributions to
t transportattion
infraastructure do apply. The proffer
p
system
m as well as negotiated and
d
voluntary contributions for thee new constru
uction and im
mprovement of
o
a services are
a importantt. In addition
n, as
transsportation inffrastructure and
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Appendix A
Public Comments from Workshop 1

King or Queen Exercise

One Hundred Dollars to Spend Exercise

Things Citizens Liked about Purcellville

For this exercise, participants were asked, “if I were King or Queen, I would
improve transportation in Purcellville in the following ways.” A summary of
responses are the following:

For this exercise, participants were asked, “if you had $100 to spend on
transportation improvements, how would you spend it? The money can be spent
on one item or spread around.” A summary comparison of responses from town
citizens and the Project Advisory Committee is shown at right. The arrows
indicate where there is correlation between the responses of the two groups.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Washington & Old Dominion (W&OD) Trail
Easy access to the region
Sense of community
Size of the Town
Services the Town provides
The Town is just close enough to nearby cities and the metro area,
but far enough to be individual
Sidewalks
Neighborhood and family friendly atmosphere
Good economic conditions that contribute to quality of community
Quality of schools

Citizens’ Ideas about the Future of Transportation in
Purcellville
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interchange at Route 690/7 Bypass
Consistent street lighting level, design, and theme
Create ways to promote walking
Build trail connections to the W&OD around town
Provide opportunities for and encourage children to walk and bicycle
to school
Prepare a bike safety course to advocate safe bicycling in town
Educate drivers regarding the rules of the road, especially with regard
to bicyclists and pedestrians

Citizens’ Ideas for Main Street
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Preserve Main Street’s character
Limit the number of traffic signals
Maintain the existing number of travel lanes
Limit sign clutter
Implement practical improvements
Features on Main Street should include:
o Sidewalks on both sides
o Covered bus stops
o Gateway features
Start a “Without a Doubt, Let Them Out” program
Create shared off‐street parking
Reduce non‐Purcellville through traffic volumes
Improve signal timing at Hatcher Avenue and 23rd Street
Install a traffic signal at Route 690 (21st Street)

Vehicular interests
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Improve Main Street
o Fix the Main Street/Maple Avenue intersection
o Fix the signal timing (better traffic progression)
o Improve the streetscape (more pedestrian amenities, better
landscaping, bury the utilities, provide for bicycles)
o Install reversible lanes
Construct an interchange with Route 7 at Route 690
Construct the Southern Collector Road (A Street Extension)
Install traffic calming measures on neighborhood streets
Create a program to “mandate manners” for drivers
Install measures to reduce vehicle travel speeds
Extend O Street

Transit
•
•

Install benches at bus stops
Install shelters at bus stops

Summary of Hundred Dollars to Spend
Project Advisory Committee
Public Workshop
Traffic flow
Sidewalks
Widening and new streets
Traffic flow
Sidewalks
Neighborhood traffic safety
Street aesthetics
Public transportation
Public transportation
Route 7/690 interchange
Improving road conditions
Street aesthetics
Neighborhood traffic safety
Widening/new streets
Bikeways and greenways
Bikeways and greenways
Right‐of‐way and planning
Improving road conditions
Trails to other places
Place utilities underground

Pedestrians and Bicycles
•

•
•

Sidewalks
o Complete the sidewalk network
o Improve existing sidewalks
Crosswalks
o At Patrick Henry College
o At other locations
Trails
o Create in‐town connections
o Create connections to destinations out‐of‐town (Round Hill, Franklin
Park, Hillsboro)
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Character Preference Survey
Workshop participants were asked to indicate their preference on
characteristics shown in various snapshot photos using red and green
sticky dots. Red dots indicated a dislike and green dots indicated a
character that was liked. A summary of responses is shown below.
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Public Comments from Workshop 2
Street Connection Starter Idea Exercise
Concepts for possible street connections were developed and are shown
in Figures A.1, A.2, and A.3. Using these figures as a discussion aid,
citizens were asked to comment on the connections and provide their
input on other ideas for new streets, trails, or other connections. For
ease of discussion, the Town was divided into three areas—downtown,
north, and east. A summary of comments on the street connections
shown for each area are the following:

Comments on Downtown Connections
•
•
•
•
•
•

These are good ideas, but more connections are needed to overcome
the cul‐de‐sacs
O Street Connector was liked
Option 2 or 3 of the Teardrop Connector was liked
Teardrop options would help to get traffic off Main Street
Option 3 of the Teardrop Connector streets east of Route 611 need
to be connected
Priorities for improvement
o Main Street/Maple Avenue intersection
o Southern Collector (A Street extension)
o New interchange at Route 7/690
o Main Street improvements
o Allocate money on traffic improvements first, then spend money
on beautification
o Add left‐turn phases at traffic signals and improve signal timing
on Main Street, especially during school release
o Deal with the core before the edges, more capacity and access is
needed in downtown
o More public street connections to major roads

Figure A.1: General Downtown Purcellville Street Connection Ideas Developed Prior to Public Workshop
(New streets shown only represent connections and not specific alignments)
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Comments on Northern Purcellville Connections
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Allder School Road upgrade was liked
Wright Farm Drive extension (any option) was liked
Northern Collector Road was liked, but should be a low priority
For Wright Farm Drive extension, Option 3 was preferred because it
would best serve planned non‐residential development and minimize
the impact on existing and planned residential development
Extend Option 3 to Route 287, south of existing residential
development
Extend Tranquility Road
Want a new interchange with Route 7—Option A or B
A new interchange on the west might add to downtown traffic

•

Route 7/Route 690 interchange is the most important and is more
important than the Southern Collector
o Interchange could be paid for by developers
o Option B maintains existing roads
o Option A is much better than Option B because Option A does not
impact wetlands
o Option A will be a more usable interchange because it might be
proffered and will mitigate traffic on 21st Street
o Option B will affect wetlands

Figure A.2: General Northern Purcellville Street Connection Ideas Developed Prior to Public Workshop
(New streets shown only represent connections and not specific alignments)
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Comments on Southeast Purcellville Connections
•

•

Like and need A Street Extension (four comments)
o Like Options 2 and 3
o Connection is important, but should not divide the farm, place sufficiently
sized culvert to allow farm equipment to cross under the road
Southern Collector route is not needed

Figure A.3: General Southeast Purcellville Street Connection Ideas
Developed Prior to Public Workshop
(New streets shown only represent connections and
not specific alignments)
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Be a Transportation Planner Exercise
In this input exercise, citizens were tasked with drawing their own future
transportation systems—vehicular and non‐vehicular—for the Town
using an aerial map of the study area. For the vehicular network
exercise, participants were encouraged to designate new street corridors,
gateways, and interchanges. For the non‐vehicular network exercise,
participants were encouraged to draw the links they wanted that would
complete the town’s sidewalk, trail, and bicycle networks. A summary of
the resulting vehicular and non‐vehicular network ideas are shown in
Figures A.4 and A.5.

Figure A.5: Citizen Input
on the Non‐vehicular
Transportation Network

Figure A.4: Citizen Input on the Vehicular Transportation Network
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